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We know it helps the manufacturer to set rigid 
standardisation of their equipment formats - most do! 
It doesn't help you. The penalty need not be a sharp 
increase in cost. 
We at Cadac do not expect you to suffer these short 
comings. Our fully modularised range of equipment leaves 
the flexibility of choice with you -and the cost? Lower 
than you would expect on a console for console 
comparison basis. 
The most versatile recording equipment in the world. 
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VOGUE PIP STUDIOS - FRANCE 

The leaders in music recording consoles 
and techniques. 

Cadac (London) Ltd. 
141, Lower Luton Road Harpenden Herts. AL5 5EL 

Harpenden (STD 05827) 64351 Telex 826323 
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)ISTRIBUTION 
STUDIO SOUND, published monthly, enables engin- 
eers and studio management to keep abreast of new 
ethnical and commercial developments in electronic 
:ommunication. It is available without charge to 
walified readers; these are directors, managers, 
?xecutives and key personnel actively engaged in the 
sound recording, broadcasting and cinematograph 
ndustr,'es In any part of the world. Non -qualifying 
eaders. can buy STUDIO SOUND at an annual 
:Lbscription of £5.80 (UK) or £6 (Overseas). Express 
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B), Philippines (C), Poland (X), Portugal (X), , esia (B), Rumania (X), Singapore (B), South 
rica (B), Spain (X), Sri Lanka (B), Sweden (X), 

witzer?and (X), Tanzania (B), Thailand (B), Trinidad 
{B), USA (B), Virgin Islands (B), West Germany (X), 

goslavia (X), Zambia (B). 

Zones 
X Europe goes air mail regardless 2nd class air mail 
A £18:78 (12 issues) 
B £18,84 (12 issues) 
C £22,56 (12 issues) 

BINDERS 
Loose -leaf binders for annual volumes of STUDIO 
SOUND are available from Modern Bookbinders, 
Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancashire. Price is 
£1.50 (UK and overseas). Please quote the volume 
number or date when ordering. 
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Total average net circulation of 8899 per issue during 
75. UK: 5689, overseas: 3210. Total average net 

:irculation of 10030 for January 1976. UK. 6003, 
- verseas: 4027. 

studio sound 
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

At the height of the recording boom which, needless to say, everyone remembers with affection. 
one top rock group booked a London studio for a solid 24 hours a day, five days a week for a 
total of five months. This ran up a total of 3500 hours putting the cost at around £140 000, 
ignoring the inevitable cash discount which might have made it a little bit less. The bill, in spite 
of this, came to quite a lot. 

Even apart from the musicians' time, the expense didn't end there. Feeling unhappy about 
the drum booth sound, the group went out and bought several hundred pounds worth of plywood 
and bathroom tiles with which they built their very own drum booth on the studio floor. Also, 
because the record company had originally promised them time in a studio deep in the country, 
the group felt cheated recording in the heart of the Metropolis. Their answer was to fill the 
studio with potted plants and bring in a herd of life -size plastic cows complete with heads 
specially designed to nod in time with the music. Naturally, the resulting album sold Jolly Well. 

From the foregoing (an absolutely true story) it suggests that most studio clients are artistically 
sensitive petals who wilt in a workmanlike environment. It hasn't always been the case though; 
once upon a time, it was all done on a two track tape recorder borrowed from a friend of a friend, 
originally purchased at a second -hand shop somewhere in SE I I. Plenty of beer in the fridge 
was far more important than headroom on the tape, although not even the destination cared 
about the blemishes, provided the resulting tape had feeling. 

Then everything changed. Artistically adept tapes made a lot of money which naturally 
concentrated attention on its source: the musician. This resulted in a turnaround situation; 
whereas before the Spartan working conditions led to a kind of freebooting spontaneity in the 
people who had to make the system work, the economic muscle power of the bright lights made 
the system work for its superstars. 

Naturally the supply met the demand in a manner that only capitalism can cater for. People 
initially wove the myth -which the music industry readily propagated -that the perfect ideal 
for the recording environment was a Houston launch special, manned by dudes in dark shades 
peering through a gloom of red spotlamps (mood lighting). It is no wonder that clean- living 
superstars wanted to go up the country and seek the working solitude of log cabins /great danes. 

Sure, they had to be there long enough to make a 1000 -mile round trip worth the effort; 
country studios aren't the right place for a three -hour overdub. Similarly, not everyone is brave 
enough to stand the rigours of poison ivy /lack of Macdonald's Gristle Burgers which means the 
status quo won't crumble overnight. However, the demand for rural recording is a cry to better 
the working environment. Similarly, it is worth noting that sandwiches and showers on tap can 
do more for the resulting tape than equalisation and headroom, especially at four in the morning. 

Plastic cows are merely symptomatic of a need. 
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Custom built for 
Shamra Studios, Syria 

B100 series -part of a 
comprehensive and 
flexible range of mixing 
equipment having an 
interchangeable 

selection of control 
modules designed to 
enable your exact 
requirements to be met 

Manufacturers of Station Road, Wenden () sound systems Saffron Walden 
and electronics Essex CB114LG 

Saffron Walden audix (0799) 40888 

bioadcast 
ffiKfl9 COfl1Ot1 

SEIVIVHEISER 

The new ace in our pack 
We are pleased to reveal the new trump card in the Sennheiser range of stereo headphones. 
Once you have tested the superb closed ear HD 224X, you will appreciate what a winner we have. 
In the meantime, lust take a look at this specification. 

Transducer principle Closed ear 
Frequency response 16...20 000 Hz 
Nominal impedance 2000 ace. so DIN 45 500 
Nominal SPL at 1000 Hz 94 dB per system (IOp bar a 1 Pa) at ImW of power 

(corresponding to 450 mV at 2000) 
Nominal load 0 5W ace to DIN 45 582 
THD 5 I% to DIN 45 500 
Weight .. ...... ....approx 252g without cable 

Supplied with 3 metre cable terminated with a lack plug 

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LIMITED 
Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW 
Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447 

IMii==lm=1=M=MBEN=MIMIIM11MBENIMIMINNIIII 
Please send a free copy of the Senn heiser Stereo Headphones Brochure. 1 

1 1 
Name 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 Code SS 224 9 

Address 
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Is thrzrrz o mixing system versatile enough for 
Yourfuturr Rrzquirmwts? 

The fflI P. toto/moclu/or concept offers: 

Mainframe expansion in sections of six modules capacity at 
any future time,allowing a larger proportion of the budget 
to be used for modules instead of unoccupied mainframe. 

This gives a cost effective solution with no compromise 
engineering,and a performance specification to meet 
critical live sound, recording and broadcast requirements. 

The complete range of 21 standard modules are available 
from stock,together with assembled main frames in 
various standard formats. 

mioRs 
54 -56 Stanhope Street, London 111W113EX. Tel: 01- 388 ?060 
Louis De Potesto, ARC, S.PR.L Rue Th. Decuyper, 134,1200 Brussells, Belgium. Tel: 1-71 -30 -63 
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The Ultimate in Tape Cartridge Machines -See us on Stand B21 at 1BC '76 

SERIES 4000 
The no nonsense cartridge machine 
that is innovative, reliable and 
durable without being over complex 
or expensive. 

Full range of accessories etc available - 
Tape cartridge winders, fault/splice 
detectors, cartridges, turntables, erasers 
lubricated tape. 

TAPE CARTRIDGE MACHINES AUDIO CONSOLES STUDIO ACCESSORIES 

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR 

BROADCAST AUDIO (EQUIPMENT) LTD 
P.O. BOX 31 DOUGLAS ISLE OF MAN GREAT BRITAIN 

Telephone 0624 4701 (24 hrs) Telex 627900 

aeewsMAT 
APOLLO ELECTRONICS FRANCE 

PROFESSIONAL 
audio plug -in units. 

More than 20 models. 

Input channel, amplif. 

Equalisers, compressor, 

Expanders, generators, 
Line amplifier, etc ... 
PERFORMANCE AND 

RELIABILITY AT A 

MODERATE COST .. 

HYBRID MODULES 
24 PINS DIL 33 x 20 x 15mm 

-HM80: general purpose AC 
control module (with 32 
applications free) 
-HM70: low noise 70dB gain 
micro amplifier 
-HM30: Compressor limiter 
34dB comp. 0.3% THD 

Application data on request /APRS std 22 

22 RUE STE AMBROISE -PARIS 7501 I- FRANCE 
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POWER AMPLIFICATION 

BY MUSTANG 

C 

Our SS.100 and SS.50 are economical amplifPrs with outputs 
of up to 150 and 80 Watts RMS into 8 -15 ohms, typical THD 
figures being 0.1 %, stewing rate > IOv!,is. noise > 90dB 
down, zero level input, and full electronic protection. 
Considering these points with their proven reliability and 
robust construction, plug in output transistors and driver 
board, optional balanced input and 100V line output, and 
virtually ex stock despatches we reckon we take some beating! 
Contact us now for the full technical specifications. 

Manufacturers of mixers, integrated mixer amplifiers and slave amplifiers, 
studio power amplifiers, transformers, lighting control equipment and 
cabinets for the home and export markets. 
Contact us for full illustrated technical brochures. 

MUSTANG 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Nelson Street, Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire Y012 7SZ 
England 
Telephone 0723 -63298 
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WHAT'S IN A MICROPHONE STAND? 

Into our microphone 

stands are built years 

of listening to the 

comments of engin- 

eers and studio tech- 

nicians and acting on 

their advice. 

You can benefit from 

all this experience by 

sending for our new 

catalogue. 

Write or Phone to:- 

KEITH MONKS (AUDIO) LTD. 
26 READING ROAD SOUTH, FLEET, HANTS. 

Telephone: Fleet (02514) 7316 or 3566. Telex 858606 

SOLD WORLD -WIDE THROUGH APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS 
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THE DOCUMENT SON CONTROL UNIT 
gets the hest out of your mini Nagra 

Reduce your film sound recording channel to 1.25kg (21b, 12oz). Our SON Control 
Unit is designed to exploit fully the excellent basic specification of the Nagra SN making 
available for the first time all the facilities of the big recorders. These include: 

* manual gain control and VU meter 
* direct monitoring without tape running 

before /after monitoring with tape running 
* headphone amplifier incorporated giving extra 9 db gain 
* 10Hz (or 30Hz) crystal sync. pulse generator 
* LED indicates sync. pulse being recorded 
* built -in powering for Sennheiser MKH series r.f. condenser microphones 
* built -in pre -amp for dynamic or self -powered microphones (200-6000) 
* a.g.c. option retained 
* 6 hours' continuous recording on Mallory Mn 1604 9Volt battery 
* battery test button 
* bass cut switch (cut adjustable internally over wide range) 
* input sockets for line in and bleep signals 
* the lowest of low profiles 
* minimal transport costs for your sound kit 
* a product that has been extensively tested in all extremes of climate 

Illustrated Brochure available from: - 
DOCUMENT GROUP LONDON LTD., 
THIRD FLOOR, 8 -12 BROADWICK STREET, LONDON W1V 1FH. 
Telephone: 01 -437 4526/7 Cables: FILMDOC LONDON W1 ENGLAND. 

gferUr 

01011051101 
8of11P-OR 

DOUAI EN'f 
Na GROUP 

6-771000ù09 
UPON 

5014/1 - 
WILMSLOW 

AUDIO 
THE Firm for speakers ! 

Tannoy - Gauss - Radford - Kef - Goodmans - 

Celestion - Fane - Decca - Peerless - Baker, etc. 

From stock: 
RADFORD ZD22 Zero distortion stereo preamp 
RADFORD HD250 High Definition Stereo amplifier 
RADFORD Low distortion oscillator 
RADFORD Distortion measuring set 

Expected soon: RADFORD ZDI00 and ZD200, 150 

watt and 250 watt per channel, zero -distortion power 
amplifiers! 

(Speakers) Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works, Bank 
Square, Wilmslow, Cheshire 

(P.A. etc.) Wilmslow Audio, 10 Swan Street, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire 

(Hi -fi etc.) Swift of Wilmslow, S Swan Street, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire 

Tel. Wilmslow 29599 (speakers), 26213 (Hi -fi, PA etc.) 

8 STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER 1976 

WOW and FLUTTER METERS 

Illustrated is the ME105, the very latest type of Wow 
and Flutter Meters manufactured by Woelke Magnet - 
bandtechnik, Munich, Germany, and distributed 
exclusively by us in the U.K. Anyone concerned with 
the most accurate measurement of drift (down to 
plus /minus 0.1 %) and wow and flutter (down to plus/ 
minus 0.03 %) should be interested in the ME 105. 

Fuller details on application. 

LENNARD DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 
206 CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD EN2 OQX 
MIDDLESEX Tel. 01 -363 8238 
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Sometimes, what goes in, doesn't 
always come out! 
The Condor range of Unisound 
microphones, however, have one 
common factor; clear, clean total 
reproduction. 
The Unisound Series of 
microphones cover all hi -fi 
fields, from high quality Cassette 
& Open Reel work at home, to 
the world of the professional 
stage performer. So, whatever 
your requirements are, be it 
Crystal, Dynamic, or Electret 
Condenser type, Condor 
have a suitable model. 
Remember Condor 
Unisound -for people 
who like the sound of 
their own voice. 

D M -600 
Dynamic 
200 ohms 
Remote control 
switch: Available 
with 3.5mm Jacks or 
din plugs. 
R.R.P. £2.25 

EM -84 
Lapel Mike 
(1k ohms) 
R.R.P. £14.00 

condor - EM -82 Mk II 

Series 
(Omni -Directional) 
Available models 
EM -82 L (500 ohms) 
EM -82 M (5k ohms) 
EM -82 H (40k ohms) 
EM -82 D (40k/ 
500 ohms) R.R.P. 
start from £16.00 

The fastest bird in the business 
Condor Electronics Limited, 
100 Coombe Lane, London, SW20 OAY Telephone: 01 -946 0033 (4 Lines) 
Distributors of cartridges, styli, condenser microphones and headphones. Guaranteed 24 -hour dispatch service 

EM -83 Mk II 

Series 
(Uni- Directional) 
Available models 
EM -83 L (1k ohms) 
EM -83 M (5k ohms) 
EM -83 H (40k ohms) 
EM -83 D (40k /1k ohms) 
R.R.P. start from £18.50 

Many other mikes in the Unisound range, 
write for the details. 
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LOOK WHAT HAPPENED WHEN ALICE 
AND PETE GOT TOGETHER ... 
They produced the ALICE -KEELEY Q.A.M.3. QUALITY 
ASSESSMENT MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER. A development 
of the A701 as used as a quality assessment monitor in I.B.A. 
Local Radio Station. 

It is fitted with an integral 100 watt 'Current Dumping'* 
amplifier -need we say more? For professional use, the 
Q.A.M.3 -P is available with balanced input and thermal 
power limiting. 

The four unit acoustically loaded bass reflex speaker is the 
result of countless hours of development time, aimed at 
producing a unit to complement the superb quality of the 
amplifier. 

IT DOES ! 

The Q.A.M.3 is the first in a new Alice range of Hi -Fi equip- 
ment with professional facilities and performance. 
Soon you will be hearing about the P.S.C.1 Stereo Pre - 
Amplifier and P.200 Stereo Power Amplifier. 

For up to date information contact Barry Porter 

(Stancoil Ltd), Sales Office : 38 Alexandra Rd, 

Windsor, Berks. Tel. Windsor 51056 7 

*The amplifier fitted to the Q.A.M.3 incorporates output circuit techniques patented by the Acoustical 
Manufacturing Co Ltd, manufactured under licence by Stancoil Ltd. 

O.B. 100 TELEPHONE LINE 

THIS IS THE OBI00 
YOUR AID TO 

OUTSIDE BROADCASTING 

YOUR OWN INSTANT STUDIO 

FOR JUST £146 (Ex works) 

Self- contained, battery operated with auto level drive, 
microphone input, tape input, drive metering, 
self- contained dial enabling operator to call studio direct, 
visual indicator for receiving calls, auto level 
headphone monitor amplifier for communication with studio. 
Also available in this range, send /receive terminal units, 
receive only and send only units and fuse protection 
barriers. This range of units is acceptable by the British 
Post Office for use on standard public telephone 
system and may also be used on private wire circuits. 

Deuils of our full range of aids to the broadcast industry from 

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS 
21 25 Hart Road, Benfleet, Essex, SS7 3PB England 

We regret that models for U.K. use may not be fitted with dial 

10 STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER 1976 
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The Ad- of the States 

Ehereis 
no 

alternative 

JH -114 MULTITRACK 
Expandable from 8 track 
to 24 track 

MCI (PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT) LTD. 

MCI House, 54 -56 Stanhope Street, 
London NW13EX.TeI; 01 -388 78ó7/8.Tx: 261116, 

JH -110 MASTER MACHINE 
for Stereo & Quad 
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"I PAY LESS THAN 38p 
FOR A DUPLICATED C60 CASSETTE" 

Recordings are equal Recordings 
in quality to major inconsistent 

record labels cassettes are 

and produced 

"in cassette" 
Stay as you are -of copying. 

you must be using programme 

duplitape fixed not 

USE 

DUPLICATING COSTS FOR 

1000 up 38p free mastering CBS, 
500 up 40p 

250 up 43p RECORDED 
100 up 46p 

ANY 
including library case 

Based on C60 length TO C131 

"I PAY MORE THAN 38p 

FOR A DUPLICATED C60 CASSETTE" 

are poor and Quality is poor Quality is good 

because 

low quality E 7 

by Avoid bankruptcy -You are too 

method bring your product benevolent 

Also quality into line with 
lengths are consumers' requirements 

flexible and reduce prime costs Your regular duplicating 
company probably 

sub -contracts to 

duplitape. Pocket the 

difference -go direct 
duplitape FOR THE SAME "READY 

RETAIL" QUALITY AS EMI, DECCA, 

ETC., WHO'S CASSETTES ARE ALSO duplitape 
5 PRATT STREET 

BY THE "LOOP BIN" METHOD. 
CAMDEN TOWN 

PROGRAMME LENGTH FROM C1/2 LONDON, NW1 OAE 

WITH ABSOLUTE CONSISTENCY. Tel. 01 -485 7833 

A Mini Mixer with a true 

PROFESSIONAL STUDIO SPECIFICATION 

a &asa 

A K IC'l s ' 
$1,1* eel t ,r 

14/4 Custom Console based 
on Mini Mixer modules. 

STANDARD MIXER 
10 Input Channels, 4 Output Groups. 
Auxiliary Sends and Echo Returns. 

XLR Connectors to balanced Mic Inputs and Line Returns. 
Normalled Insert Jacks. 

Low Noise and High Output levels. 
Portable. 

Extension units, PPM's, Limiters etc. also available. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Prosound, Musicians Sound 
Centre, J'burg. Tel. 642-87-21 
SPAIN 
TELCO Sociedad Limitada 
Madrid. Tel. 221 -5606 
HOLLAND 
Pieter Bollen, Eindhoven 
Tel. 040 -512777 

RAINDIRK LTD., 

BELGIUM 
ARC, SPRL, Brussels 
Tel. 771 -30 -63 
DENMARK 
Audiophil, Copenhagen F 

Tel. (01)fa. 5209 
WEST GERMANY 
Elmus GmbH, Berlin 12 

Tel. 030 -312 -2012 

Downham Market, Norfolk. 
Tel. 2165 and 3617 

12 STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER 1976 

WE CARE FOR OUR REVOKES- 
WHY NOT LET US CARE FOR YOURS? 
We can do anything you can dream up for the A77 within reason, and without 
detriment to the normal performance of the A77, such as: 

I Any speed from 30 i.p.s. down to If i.p.s. without any of the usual problems. 
2 Improving specifications to the most amazing standards for the professional 

user. 

3 Pause control. 
4 Balanced line mit inputs with or without phantom speed up to 21 volts. 
5 Cannon input and output. 
6 RAPID SERVICE. 
WE PROVIDE IMMEDIATE SERVICE TO THOSE WHO URGENTLY REQUIRE 
THEIR REVOXES. 

Radio Recordings Tel. N o. 01-586 0064 
ALL MACHINES WE REPAIR OR MODIFY LEAVE US WITH A SPECIFICATION 

SHEET 

iAii All/ i- imi - - _.r 4 

1 \ 
1 

1 \ 
1 \ 
1 

1 

1 
\ 
1 

AT LAST 
A STEREO DISC CUTTING HEAD 

made in Britain by British engineers at about half the 

cost of any other stereo cutter head! 

1 

1 

1 \ 
1 

For full details call 

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE 
LONDON ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL, s 

BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND 1 

Phone BRACKNELL (0344) 54935 1 

k- .iii.i.i_i_. -I, # J'IIIIi,MIi_J' .' 
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NACRA TAPE RECORDERS 
Some New Accessories 

QTIM 

33 gT `- 

,YY 1f t SOY N M 

wM 

OGB 

'- 
,< 

1 

-.,. 
i r 

10Zin. reel adapter, equipped with two electronically con - 
trolled motors. Power supplied through the rechargeable 
cells of the NAGRA or through external source(ATN, etc.) 
Weight: 61b. 6oz. 

_, 

Y 

EW.444 N>NIN 

Timer, tape driven and 
instead of a tension 

graduated in minutes, to be fixed 
arm roller 

DSM 

! 
faI 

% 

ç 

_ .: 

Field monitor and amplifier. Internal power supply, A.C. 
mains 110/220V, 48 -440 Hz, or IACC rechargeable battery 
compartment. Battery charger included. Two loudspeakers, 
treble and bass -medium, power output 20W on mains, 
8W on batteries. Frequency response 60- 16,000 Hz ±3 dB. 
External speaker output. Suitable for all NAGRA record- 
ers. Two Floating line inputs, 1 unbalanced line input, 1 

dynamic microphone input. Low speed correction for 
NAGRA SNS and SNG, 3- position filter. 
Weight: 13.81b. 

SWITCHABLE MICROPHONE PRE -AMPLIFIERS 
FOR ALL NAGRA IV AND 4.2 MODELS 

i 
J 

tee.` - 
-.;174, 

fr 

AR 

+ AT 

MODEL QPAU MODEL QPAU -T 
1 -12V phantom 48V phantom 
+48V phantom AB powering 
Dynamic (200 ohms) Dynamic (200 ohms) 

For details of the 
contact us:- 

above, and any of the seven models now forming the NAGRA range, please 

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD. 
HAYDEN HOUSE, CHURCHFIELD:ROAD, CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS. 
Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447 

HAYDEN 
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Stereo and 4 Track Mixing Consoles 

4 -band equalisation 

Low noise circuitry -125 dBm ref inent 

Low distortion -0.01% typically 

Line level and mic level inputs 

Line level outputs up to +22 dBm 

Prefade listen and talkback optionally 
available 

Ideal for use with Teac, Revox,etc. 
Also available graphic and parametric 
equalisers, disc preamp units and 
crossovers 

Further 
;cont 

details 
act ELECTRONICS 

Frenchs Mill, Frenchs Road 
Cambridge 0223 66559 

Microphones 
;,, 1 

Mixers 
The Eagle PRO range of microphones is for 
Professionals. ( But we've got a lot of 
different mikes for less exacting jobs as 
well). They're all meticulously engineered, 
guaranteed and cost less than any others of 
the same quality. Omni- and uni- directional 
capacitor mikes. Lavalier capacitor 
mikes. And a lot of other studio 
equipment you're sure to need. 

Send the 
coupon and 
get the full 
catalogue. 

Please send me your catalogue with details and 
prices of mikes, mixers and studio equipment. 

NAME. 

ADDRESS 

Eagle International, Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, 
Wembley HAO 1 SU Tel: (01) -902 8832 
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As industrial dealers for the above products, plus Celef, Moniter, 
Audio, IMF, GALE, Spendor, Denon, Supex, we can offer the 

best prices, most models ex -stock or on short delivery, 
write or phone for quotations 

HIRE - USED - REPAIR 
contact Mike Holmes for further details 

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD 
284 GLOSSOP ROAD 
SHEFFIELD SIO 2HS 
Telephone (0724) 730064 
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Jú rp hfo gc cinc reverberarlo 

AKG REVERBERATION UNIT BX 20 
We are esed to three-dimensional hearing. Good recordings 

do include the third dimension. But in your studio a 

necessanlg "dead" recordings created. With the AKG- BX -20- 

Studio Reverb Unit you can put as much "life" into 

the recording as is needed. A high degree of 

diffusion results in natural reverberation duality. Purely 

electronic damping-for varied decay time from 2 to 4.5 

182/4 Campden Hill Road K3nsjngton 

seconds (1.5 to 3.5 sec also available). Remote control 

obtained over 5000 metres. Undelayed variations of decay 

time during operation. Iwo independent channels 

(channel separation >50db). No danger of feeoloack. Full 

isolation against vibration and structureborn sound. 

No locking or re.- adjustment for transportation necessary. 

Available in 104 countries all over the world. 

AKG Equipment Ltd. Lonc'on W3 7AS Telephone 01.229.3695 

rTh 

w 
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NICHOLAS HI -FI 
AT 13 CAMDEN 

HIGH St. 
NW1. TEL: 388 -7451 -56 

THE ANTI -INFLATION SHOP 

The ultimate in Hi Fi shops has now been opened right opposite Mornington 
Crescent Tube Station. This shop has been designed for those who do not like 

the `type of things' happening on Tottenham Court Road. 
Our advice is free - as is our coffee, our tea and our beautiful armchairs. There 
are no 'salesmen' on our premises, rather we have keen devotees who would talk 

Hi -Fi until sleep drops into their eyes. 

THIS MONTH'S STAR ITEMS 
YAMAHA 
CR1000 

SUPER CLASS 
RECEIVER 

PHASE 
LINEAR 
400 B x 

4000 PRE 
AMP 

FOR THE 
LUCKY ONES 

SUGDEN 
P51 k 

C51 

BEST BRITISH 
AT ITS PRICE 

JBL MONITOR RADFORD 
THE NEW AUDIO VALVE 

L166 MA3MK II AMPLIFIER 
THE MOST (NOT FOR SALE) 

THE OUTSTANDING OLD 
CLASSICAL BRITISH SENTIMENTS 

JBL SPEAKER REVIVED COME 
FOR A LISTEN JVC 

JAS 
TTHE ONE 

VERY BEST 
60 60 WRMS 

AMPLIFIERS 

BOSE 
301 
Or 

501 

REVOX 
A700 

WHAT A 
CLASSIC! 

FONS - SME 
V15 Ill OR SUPEX OR 

STANTON 

JOLLY GOOD! 

TRADE UP 
TO SOMETHING 

BETTER 

AIWA 5080 
THE ROLLS -ROYCE OF 

MUSIC CENTRES. A JOY 
TO USE AND TO OWN, 

A PLEASURE TO 
LISTEN TO 

CERWIN VEGA 15T 
SPEAKERS 

INCREDIBLE! FOR 
SERIOUS ROCK THIS IS 

WHERE TO LOOK 
FIRST. WE HAVE -HEM 

ON DEM. 

QUAD 405 
THIS IS THE ONLY ITEM 
WE SELL AT RRP. BUT 
WE DON'T KEEP OUR 
CUSTOMERS WAITING 

FOR EVER 

PHASE LINEAR 
2000 PREAMP 

WE ARE THE ONLY 
SHOP IN BRITAIN 

HOLDING THESE IN 
STOCK 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS 
HARMAN KARDON 
630 930 HK1000 
VERY VERY CHEAP 

REVOX A700 
2 CNLY AT LESS 
THAN £800 each 

THORENS 
160C 

VERY CHEAP 

OUR PRICES 
ON NORMAL 
STOCK HAVE 

GONE RIDICULOUS 

AR RECEIVER 
60 . 60 WRMS 

SUPER SENSITIVE 
TUNER 

PRO -GEAR FOR ONLY £205 

,.VC 5505L 
RECEIVER USUALLY 

OVER £140 NOW ONLY £70 

LUX 800 & 600 
RECEIVERS AT CLOSE 

TO TRADE PRICE 

NIKKO 
5050, 7070 
8080 ETC. 

AT 25 °° OFF LIST 

UHER C6360 
AT CLOSE TO TRADE PRICE 

DORKODER 8140 £400 
7100 £230 (one of each) 

YAMAHA NS 
(8 speakers only) £150 PAIR 

OTHER THINGS WE DO: WE take photographic equipment in pan- exchange WE accept existing decent Hi -Fi from customers wishing to go up 
higher still. WE buy top grade Hi -Fi for cash. WE particularly Iike to know our customers and to give the best service we possibly can. WE will 
obtain any equipment for you and to this end we are always adcing to our range of products. WE are very nice people to deal with! Our sales - 

personnel are keen and enthusiastic. WE offer H.P. - Instant Crsdit for items of £210 and under, Contract Hire and Leasing to studios. WE also 
take ACCESS and Barclaycard although WE HAVE BEEN. KNOWN TO SETTLE FOR CASH!!, 

THIS IS REALLY WHERE TO BUY YOUR 
AMCRON, AIWA, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ARMSTRONG, ACCUPHASE, AKAI, BIC, B &W, 

BOSE, CERWIN -VEGA, CELESTION, CAMBRIDGE, DENON, DOKORDER, DUAL, ESS, FONS, 
GRUNDIG, GALE, LUX, HARMAN KARDON, HITACHI, IMF, JBL, MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI, 

NA QUAD, REVOX, MONITOR 
AUDIO, 

NIKKO, MICRO, 
PHASE LINEARV C.,THÔRENS,R O, TRÁ SC IPTOR, 

YAMAHA; 
plus all the accessories you may need. 

Have a Laugh - What's the difference between Nicholas Hi Fi and Nell Gwynne? 
Nothing at all really - they both have very large outputs ", 

and Nick always keeps abreast - of the times. 
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Rogei Squiiei the specialists in deejay 
equipment for radio studios 

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE PRICES FOR BOTH 
BROADCASTING STUDIOS -AND RADIO RECORDING STUDIOS 

ALL PRICES ARE NETT PROFESSIONAL 

BROADCAST TURNTABLES JINGLE MACHINES 

5quh*.'. 

SQUIRE S3000 Mk. II 

R /Playback compat. [155 

11111111111r . I 

SPOTMASTER 
Model 1000 £339 

RUSSCO from £200 

INSTANT 
START 

Allen and Heath MINIMIXERS 
6 into 2 - ONLY L148 

We now stock the 
Chilton range of 

professional 
Studio Mixers 

Chilton Mixers 

PRICES FROM £410 

J H 

w 

V ft*Ì 
. r . b v v 4 

® 
11111111 

..20 

FEATURING 

Remote starts 
Voice auto fade 

Full studio spec. 

Squire S4000 6ch MSS Mixer L218 

ALLEN & HEATH 

16/2 L580 

14/2 E527 

12/2 [474 
10/2 [421 

ALSO 
Stanton 500 AL Cartridges ... E14-95 Budget -priced mixers, from 

AKG Studio Mics, from ... £56.00 Uher Interview Recorders 

Anglepoise Mic Stands ... £14.75 HH variable echo units ... 

UK CUSTOMERS VAT EXTRA 

... 69.00 
£242.00 
£134.00 

DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN UK plus EXPORT SERVICE 
Most items available ex- stock. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Showrooms open Tuesday -Saturday Closed Mondays 
OPENING TIMES 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAYS UNTIL 8.00 p.m. 

Talk to our Manager Tony Kingsley. 

He knows about Radio Studios. 

SOME ITEMS ALSO AVAILABLE FROM 

OUR MANCHESTER BRANCH. 

Logar Squite!i 
STUDIO EQUIPMENT DIVISION 
55 CHARLBERT STREET, LONDON NW8 6JN 

Telephone 01 -722 8111 
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a remarkably easy 
compressor 
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Hear Hear CHI LTONS New Mixer 
H Series QM1 8 TRACK MONITORING & STEREO MIXDOWN I l 

Here is the mixer that is equally at home 
in the 4 or 8 track studio or in the PA rig. 
It provides 4 output groups, 3 band 
equalisation, balanced Mic. pad, 
Mic /Line switch, stereo monitor mix and 
a stereo master too. We install two 
auxiliaries talkback and ppms as 
standard and package it all in a compact 
case 9 inches high, 18 inches deep and 
32 inches wide following our earlier 
classic outline. 
We do a variation on the QM1 series 
which is tailor made for the hard 
pressed radio DJ who also has to use 
his mixer when recording live events. 
The price starts at £1210 for a 12/4 as 
above. 
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MAGNETIC TAPES Ltd., 
Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey, England. 
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01 -876 7957 

MELLOTRON 400 FX EFFECTS CONSOLE 

Mellotronics have introduced a new model of their 
Keyboard effects console -the simplest and quickest 
means of dropping in spot effects. 

105 effects immediately available at the 
touch of a key 

Library of over 1260 effects available 
Comes with two fully loaded tape frames 
(210 effects) 

Tape frames can be changed in 2 minutes 

For further details ring: 
Peter Granet 01 637 0692 
Mellotronics Limited, 
35 Portland Place, =_ 

London, 
WIN 3AG 

Midlands and North, Bradmatic Limited 021 353 - 

contact: 338 Aldridge Road, 
Streetly, 

Sutton Coldfield, 
Warwickshire 

3171 
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Illuminated meter shows peak 
operating level, output level or gaits 
reduction. 
Working level adjustable from -20dBm 
to OdBm. 
Noise level below -70dBm. 
Max. output +18dBm. 
Frequency response 30Hz - 20KHz ±1dE. 
Separate switched 20 : 1 limiter side 
chain with LED indicator. 
Bypass comparison switch. 
Because we've done the work for 
you, bringing up the compression 
on a CM4 doesn't alter the output 
level at all. In fact, our twelve IC's 
track compression, threshold and 
make up gain all on one control, so 
adding compression doesn't upset 
your mix. 

One wire links CM4's for stereo or 
quad and we guarantee the match 
to within 1dB. 
For less than £100 per channel the 
Quail CM4 is also remarkably easy 
on your budget. 

Quail audio 
115 Hatfield Road St. Albans Herts. 
Tel: St. Albans (07271 63727 
A subsidiary of Zero 88 Lighting Ltd. 
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Quartz precision. What it's done for watches, 
it does for the F400 

In timekeepi o . rtz accuracy is measured in 
millionths of a second. That's precisior. 

Now, with the F400 from Schlumberger, quartz 
precision comes to professional tape recording. 
Because the F400's DC drive motor is crystal -slaved 
and phase- locked, setting new standards of stability 
in tape transport speeds. Better, in fact, than 0.02%. 
With stability like this, the necessity fora speed 
control is eliminated. 

The slave facilities make the F400 ideal for 
integration into computer -controlled systems. The 
DC drive makes possible a wider range of speeds; 
forward and reverse tape transport; and easily 

:ontrolhble acceleration and deceleration. 

Other features include modular construction of 
both mechanical and electrical components for 
easy maintenance, and hard -tipped long -life 
magnetic heads. 

So when it comes to the latest technology in 
professional tape recording, think quartz. Think 
precision. Think F400. 

COMPTEURS 

Schlumberger 

COMPTEURS SCHLUMBERGER AUDVO PROFESSIONAL DEPARTMENT 
296, AVENUE NAPOLEON - BONAPARTE 92505 RUIEL -MALMAISON TEL. 977.92.23 TELEX 692474 F 
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IF YOU'RE A PROFESSIONAL AND NOT USING 

TEAC... ARE YOU ?? 

Libby's 

YOUR RECORDING PROBLEMS CAN BE 
SOLVED BY A VISIT TO LIBBY'S! 

STOP PRESS - 
TASCAN 8 TRACK 

SIMUL SYNC 
AVAILABLE NOW! 

- HI-FI RECORDS 
PHONE 021 554 8557 244 SOHO ROAD BIRMINGHAM B21 9LR 

BIB erice,er 

e.ee 
British made 
professional 
cartridge reproducer 

p 
® BIBr 

u^n ,5 151, 

Ask for literature i SÌS<® ° fi 1J31 ,+r® 

Agents for 
Fidelipac N.A.B. Cartridges 
SIS Ltd, 57 St Andrews Road,Northampton NNI 2PB 
Telephone: Northampton (0604) 32965 30559 

CD 5151 
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e/CASSETTE`6 
DUPLICATION 

RECORDING STUDIO 
8 TRACK MUSIC, SPEECH, COMMERCIALS 

STEREO 
MONO /SUN RECORDING SERVICES LTD 

34 -36 CROWN ST., READING 

G o 0734 - 595647 o O 

SPEECH 
MUSIC 

THE SPECIALISTS 

REVOX . NAKAMICHI . TEAC 

TANNOY . AKG . YAMAHA 
JBL . AMCRON . SPENDOR 

Demonstrations by appointment 

THE MUSIC LABORATORY 
01 -346 4469 
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PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY 

IT HAS TO BE AMCRON ! 

Amcron power amplifiers come in three sizes, D60, D150 and DC300A, and all offer superb 
quality sound reproduction combined with a well- earned reputation for reliability. Introduced 
back in 1967, they are found in all possible applications involving amplification of Audio 
Frequency signals. Little wonder that they are chosen by leading studios such as Advision, 
De Lane Lea, Island, The Manor, Central Sound, and Kingsway Recorders to name but a few. 

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD. SAXMUN HAM, SUFOLKTP17 
PARK ESTATE, 

TEL: (0728) 2262 2615 

S E N IV H E I S E R proudly introduce their new 

Electret Condenser 
Microphone Family 
The new Sennheiser System comprises of a 

common powering module with a choice of 
DIN or cannon connector and three micro- 
phone heads. The microphone modules 
screw directly onto the powering module 
and give a choice of omni, super -cardioid or 

super directional 'gun' patterns. 
The advantage of this system is its 

versatility and the individual modules can be 

purchased separately. 

17; 
2C12 .. 
,4o2 
VV2 

.r.-----" 
ers00.i 0"o' 

Illustrated are the pre -amplifier and three different capsules. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEND THE CUT -OUT COUPON TO 

Hayden Laboratories Ltd 

HAYDEN 
Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter 
Bucks. SL9 9EW 
Tel: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447 

r 
Please send a free copy of the Sennheiser Catalogue 

Best Seller. 

Name 

Address 

1 

Code SS/ECM/t0 

L____________________ 
21 
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MCI (UK) handles L J Scully 
Dag Feiner announces that his 
company, MCI (UK) Ltd now 
handles the British agency for the 
L J Scully Manufacturing Corpor- 
ation residing at 138 Hurd Ave, 
Bridgeport, Conn 06604, USA. 
Phone: (203) 368 2332. This 
company should not be confused 
with the Scully /Metrotech Division 

of Dictaphone. 
L J Scully products include The 

Lathe and a complementary tape 
machine with advanced head, the 
Pre -view Master. The latest models 
include half speed cutting for car- 
rier quadraphony. MCI (Pro- 
fessional Studio Equipment) Ltd, 
21 Claremont Square, London NI 
9IX. Phone: 01 -278 8190. 

New studio 
Sound Developments Ltd, Spencer 
Court, 7 Chalcot Road, London 
NW1, recently opened their new 
16 -track studio with the kind of 
party so beloved by freeloaders the 
world over. Despite the inevitable 
crush, it was evident that the whole 
Spencer Court complex (music 
studio, production studio and pre- 
production studio, along with 
audio -visual workshop) is sensibly 
and tastefully laid out without any 
skimping on equipment. 

SD are planning to charge £27 
per hour for the new 16 -track 
studio. The 24/16 desk has an 
especially interesting history. 
Eighteen months ago SD pur- 
chased the API console from 
Command Studios (remember 
them ?) with the intention of 
modifying it. In the event, the 
modifications became so extensive 
that virtually nothing of the original 
desk remains, which is why it is 
listed as a Sound Developments/ 
API console and the exercise has 
taken 18 months. Amongst the 

modifications are monitoring and 
fader control on each of 24 
channels /tracks; two separate stereo 
foldback systems with individual 
equalisation and echo return; and 
the facility to record the monitor 
mix at the flick of a switch. 

Adrian Hope 

New console from Audix 
The company has added a new 
product to its range of broadcast 
consoles. The B102 is a 16 input, 
four group, two main output desk 
designed to meet the requirements 
for radio and tv broadcast net- 
works. Due to the modular con- 
struction, the B102 can be expanded 
to accommodate up to 36 input 
modules; the addition of a monitor- 
ing section to the basic desk enables 
the unit to function in multitrack 
recording applications. 

On August 1, John Freeman was 
appointed to the board of Audix in 
the capacity of director. Formerly, 
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Left: L J Scully lathe 

he was the company's chief 
engineer. 
Audix Ltd, Station Road, Wenden, 
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 4L9. 
Phone 0799 -40888. 

Cheap tracks 
Dokorder offers four tracks on 
6.25 mm for the sum of £675; the 
1140 also features full simul -sync 
and provision for adjusting bias 
over a ±50 % range. Individual 
channel leds indicate line levels in 
excess of +8 dB and operate in 
conjunction with four eye level vu 
meters installed within the over- 
head electronics rack. Two speeds 
offer 19 or 38 cm /s. Extract from 
manufacturer's specification: 
Frequency response: ±3 dB from 30 

to 20 kHz at 19 cm /s at unspecified 
recording level. 
Signal -to- noise: better than 60 dB 
(weighted rms) 56 dB (unweighted rms). 
Crosstalk: better than 50dB at 1 kHz. 
Wow and flutter : 07% rms at 38 cm/s 

1 % at 19 cm/s. 
REW, 146 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2. Phone: 01 -240 3065. 

Distant drums 
Keith Monks Audio Ltd announces 
an extension to their range of cable 
drums (sic). It's called the CD3 
and will hold approximately 400m 
of microphone cable or 120m of 
2 cm multicore. This represents a 

Above: Dokorder 1140 

twofold increase on the CD2 and a 
fourfold increase on the CD1. 

All units are designed for stack- 
ing and spare drums are available 
complete with clips and hooks for 
securing cable terminations. 
Keith Monks (Audio) Ltd, 26/28 
Reading Road South, Fleet, Nr 
Aldershot, Hants. Phone 02514- 
7316. 

Complex 
Compteurs Schlumberger, Sodeteg 
and Thomson CSF are nearing the 
completion of a large contract to 
supply a complex to `La Voix du 
Zaire', the Kinshasa -based broad- 
cast network for the Republic of 
Zaire. 

Commissioned by the Depart- 
ment de L'Orientation Nationale, 
the complex is built on a vast area 
of ground dominated by a 25- storey 
tower housing the administration, 
itself surrounded by technical 
buildings for radio, television and 
film. Schlumberger provided 18 

studios of varying size and usage, 
four large television facilities, as 
well as post -sync and dubbing 
rooms etc. Opening date for the 
complex is envisaged as November 
24, 1976. 

To complement the activities at 
the centre, Schlumberger will also 
supply five outside broadcast vehi- 
cles equipped with broadcast con - 
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The Compressor 
that's seen but not heard. 

DBX 160. 

MM. i MIMI Ma dbx 160 aim ow Elm dbx 160 

The dbx 160 compressor /limiter is the first in a new series 
of devices from the manufacturers of the dbx noise reduction 
system for the control without degradation of audio signals. 

Unlike most conventional compressor /limiters which use 
peak detection and fast response characteristics, the dbx 160 
employs true RMS level detection circuitry signal sensing 
coupled to a highly sophisticated voltage controlled amplifier 
gain control element. 

As the human ear responds not to peak but to RMS signal 
values (defined as the sum of all frequencies /energies present), 
the dbx 160 produces listenable results even at extreme levels 
of operation. 

Overall distortion on the dbx 160 is markedly low owing 

DBX Inc. Waltham, Mass, USA 

to the use of feed -forward control circuitry. This gives superior 
results to the level sensing feedback loop used in conventional 
compressor /limiters. Feedback circuitry results in increased 
distortion when progressively higher compression ratios are 
used -the feed -forward circuitry used in the dbx 160 eliminates 
noticeable distortion even at high compression ratios. 

The dbx is a reasonably priced professional studio product 
with balanced high impedance differential input stage and balanced 
low impedance output. Ground loop compensation is built in to 
electronically sense any ground loop atthe output and attenuate it at 
least 40 dB. Transient protection circuitry prevents turn -on turn -off 
thumps appearing at the output. 

DBX 160 Features: 

True RMS level detection 
Low distortion at high compression ratios 
1 :1 to infinity variable compression ratio 

10 mV to 3V variable threshold point 
LED indication of input signal above or below threshold 

60 db range meter switchable to input, output or gain change 
Ground loop compensated and transient protected 

Available free -standing or in 19" rack mounting pairs 

For full information on the model 160 contact: 
Scenic Sounds Equipment 27 -31 Bryanston St. London W1 H 7AB Telephone: 01 -935 0141 

In France : 3M France SA 134 Blvd. Serurier, Paris 19E Telephone : 202 8080 

In France: 3M France SA 134 Blvd. Serurier, Paris 19E Telephone: 2028080 

In Sweden: Ing -Firma Jan Setterberg Kungsgatan S. 5411 -19 Gothenberg Telephone: 031-1 30 216 
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NEWS 

soles, tape machines and record 
decks manufactured by the same 
company. They will also carry 
public address equipment for use 
at village gatherings where the 
vehicles can be used to de- seminate 
education for the improvement of 
agricultural knowledge at a local 
level. 

Eight track duplication 
The recently introduced Recordex 
Pro 60 8 -track duplicating equip- 
ment from the US Singer Products 
Company is now said to be avail- 
able for export markets. With 
average production from a basic 
package exceeding 3000 prog- 
rammes in an eight hour shift, the 
system uses a 16:1 dupe rate; both 
the master and slaves run at 153 
cm /s. The manufacturer claims 
a transport cost reduction by use 
of a standard format eight -track 
master contained within a top 
mounted bin. Up to six further 
slaves may be added effectively 
doubling the production rate. The 
overall system uses full logic con- 
trol -one button starts the pro- 
duction. Singer Products Com- 
pany Inc, One World Trade Center, 
New York, NY 10048, USA. 

UK broadcast experiments 
In conjunction with two of the 19 
independent radio companies, the 
Independent Broadcasting Author- 
ity intends to carry out on -air tests 
with two signal processing systems, 
the object being to evaluate the 
subjective effect of each. 

This experiment involves the use 
of the Dolby 334 `B' type broadcast 
system and a prototype variable 
pre- emphasis system developed by 
Audio and Design Ltd. Each offers 
about 2 dB increase in effective 
signal -to -noise ratio using a con- 
ventional receiver equipped with 
50 µs; additionally, receivers incor- 
porating 25 µs pre- emphasis with 

Recordez Master 

Dolby `B' decode circuitry will 
increase the level of noise reduction 
obtained to approximately 9 dB 
when receiving the Dolby encoded 
transmissions. Both systems have 
some effect on received sound 
quality. To determine the exact 
effect, the IBA proposes a series of 
announced tests to be operated by 
Capital Radio, London and BRMB, 
Birmingham throughout October. 
The timetable is as follows: 
Capital Radio 
Midday October 1 to midday October 
14, Dolby 334. 
Midday October 19 to midday Novem- 
ber 1, Variable Pre- emphasis System. 
BRMB 
Midday October 1 to midday October 
14, Variable Pre -emphasis System. 
Midday October 19 to midday Novem- 
ber 1, Dolby 334. 

Anyone with observations about 
the tests should address them to: 
Reception Tests, Engineering Infor- 
mation Service, Independent Broad- 
casting Authority, Crawley Court, 
Winchester, Hants S021 2QA. 
Phone 0962 -822444. 

STUDIO EQUIPMENT SERVICES 
supply UHER, TASCAM, TEAC, REVOX 

We believe good back -up services are essential. 
Prior to delivery all machines are fully checked, 
modified as required and biased to clients' tape. 

After delivery, rapid repair and maintenance ser- 

vice by appointment if required. 

Emergency services. We have a thriving soh market 

01 -200 1229 
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The background to the Dolby 
system needs little explanation; the 
Audio and Design Prototype Vari- 
able Pre -emphasis System requires 
more detail. Basically, it operates 
by lowering the slope of the pre - 
emphasis curve if the high frequency 
programme content would exceed 
peak modulation when using the 
standard 50 ;xs value. Programme 
content below peak modulation 
remains unaffected. According to 
the system designers, it offers less 
audible intrusion than a sharp, 
variable roll -off filter. 

Genuine zombie 
Or at least, almost. The Baron 
Frankensteins who created this 
particular piece of real time shock 
horror invite potential users of their 
speech synthesiser to write in 
describing their ideas for applica- 
tion of the Computalker. 

Recordex Pro 60 

The Creators didn't supply much 
in the way of information on the 
Why, Where and How much but it 
appears to use a phonetic code 
input which is analysed by a mini- 
computer and subsequently split 
into nine data channels. These 
control a specialised synthesiser 
which produces the nine basic 
characteristics of speech from the 
corresponding data channels. 

Please don't send suggestions to 
the magazine's office. 
Computalker Consultants, 821 
Pacific Street, Santa Monica, Ca 
90405, USA. 

Below: the small pcb jacks (picture 
depicts size comparison) are said to be 
less than half the size of bantam jacks. 
They are intended for direct mounting 
pcb use wherever access points are 
required. 

Manufactured by Communication 
Accessories and Equipment Ltd of 
Tring, Herts, UK, the units can be 
supplied in both single and dual format. 
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There is a Dolby noise reduction unit 
for every professional application 

Professional Recording and 
Transmission Applications 

360 
The Dolby 360 is a basic single -channel A -type 
noise reduction unit for encoding or decoding. 
This unit is normally used in a fixed mode such as 
in disc cutting or landline sending or receiving; 
the operating mode is manually selected. 

t®IIt1Y1 

361 
The Dolby 361 is similar to the 360, providing a 

single channel of A -type noise reduction, but with 
relay switching of operating mode and tape 
recorder connections. The changeover can be 
controlled automatically by the recorder. 

M- Series 
The Dolby M16H A -type unit is designed 
specifically for professional multi -track recording, 
and incorporates 16 channels of noise reduction 
in a compact chassis only 101/2 inches high. The 
similar M8H is an 8 -track version, and the 
M8XH allows simple extension of the M16H for 
24 -track use. 

Noise Reduction Module 

Cat. No. 22 
The Dolby noise reduction module, Cat. No. 22 is 
the basic functional unit employed in all A -type 
equipment. The Cat. No. 22 is available as a 

spare or in quantity to OEM users for factory 
installation. A half -speed version of the module 
(Cat. No. 40) is also available. 

00 Dolby 
Dolby Laboratories Inc 
'Dolby'. Dolbyized and the double -D symbol are 
trade marks of Dolby Laboratories Inc. 

Motion Picture Industry 

364 
The Dolby 364 Cinema Noise Reduction Unit is 
intended primarily for use with Dolby A -type encoded 
optical sound -tracks. The 364 also includes a 
standard ' Academy' filter for conventional tracks, 
and provision for playback of magnetic sound- 
tracks with or without Dolby system encoding. 

E2 
The Dolby E2 Cinema Equalizer is a companion 
unit to the 364, and has been specifically designed 
to solve the response equalization problems of 
cinemas. Used with the 364 and Dolbyized optical 
sound -tracks, the E2 enables most cinemas to 
achieve modern sound reproduction standards 
without replacement of existing equipment. 

CP100 
The Dolby CP100 Cinema Processor is designed for 
the reproduction of all current and presently 
foreseeable film sound -track formats including 
conventional optical and magnetic tracks, 
Dolby encoded monaural optical tracks, Dolby 
encoded magnetic sound -tracks and the new 
stereo optical release prints. Up to three noise 
reduction modules can be incorporated. Typically, 
three channels of theatre equalization, as in the 
E2, will be incorporated, but facilities exist for five 
channels of equalization and the connection 
of an external quadraphonic decoder. 

Test Set (A -type) 

Cat. No. 35 
The Dolby NRM Test Set, Cat. No. 35, permits 
rapid verification of performance of Cat. No. 22 
Noise Reduction Modules without their removal or 
the need for additional test equipment. 

731 Sansome Street 
San Francisco CA 94111 
Telephone (415) 392 -0300 
Telex 34409 
Cable Dolbylabs 

Professional Encoders for 
Consumer Media 

. 
Clin 

330 
The Dolby 330 Tape Duplication Unit is a 
professional quality unit with B -type (consumer) 
noise reduction characteristics. The unit is used 
for encoding duplicating master tapes in the high- 
speed duplication of Dolbyized cassettes, 
cartridges, and open -reel tapes. The 330 is a 
two -channel unit. 

--- -,, WiZZEMin 
334 
The 334 FM Broadcast Unit allows broadcast 
stations to encode stereo FM broadcasts with the 
Dolby B -type characteristic. The unit also 
provides for a reduction of high frequency pre - 
emphasis to 25 microseconds; this reduces 
the need for high frequency limiting, thus allowing 
a significant additional improvement in reception 
quality. 

Noise Weighting Filter 

Cat. No. 98 
Noise weighting filter to CCIR /ARM characteristic 
(recommended by Dolby Laboratories). Filter is 
used with average responding meter (ordinary 
millivoltmeter) allowing noise measurements to 
be made on tape recorders, tapes, FM tuners,etc., 
with results which correlate closely with the 
subjective effect of the noise. Filter can be 
used for the testing of professional and consumer 
equipment. 

346 Clapham Road 
London SW9 
Telephone 01 -720 1111 
Telex 919109 
Cable Dolbylabs London 
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PCM recording the future? 

TAKEAKI TAKASU* 

In the recording studio, the ideal recording 
process should exhibit no difference 
between source and result. Conventional 
systems using proportional magnetisation 
are far from the ideal. The author describes 
a digital recording system which exceeds the 
performance specification of all existing 
analogue techniques -at a price. 

*NIPPON COLUMBIA RECORDING DEPARTMENT 

'HE deficiencies of the established recording process are 
well known leading to attempts to improve the 

characteristics of tapes and tape machines. Although 
such attempts have improved the tonal quality of recordings, the 
problems have not been solved perfectly and it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to achieve further improvements. Fortunately 
there is an entirely different method for solving such problems 
at one sweep. It is the Pulse Code Modulation (pcm) method, which 
is actively being adopted for space communications, telephone 
systems, etc, because it can transmit a great deal of information 
accurately under restrictive conditions. 

Under the pcm method, music waveforms are not directly 
recorded on tapes as in the case of ordinary tape recorders, but are 
converted into a pulse code. This is then recorded on a 
magnetic tape or other memory devices. For reproduction, the code 
is reconverted into the original music waveforms by synchronising 
the recordings to a reference signal so that the playback time 
domain will be the same as for the original recording. If there is an 
error in the code, it is detected and corrected. Since the tape 
is recorded with nothing but a train of pulses there is no distortion 
or noise attributable to the tape. The wow of the tape recorder 
transport is also eliminated because the recordings are synchronised 
to a reference signal. However, the pcm method needs such a 
wide range of frequencies that video tape recorders or other wide 
range recorders are necessary for recording purposes. This means 
that the whole recording system must be a large one which 
incorporates the latest in electronic engineering. 

The first pcm recording system (no. 1, fig. 1) for studio use, and 
a portable pcm recording system (no. 2, fig. 2) were developed 
by Nippon Columbia Co in 1972 and 1974 respectively. 

Not only excellent characteristics but also improvements of sound 
quality could be achieved by introducing both pcm recording 
systems generally into the record manufacturing process. 

Composition of pcm recording system 
Pcm recording system no. 1 was developed for the studio 

recording and disc cutting, and no. 2 for portable applications. Both 
are compatible with each other and both systems have almost 
the same performance except the latter does not have half -speed 
reproduction and advance head for cutting cue. 

Composition of system 1 
Pcm converter. 
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Magnetic tape recorder (four -head low -band vtr). 
Audio and video waveform monitors. 

Above: 
Fig. 1, 

PCM 
recording 
system 
No. 1 

Left: 
Fig. 2, 
PCM 
recording 
system 
No. 2 

Specification 
Modulation: pcm. 
Coding: 13 -bit sign and magnitude binary code. 
Transmission clock frequency: 7.1825 MHz. 
Audio sampling frequency: 47.25 kHz. 
Transmission waveform: standard tv signal (except vertical sync 
signa». 
Number of audio channels: eight /four /two, selectable. 
Advance signal recording method: analogue recording. 
Number of advance signal channels: two. 28 
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When you call yourself professional 
ayou're for trouble. 

And the trouble is that people take you BASF LPR 35LH and SPR 50LH. On 5 ", 
at your word. And make you work. And work hard. 7 ", 8'1' and 10" brushed aluminium NAB spools. 

Mind you, we're not complaining. BASF - You've been listening to us for years. 
Our professional tapes put in more 

hours in places like Pye, Olympic, Island and 
Basing St than any other recording tapes. 

And there are very good reasons why. 
At just 3`),, distortion our LPR 35LH 

and SPR 50LH have a signal -to -noise ratio of 
68 dB. And a print -through factor of 55 dB. 

But that's not all. We've backed each 
tape with an anti -static matt backing that helps 
them spool more evenly at high speed. It also 
prevents air cushioning on rewinding, conducts 
away static build -up, and repels dust. 

What's more, the even spooling and the 
clean edge and finish on our professional tapes, 
mean that you have stability over the full 
width of the tape. 

So they last longer, and don't tear the 
heart and soul out of your recording heads. 

That's why our LPR 35LH and SPR 50LH are 
easier and quicker to work with. And a lot safer. 

I am interested in knowing more about your professional recording tapes. 

Name_ -___ _ _ _ _ Address _ 

BASF (UK) LTD.. Knightsbridge House, Knightsbridge, London SW7 1SA. Telephon : 01 -584 5080. SSIO 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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FIG. 3 RECORDING SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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PCM RECORDING -THE FUTURE? 

Tape speed: 38 cm /s at recording, 38 cm /s or 19 cm /s at reproducing. 
Tape: 50 mm video tape. 

As shown in fig. 3, the system digitises eight channel audio 
signals and records pcm waveform recorded as fm on the tape by 
the vtr. When reproducing, the recorded pcm signal is 
demodulated first, and then data errors are detected and corrected. 

After correction, the data is converted into the recorded audio 
signals. 

Sampling and coding 
In these processes, each of the eight channels comprises an 

independent input filter, sample and hold circuit and a/d converter 
for maintenance of a/d conversion speed. The sampling 
frequency is three times the frequency of the tv horizontal sync 
signal, that is, 15.75 x 3 =47.25 kHz (approx 21 vs). The input 
filter is flat from dc to 20 kHz and has an attenuation of more than 
72 dB /octave above 23.625 kHz which is half the sampling 
frequency. 

The audio signal is linearly converted into a 13 -bit natural binary 
code by the a/d converter: its lsb becomes 122 ppm. The 
system does not use compansion of the signal on tape because level 
distribution of programme sources should be known for an 
optimum compression- expansion characteristic. It is difficult to 
decide the optimum level and in any event, the system is apt 
to create distortion. 

Transmission waveform 
Signals from each channel, coded to a binary 13 -bit signal, are 

transformed into a sign and magnitude binary code and stored 
temporarily in a shift register, and then serialised into pcm signals. 
A parity check bit to detect dropout during replay, a check 
bit for detection of phase error, and data -sync signal area dded 
to the encoded audio. The whole is formed into tv signal format 
(fig. 3). As shown in fig. 4, three samplings of data are placed 
in a horizontal scanning section, and a horizontal sync. Front and 
back porch signals are added. 
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FIG 4 TRANSMISSION WAVEFORM 
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A horizontal interval is equivalent to 456 bits, so the clock 
frequency becomes 7.1825 MHz. As the signal is nrZ (non return 
to zero) type, the maximum data frequency becomes 3.59 MHz, 
one -half the clock frequency. This makes an ordinary vtr suitable for 
the pcm system. Recorded waveform is similar to a tv signal 
(pcm lacks vertical sync signal). It is possible, therefore, to apply 
broadcast vtr techniques for editing and duplicating. 

Audio track format 
Standard audio format gives eight channel recording, paralleled 

up where the full number are not used; the remaining channels 
are employed to minimise record /replay errors. 

In four -channel recording, the coded signals for channels one to 
four are each staggered by one sample and fed to channels five 
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FIG. 5 FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
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to eight, so that on replay, the bits of the same signal in different 
positions can be compared to see if they agree or not. Putting 
signals in different sample positions improves data sync performance 
and also prevents simultaneous omission due to a large dropout. 

In two -channel recording, the same signal is sent to four audio 
channels so improving even further the system performance. 

Magnetic tape recorder 
An ordinary four head lowband vtr is employed although this is 

modified to enable half speed playback for carrier cutting. The 
audio track is divided into two channels with a replay head 
arranged at a place of cue appropriate for the advance signal 
reproduction. 
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PCM RECORDING -THE FUTURE? 

Important parameters in a vtr for pcm recording systems are jitter, 
frequency characteristic, signal -to- noise, waveform distortion 
(including phase distortion), and so on. 

Jitter should be less than 139 ns (1 bit) in interval in an eight 
channel serial data 120 bits cycle, because data is extracted by 
a clock signal locked to the replay data sync signal. It is necessary 
to reproduce the 3.59 MHz clock signal without distortion in the 
waveform or phase characteristic. Naturally, tape with minimum 
dropouts should be selected. 

Data extraction, error detection and compensation 
Data is extracted by the clock signal locked to the data -sync signal 

and stored in a shift register. The data is checked by the parity 
and check bits and further examined for dropouts by the level 
detector. In the case of two or four -channel transmission, all the 
data from the same sample is compared to correct errors. 
The interpolation following error detection consists of adding the 
average of the preceding and following signals for each 
omission of one sample. When more than one sample is omitted, 
the signal is maintained at previous level. In two -channel 
transmission the right data can be chosen because of the number of 
options. These processes minimise data error noise in the 
analogue output signal. The data after extraction and compensation 
is converted into natural binary code and is sent out as eight 
channel parallel data. 

Decoding 
After these parallel input data streams are converted from digital 

signal into analogue signal, the analogue signals pass through low pass 
filters which have 20 kHz cut -off frequency (10 kHz at half 
speed reproducing) and feed the line amplifiers. 

Characteristics of pcm recording 
The measured results of the frequency response and signal -to- 

noise characteristic in this system are shown in figs. 5 and 6. 

Results are as follows: 
Frequency response: dc -20 kHz ±0.5 dB (38 cm /s reproducing). 

dc -10 kHz +0.5 dB (19 cm /s reproducing). 
Dynamic range: more than 75 dB. 
Distortion: less than 0.1 % (at operating level). 

When Scotch 400 is used as recording tape and the nu carrier is 
low band, the error rate per one bit is 0.9 x 10-7 and that is 
1.3 x 10 -6 per one sample of one channel. This value means that the 
error occurs one time every 15s. But in the case of high band, 
the error rate per bit is 3.5 x 10 -7 on the same tape. Thus it is 
shown that low band is better than high band. The detection error 
becomes about 10-2 in the case of eight channel reproducing. 

Application 
In the practical recording process, the setup as shown in fig. 7 has 

been adopted. Input and output of the recording system are 
connected to mixing console, monitor system, disc cutting system 
and so on. An emphasis circuit is introduced to improve the 
dynamic range of the system. The emphasis curve employed is shown 
in fig. 8. In this case the overall system has more than 83 dB 
of dynamic range in practical use. To get the highest quality 
reduction master, another vtr is employed. 

Duplication 
As fig. 9 shows, three duplication methods are considered: audio 

signal copy, transmission wave copy and data copy. In the case 
of audio signal copy, quantising noise grows larger and in the 
case of transmission wave copy, signal -to -noise transmission 
wave and jitter become worse. So, the best way is to copy only the 
data, using the pcm data copy adapter. 

Conclusion 
Excellent results can be obtained from a simple a -b test. And 

from there, the overall system has been used on various 
recording sessions in studios, halls, churches and so on, to 
manufacture more than 100 disc titles by Nippon Columbia Co. 
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FIG.9 COPY 
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All these are of better quality than expected. Particularly, faithful 
tape master duplication is realised by employing the data 
copy adapter. And vtr techniques can be applied in broadcasting 
studios. 

There are slight drawbacks; the price of system hardware and vtr 
tape is high, and the operation and editing are somewhat difficult 
to handle. 

Finally authors express their deep gratitude to the members of 
NHK Technical Research Laboratories for their technical support. 

agony 
` Sensazionale,' said the national press when La Scala Milan carne to 
Covent Garden as part of a 'remarkable exchange deal'. The Italians 
certainly did the trip in style, bringing with them not only twice the 
cash subsistence granted to the British company in Milan but their own 
chef and lavatory attendanta as well. But for the good Italian lady 
entrusted with the all important task of attending the gents loo at the 
Garden it was all very puzzling -at least until someone could be found 
to translate for her the sad news that she had brought brush and pan 
all the way from Milan for nothing, the Gents being irrevocably out 
of order. 
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Avao 
Developments 

PORTABLE MIXERS 
TRAVEL THE WORLD 

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS are the specialists in portable mixing consoles which offer studio quality 
away from studio conditions. We offer a range of ruggedly built battery operated mixers which give 
professional results to match the world's best portable recorders, combining excellent specifications 
with small size and weight. To emphasise the portable aspect, the illustration shows our MICRO 
mixer teamed up with the case, specially built for it by SAMCINE. This elegant weatherproof case 
enables the mixer to withstand even the rigours of air travel and provides convenient permanent 
storage for the mixer and accessories. 
For full details of the whole range, from 6 into 2 to 24 into 4, together with the many available 
options which cater for specialist needs, write or telephone to the factory or to our agents listed 
below. 
M. R. Drott, 
Johannesgasse 18, 

A -1015 Wien, 
Austria 

Studio Centre, 
3 Rue Du Telegraphe, 
75020 Paris, 
France 

Dr. W. A. Gunther, 
lngenieurburo SIA, 
8702 Zollikon, Zurich, 
Seestrasse 49 -51, Switzerland 

HALL LANE, 

Laboacustica, 
Via Muggia 33, 
00195 Roma, 
Tel: 3595506/ 
386867, 
Italy 
Sound Techniques, 
Postbus 206, 
Almaar, 
Holland 
Kinovox, 
lndustrivej 9, 
DK 3540, Lynge. 
Telephone: 03 18 76 17 

Denmark 

Phillips Electronic Industries Ltd. 
200 Consumers Road, Suite 105, 
Willowdale, Ontario, 
Canada 

Siv Ing Benum and Co., 
Boks 2493, 
Solli, Oslo 2, 
Norway 

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 
WALSALL WOOD, WALSALL, W. MIDLANDS, WS9 
Telephone: Brownhills 5351/2/3 (STD Code 05433) 

9A U 
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16C '76 preview 
Held biennially, the 
International Broadcasting 
Convention provides 
an opportunity for 
television and radio 
broadcasters to meet, 
inspect the latest 
technical equipment and 
attend the various 
conference sessions. 

HE exhibitors in the following preview 
are principally audio related -a comple- 

mentary preview, including the video exhibitors 
and full conference programme, appears in our 
sister publication, Video and Audio Visual 
Review, September. 

As usual at IBC, the AKG stand will be a 
complete little mini studio to demonstrate 
AKG microphones live. The studio was born 
from an idea by Peter Eardley, and of AKG, 
some years ago as he found it rather boring 
just to display microphones. The new portable 
two channel reverberation unit BX15 -ideal 
for mobile use -will be demonstrated together 
with the complete range of AKG capacitor 
microphones, including the new C414EB 
variable pattern type. 

Exhibiting at Grosvenor House, the Hilton and 
US trade Centre, Ampex is showing television 
cameras and vtrs previously seen at NAB 
Chicago. The professional recorders MM -1200 
and the newly -introduced (at the Los Angeles 
AES in May) ATR -100 will be seen in the 
basement of the US Trade Centre together 
with the 406 series and 456 Grandmaster audio 
tapes. 

The new MXT -1000 mixer which enables a 
custom -built system at a highly competitive 
price is being introduced by Audix. Available 
with either two or four groups, modular 
construction is used with two basic versions 
available: one for general mixing applications 
such as outside broadcasts and small recording 
studios, the other for on -air broadcasting. The 
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Taking place between September 20 and 24, 
the exhibition opens at 11.00 on the first day 
and 9.00 for the rest of the week- closing time 
18.00 except Friday which is 16.00. Fee for 
the whole week is £36.72 (inc VAT) which 
includes a copy of the Convention Publication, 
a ticket to the Champagne Reception (Tuesday 
evening at the Guildhall) and morning and 
afternoon refreshments. A limited number of 
places are available to research students whose 
applications are endorsed by their professor or 
head of department, at a cost of £18.36, but 
this does not include the Champagne Reception. 
One -day passes are available at £9.72 each. 
Enquiries to: The IBC Secretariat, phone: 01- 
240 1871, Ext 261. 

Location of the exhibition and conference is 
the Grosvenor House Hotel, but due to a lack 
of exhibition space various other locations are 
also in use. Ampex have taken the US Trade 
Centre in Langham Place (next to the Beeb), 
while Mercury Electronics and Mercury 

Mobiles are located at the Europa Hotel and a 
display of Electronic News Gathering equip- 
ment is being held at the Hilton. 

The afternoon conference session on Septem- 
ber 22 is concerned with Sound Systems and 
includes the following provisional sessions: 
Automation in broadcasting (UK). 
Cartridge machines: standards and problems 
in use (UK). 
The application of memory techniques to sound 
mixing consoles for programme production. UK 
Variable emphasis limiter for sound program- 
ming signals (UK). 
Requirements for a new generation audio 
recorder (UK). 
Automatic test tape maker (UK). 
Fade reduction techniques for radio micro- 
phones (UK). 
A proposal for a traffic information service 
(UK). 
BBC's radio taxis and their operational role 
(UK). 

AKG 8X15 

B102 audio mixing console also to be shown 
is a 16 input four group type with two main 
outputs which are basically designed for 
television use. 

FWO Bauch are exhibiting a wide range of 
audio equipment including: Studer 6.25 mm 
and multitrack tape machines, Tape Lock 
System 2000 which synchronises an A80 with 
a vtr, the Unisette tape deck for automatic 
broadcast systems, the portable mixing unit 
Studer 169 and stereo power amplifier A68; 
Neumann capacitor microphones; EMT elec- 
tronic reverberation system, electronic time 
display, transcription turntables, four track 
logging recorder and small wow and flutter 
meter; Urei response plotting system, acoustic 
analyser, limiters, compressors, graphic equali- 
sers and filter units; Albrecht magnetic film 
recorders and holoscope projector; MRL test 
tapes; Lexicon digital delay system; Klein & 

Hummel parametric equaliser and monitor 
loudspeakers; Switchcraft QC audio connec- 
tors; Danner and Seydel faders; Sontec para- 
metric equalisers; Transco disc recording 
blanks; Allison Research Kepex and Gain Brain 
modules. 

The Future Films Developments division of 
Allotrope Ltd will display a complete range of 
audio cabling, connection and associated 
components including: Sescom transformers, 
audio modules, splitting and combining boxes; 
Trimm jacks (both 6.25 mm and miniature); 
broadcast pattern jackfields, cords, plugs and 
accessories; connectors by Cannon, Switch - 
craft, Amphenol Tuchel, Preh, Rendar etc; 
Hellermann distribution range of wiring aids, 
a variety of microphone cables in rubber or 
pvc with ten jacket colours and multiple pair 
individually foil screened cables with up to 27 
pairs. Also on the stand will be the DNR series 
portable stereo Dolby -A unit operating with 
the Nagra 1V -S recorder, the HES Electronics 
TS V automatic telephone balancing unit and 
Inovonics tape electronics and frequency 
selective compressor /limiter units. 

Hayden Laboratories will be exhibiting pro- 
ducts from no less than seven principals: the 
full range of Nagra professional portable tape 
recorders complete with the latest accessories; 
the Sennheiser range of professional micro- 
phones featuring the new 48V phantom 
powered capacitor studio microphone and the 
new electret series, models MKE202, MKE402 
and MKE802 -also the new closed ear type 
headphones model HD224; the new Telefunken 
M15A studio tape recorder; Sondor sprocketed 
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magnetic recorder and reproducer model 
M2 /0MA3 and also the portable Libra MO3 
recorder; a range of Isophon loudspeaker drive 
units; a range of Flexwell semi -flexible air 
dielectric coaxial cable, waveguides, Cellflex 
and Comfiex foam and solid dielectric coaxial 
cable and various radiating and CATV cables; 
and finally Spinner coaxial cable and waveguide 
components together with rotary joints for 
coaxial cable and waveguide. 

Imhof -Bedco is exhibiting typical examples 
from its extensive range of cases, racks, control 
consoles and related accessories, all specifically 
designed for housing electronic and similar 
equipment. Among the recent additions to 
the range is a low noise level fan unit and a 
cable carrier that facilitates chassis being 
withdrawn from a cabinet without disconnect- 
ing the cables. 

Leevers -Rich will be exhibiting their range of 
professional recording equipment including the 
Proline 1000 series first seen at APRS. Standard 
features include plug -in head block, servo or 
direct drive, electronic tape tension control, 
specially designed air damping for excellent 
tape handling and spooling, motion sensing 
logic to eliminate tape damage, and separate 
preset controls for starting and servo operation 
on small or large spools. An improved version 
of the E200 professional recorder which is now 
equipped with electronic tape tension, improved 
bias and erase head, will also be seen. 

The professional equipment division of 
Mellotronics Ltd will be exhibiting a working 
model Schafer Automation System for radio 
stations. Cuemaster cartridge machines, the 
Multitrack Parametric Equaliser and Multi- 
track Analogue Delay Line will also be seen. 

Rupert Neve & Company is once again sharing 
a major stand with Link Electronics and 
Autocue. The new .530.3 television sound 
control console system will be seen and a new 
range of consoles specially built for local radio 
stations introduced. The CRC range have 
facilities for self -operation by presenter and 
also for small scale production use. A 16 -track 
sound recording vehicle built jointly by Link 
Electronics, Neve and Dell Coachbuilders for 
the Australian Broadcasting Commission will 
be on show in Upper Grosvenor Street. 

NTP of Denmark will be displaying a new 
mixing desk system, type 363. A modular 
system specifically designed for outside broad- 
cast use, desks can be built from four in /four 
out up to 40 in /eight out. Designed in close 
co- operation with the Danish Broadcasting 
Authorities, features include sub -grouping, 
separate outputs from each input channel, 
extensive metering facilities including compati- 
bilimeter with leds, and limiters on the stereo 
output channels. NTP's range of television 
display bar peak programme meters will also 
be on display. 
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Country life 
Recording in the back of beyond has proved 
itself to be a more attractive way of 
working for a growing number of 
musicians. 
Al Lawrence, Mike Old field and Obie 
Clayton each give their reasons for going 
up the country .. . 

Caribou 
Of the Rocky Mountain studio, Gus Dudgeon said: 
'Caribou is what every Englishman dreams America 

should be'. Attorney at Law and record producer Al Lawrence 
finds a large fragment of the American Dream. 

COLORCOLORADO is a place where legends are born. The name itself ADO 
across the tongue and conjures mystical images in the 

mind of the listener. To the Wild West buff it means Denver, 
Durango and Cheyenne Wells, the Rocky Mountains, the 
Continental Divide, Buffalo Bill's grave, and fabulous gold mining 
towns like Central City. For the ski enthusiast it means Aspen, 
Vail and Steamboat Springs; the best skiing mountains in America. 
To those of us in the recording business a new Colorado legend 
is Caribou Ranch of which many have heard but few have visited. 

Caribou Ranch is more than a recording studio; it is a total 

experience which begins the moment one reaches Denver, the 
`Mile High City'. Looking directly east at the American Great 
Plains the traveller may be unaware that the land has risen, ever so 
gradually, for more than 1600 kilometres. But put the dull, unending 
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flatness of the plains to your back and in the west a giant wall of 
rock rises about 1.5 kilometres high, north and south as far as the 
eye can see. It is as though America had been cut in half and 
lifted to the heavens. So begin the fabled Rocky Mountains. 

When we arrived in Denver we chose to rent a car, but Caribou 
does have several four -wheel drive Chevy station wagons as well 
as two plush GMC mobile campers to pick up new arrivals. Elton 
John chose a more spectacular conveyance, journeying by helicopter 
for a better look at the mountains. 

Leaving Denver we drove north parallel to the mountains for 
30 minutes until we reached Boulder, then turned west and climbed 
through a mountain pass, surrounded by sheer cliffs, to the town of 
Nederland at 2600 metres above sea level. Heading north from 
Nederland past horse corrals and abandoned mines, we nearly 
missed the entrance to the ranch. A hundred metres off the main 
road was a gate with a small sign; but there were no buildings to 
be seen, only higher and more splendid mountains in the distance. 
It was another couple of kilometres along the dirt road to the 
ranch buildings. 

For those who don't know, Caribou Ranch is owned by James 
William Guercio, the highly successful producer of America's top 
recording group Chicago. In 1970 while looking for an unusual 
spot from which to run his growing recording enterprises he 
rescued a 12 square -kilometre parcel of land from developers bent 
on constructing a condominium style community in the mountains 
above Boulder. The property with its lush meadows, rolling hills 
and forested mountainsides had once been a dude ranch. The 
remains consisted of a handful of dilapidated log cabins and a site 

of unlimited potential. Guercio, whose business acumen matches his 
musical talents, immediately began a major overhaul of the 
exisiting facilities plus the construction of a studio for Chicago's 
recordings and other projects Jimmy contemplated. He decided to 
make the ranch his main residence as well as a hideaway for the 
relaxation of the group. Since Chicago spends about 30 to 40 days 
a year in the studio it was obvious from the start that other 
bookings would be necessary to pay the bills. The studio opened 
operation in early 1973 and has been a smashing success ever since. 

Located as it is in the heart of one of America's great natural 
vacation lands Caribou's success rests largely in its unique 
setting and the style and taste with which it has been reconstructed. 
Great care (and expense) was taken to preserve the natural 
appearance of the ranch. The first building is a beautiful two storey 
log cabin set beside two mirror -like ponds. A stream flowing from 
the ponds in front of the cabin must be crossed via a small 
footbridge to reach the large rustic barn that houses the studio. 
Close by the studio is another two storey cabin, the office, and 
another small two bedroom log cabin. A few paces behind that 
cabin is the mess hall and to its left a large 100 year old lodge. 
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Beyond that, in a wooded area, are three more cabins including a 
new one that houses Jimmy Guercio. In all, the various buildings 
can accommodate 30 to 40 guests in the truly picture -book setting. 

To accomplish the transition from rundown to modern the 
original log cabins were disassembled, the logs sandblasted 
and replaced, and the interiors completely renovated. Some 
buildings, like Jimmy's cabin, are new but constructed of the same 
native stone and logs or rough hewn fir siding. No two are 
identical, yet all convey the proper appearance and atmosphere, 
close but secluded. Inside, nearly every bed I saw was brass and 
many rooms have beautiful roll -top desks and period furniture. 
Each unit has a small kitchen area and Sony colour televisions 
abound; all linked to a 3- channel video cassette system, as well as 
the local channels. 

Another factor that ensured the early success of Caribou was the 
presence of Guercio and Chicago. They are known as thorough 
professionals and their reputations were enough to attract other 
important artists. Steven Stills, who lives in nearby Gold Hill, 
began using the studio. Bill Szymczyk, one of the country's top 

producers, lived in Denver and brought many of his groups there 
as well. Soon Caribou was entertaining Earth, Wind and Fire, 
Michael Murphy, Rod Stewart and producer Tom Dowd, Dan 
Fogelberg and more recently America with George Martin producing. 
Aside from Chicago, Elton John has probably logged the most time 
there, often booking five weeks at a time. 

It should be understood that Caribou caters mainly to 
self -contained groups. The reason is partly geographical, since the 
Denver area simply does not offer the number of studio musicians 
that the big cities have in residence. Though there are many fine 
musicians like Steven Stills, Joe Lalla (the percussionist) and 
keyboard man Paul Harris living in the area, they spend much of 
their time touring. Nonetheless, members of the Denver Symphony 
have occasionally provided orchestral work on recordings. 

As far as engineers go many groups bring their own. For those 
who don't Wayne Tarnowsky, the original resident engineer, still 
lives close to the ranch. Wayne records Chicago, as he has since 
their fifth album, but works independently as well. Jim Guercio's 
brother, Jeff, has taken over as the resident engineer and has among 
his credits the engineering of Elton John's Captain Fantastic album 
and two Michael Murphy albums. Yet another brother, Mark, is 
presently gaining credits for his own engineering. 

The studio occupies the second floor of the large, attractive 
three- storey barn. One end of the first floor has a kitchen and lounge 
area while the other end houses the maintenance and equipment 
rooms and the tape vault. A recreation room, with pool table, 
foosball (table soccer) game and other diversions occupies half of 
the third floor, and functions as a sort of impromptu clubhouse 
between sessions. 

The studio itself is an early Hidley design which appears to have 
set the pattern for subsequent Westlake installations. In New York 
and Los Angeles, rustic wood and stone decor provide a peaceful 
if somewhat surreal refuge from the humdrum and bustle of 
everyday city life. At Caribou those sane materials are wholly in 
keeping with the overall style of the ranch. 

The control room is large and comfortable, measuring 
approximately 5.5 by 7.3 metres. The action centres around a basic 
24 -in 8 -out Neve console which has been placed well forward in the 
room. Though it requires some additional patching for tricky 

effects the Neve is extremely quiet and offers ease of operation for 
visiting engineers. The back wall features a massive stone fireplace, 
the entire floor is heavily carpeted and there is ample seating on 
soft English leather couches and chairs for those in attendance. 
Four Hidley speaker systems are placed two front and two back for 
use in quadraphonic mixing -most of Chicago's albums have been 
mixed for quad. Additional pairs of speakers are available for a 
choice of monitoring, including Tannoy Lockwoods requested by 
Gus Dudgeon. 

Two Ampex (MM 1100) 24 -track machines provide the present 
record capabilities though they are soon to be replaced by two 
new Ampex (MM1200) 24- trackers. Two and four track machines 
are 3M. There are 52 Dolby channels as well as two Cooper Time 
Cubes, an Eventide Digital Delay Unit, Kepexes, Pultecs and various 
phasers etc. For additional inputs there is an outboard mixer 
capable of 12 -in and 2 -out. 

The studio is approximately 10.5 by 5.5m with a ceiling height of 
6 metres. The near end of the room has a wooden floor that has 
been left uncovered to capture some of the live sound of strings, 
horns or voices. The back part is carpeted, with alcoves for piano 
and guitar and a semi -enclosed drum house. There is plenty of 
equipment including a Hammond B3, two Leslie speakers, pianos, 
Mini Moog, Arps (Odyssey 2600 and String Ensemble), 
Clavinet and RMI electric piano. Along with the numerous Shure, 
ElectroVoice and Sony mikes are some U87s, Beyer 500s, several 
Sennheisers Including a triaxial, an EKG C24 Stereo and an M 249 
Neumann. 

Part of the third floor houses a projection room and complete 
film editing equipment. The 24 -track machines can be interlocked 
for film scoring and, when in use, the studio doubles as a screening 
room. 

It should be noted that there are certain peculiarities to 
recording in the thin, extremely dry mountain air. Singers and horn 
players are particularly susceptible to fatigue so oxygen tanks are 
kept on hand in the studio. Some people report that singers can hit 
higher notes while losing a bit of their bottom range, and others 
claim the studio produces an unusually clearer sound than 
elsewhere. It also seems to take a bit more power to drive speakers 
at that altitude. The studio itself is humidified but I met one young 
classical guitarist who was having fits with the tuning and tone of 
his gut stringed instrument. 

At $1250 per day, recording at Caribou is not cheap, but it still 
comes in under the average charges of the most popular studios in 
New York and Los Angeles. Tape is the only additional cost. 
Price however is not the object for artists who choose to work at 
the ranch, regardless of their personal wealth. Bookings are handled 
on a first come, first served basis and though some schedule months 
in advance the doors are open to the aspiring as well as the 
established stars. 

Since Caribou provides complete accommodation and meals 36 
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there is an additional charge of $45 per day per person. If that 
seems like a steep, added cost you must remember that most of the 
guests bring guests of their own including wives, children, friends 
and managers; most parties include about a dozen people. 

I found it possible to eat about $45 worth of food per day. The 
meals are fantastic and the hours are set to accommodate the 
artists, while every attempt is made to fulfil their particular 
gastronomic or dietary requirements. (I could spend several pages 
describing the food alone, but will refrain from doing so.) 
Eventually one staggers or is dragged away from the table and back 
to work only to discover, later at night, that the studio kitchen 
contains a heaping platter of cold cuts, cheese, rolls and butter, etc, 
etc. Tea, coffee and other snacks are in the cabin kitchens and if 
that's not enough you can store your own private stash of tasty 
treats in the cabin refrigerators. 

It is when one leaves the studio that the real experience of 
Caribou begins. Satisfied by the session, comforted by the 
accommodations and fortified by the food, the guests are ready to 
begin a serious exploration of the ranch, and there are horses 
available at any time for the experienced rider. If you are like 
me you can, on occasion, ride in a group, or if horses don't appeal 
to you at all there is usually someone willing to drive you around 
in a Jeep. I was lucky enough to borrow Jimmy's motorcycle and 
ride the roads and trails with Chicago's Lee Loughnane. For the 
groups, the staff frequently puts together a hayride and cookout. 

The ranch has streams and ponds stocked with brook and 
rainbow trout and fishing is encouraged. If you're the get- rich -quick 
type, or just have an unusual amount of patience, you can try 
panning the stream pools for gold; but a must activity is a trip to 
the ghost town at the site of a long- abandoned silver mine. A small 
settlement once flourished there and while only a few actual buildings 
remain, there are traces of other buildings, some old trails, and 
even the roadbed of a narrow gauge train that once served the 
area. Much of the now rusting mine equipment remains including 
tracks, ore cars and a rock crusher. Another spot that should be 
seen is a spectacular waterfall on a remote corner of the ranch 
which can be reached by car or horse. Just a few kilometres away 
from the ranch, near a beautiful mountain lake, are the foundations 
of a once famous lodge; a favourite watering spot for Denverites 
near the turn of the century. 

There are dozens of other side trips to interesting and scenic 
attractions in the area. Central City will take you back to the 
gold mining days when the town was so prosperous nearly every 
square metre sported a mine shaft. Occasionally, the ground 
collapses under a tourist, revealingiyet another abandoned mine. At 
Estes Park, an hour to the north, tourists can take a harrowing 
drive up Trail Ridge Road to view the mountains of the 
Continental Divide from above the tree line. If you go there 
remember you have climbed to about 3700 metres where the air is 
thinner and colder. 

Train buffs will enjoy the railroad museum in the Denver suburb 
of Golden, a town also renowned as the home of Coors Beer, 
another Colorado legend. Buffalo Bill's grave is located on a 
mountain overlooking Denver and there are any number of other 
ghost towns to explore. Many visitors come to the area to hike 
and if you keep your eyes open you'll notice mountain climbers 
dangling from every peak. Sometimes just driving on dirt roads, 
through small mountain settlements, on the edge of sheer cliffs 
can be a trip in itself. 

For more domestic pursuits, the city of Boulder is only about 
24 kilometres down the mountain and offers craft stores, 
Western gear and movie theatres. There are a number of good 
restaurants and cozy bars in the area for a further change of pace. 
Those guests who arrive in winter can ski at nearby Eldora 
mountain and Caribou has a fleet of snowmobiles to satisfy ardent 
thrill seekers. 

Despite the many diversions, or-perhaps because of them, 
recording seems to go more easily and be more pleasurable than it 
is in the city. It's only a few steps from bed to breakfast to the 
studio, thus valuable time is saved in the process. The list of 
important artists who have recorded there bears adequate testimony 
to the quality of the studio and its popularity. 

Except for the Guercios, ranch manager John Carsello and 
maintenance engineer Al Burnham, the staff are all women. Daily 
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maid service is provided and there is a laundry on the premises. 
They even boast a snow plough and road grader; in fact the only 
things missing are a swimming pool and tennis court, both of which 
have been contemplated. However, there is the genuine fear that 
visitors, unaccustomed to the altitude, could easily over -exert 
themselves. 

With so many things to offer, it's no wonder that Caribou is 
America's favourite `country' studio, and producers Gus Dudgeon, 
Joe Wissert and Tom Dowd all told me the same things: that they 

loved the natural, casual and friendly atmosphere. More 
importantly they all stressed the fact that Jimmy and the entire 
staff made every effort to accommodate their requests. Because of 
their personal work habits some artists only record there and mix 
elsewhere, while others prefer to reverse the procedure. Most, 
however, definitely prefer to return again and again. Perhaps Gus 
summed it up best when he told me that Caribou is what every 
Englishman dreams America should be. Having spent five weeks 
there myself I wasn't about to argue with him. 
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i 
Fully professional Studer quality 

at affordable prices 
The new generation of professional STUDER 
tape recorders is designed for the use in 
broadcasting, television and recording studios 
as well as theatres and scientific laboratories. 
The low -cost STUDER A67 includes a wide 
range of modern features: 

3 servo controlled AC motors - Crystal con- 
trolled capstan servo - Variable tape speed 
(21/2" ... 221/2 ") with external frequency - 
Tape tension control during all operating 
modes - Control logic with memory - Illumi- 
nated push buttons - Remote control of all 
tape transport operating modes - Automatics 
for continuous program - Mechanical 
counter, indicating Min Ff Sec - AC -Mains 
supply 50 or 60 Hz, 110... 250 Volts - 
Opto electronic end of tape sensor - Head 
block with aluminium die -cast frame - 

Tape lifter, may also be operated manually - 
Long life heads - Audio electronics module 
with plug -in cards in front of tape deck - 
Playback, record and bias amplifier boards 
have all necessary adjustments accessible 
from the front of the recorder - Switchable 
for equalization CCIR or NAB - Optional: 
VU- Meter /panel with peak indication (LED) - 
Head phone jacks - Available with or without 
VU- panel, as portable or console version or 
as chassis for 19" rack mounting -1/2 -inch, 
4 track version in preparation. 

STUDER 
STUDER INTERNATIONAL AG 
Professional Audio Equipment 
CH -5430 Wettingen, Switzerland 

F.W.O. BAUCH LTD. 49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ Telephone: 01 953 0091 
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Mike Oldfield 
'Actually, I'm a rather jovial fellow ... ' Oldfield talks 

about his music and its relationship to the environment in 
which he works. Interview with Frank Ogden and 

Ray Carter. 

WELL, I had a Bang and Olufsen with a sound on sound 
facility ... you know, a bit like track jumping. Anyway, I 

did a bit in mono which meant that I ended up with half the 
instruments on one side of the tape. Then it had this strange button 
which said 'overdub' which, when you pressed it, allowed you to 
put one instrument on the other side. I blocked off the erase head 
with a piece of cardboard and then superimposed on that side until 
I ended up with both sides full and nothing in the middle. The only 
instruments I had were an electric organ borrowed from the band 
I was in and electric lead and bass guitars. 

'I took the resulting tapes round to the man from EMI who said 
he was going to do something with them. After six months, he told 
me that they had too many people on their label -1 went to EMI 
first because that was the label that Kevin Ayers was on at the 
time. Next I gave copies to Virgin, who were just in the process of 
building up the Manor, as well as giving tapes to a few others. 
Virgin had them for about a year before they eventually did anything 
with them.' 

The rest is history. Tubular Bells, Hergest Ridge and 
Ommadawn followed soon after, all doing for the guitar what 
Phil Spector did for the piano. Naturally, multitrack studio technique 
helps quite a lot. After all, juggling with a piece of card in front 
of the erase head is a hassle which can't do much for creativity. 
But Oldfield's ascetic approach to recording seems unchanged since 
the original demo tapes. For him, it's the feeling in the sound that 
matters; he regards the recording process as merely a vehicle, 
albeit necessary, which enables him to string his 'little tunes' 
together. The way he does this is relatively straightforward: 'Well, 
getting started is the worst thing ... you just have to bung anything 
on -I usually start with a tick track -and follow up with an idea 
that I might have had in mind. This may be a little tune or a simple 
sequence of chords which fit nicely together. This is how 
Ommadawn was started; just two chords and two tunes.' 

The music isn't formally scored depending rather more on keeping 
'little tunes in my head that I might use one day'. At the last count, 
Mike said that he had about ten potential melodies stored up top. 

He brings them out for dusting by playing the piano and guitar 
every day whether he is recording or not. The nearest that things 
get to being written are the routing and submix details contained 
within the track diagrams. However, these are no more than the 
usual 'guitars (3.48 to 5.36)'. Naturally, in the first instance, he puts 
down something that he can play along with. Having done this, he 
decides what sort of 'texture' he wants. 

Mike Oldfield talks more about 'textures' than the individual 
instruments which make them up: 'It's very much a knack really. 
If 1 want a smooth, steady texture, I'll probably use that Farfisa 
organ over there ... it's got a lovely deep, flutey sound. I might 
put a couple of them on or, if I wanted something harder, I night 
use electric guitars. I very much like doing about six played in 
harmony to build up chords, rather like an organ chord. For a huge 
texture, I will use from 20 to 30 guitars, including basses, played in 
unison and then submix to a single track. Of course, there's a whole 
range of percussive textures. One instrument isn't usually 
sufficient; I have to use several to create a texture. That's not all 
because I will usually place several textures on top of each other in 
the mix to create a main theme. Of course, there's always the 
problem of finding the right instrument to play the actual 
tune that goes along with it all. The whole thing is finished when 
it sounds really good. Occasionally, I let things go when I've just 
worked too hard and I can't seem to think of anything else to do 
with them ... they may end up as link pieces from one section to 
another.' 

The overall sound of Oldfield's music would seem to suggest the 
use of exotic effects units. This just isn't the case; in fact, he 
normally restricts sound bending to compressor limiting, 
reverberation and double speeding of individual instruments: 'If you 
want, say, a texture with a rhythm in it, then I might do three 
acoustic guitars and squash them flat. It's got to be done because 
you can't play them all at the same degree of smoothness ... it 
results in a rhythmical, mushy thing rather than three acoustic 
guitars.' To illustrate the possibilities of compression on an 
individual instrument, Oldfield played a glockenspiel track from 
Hergest Ridge: 'It doesn't sound like a glockenspiel. All the attack 
has been taken out while prolonging the decay. I often use the 
same technique with acoustic guitar to get a nice sort of thummmm 
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sound. When you do recorders, sonie sort of gain ride is a must 
because they go up and down like hell . ' Much of the typical 
sound results from double speed instrumental playback once again 
built up from many successive layers of individual instruments. In 
spite of this, Oldfield seldom uses double tracking because, simply, 
he doesn't like the sound. 

Naturally, he attaches importance to mic technique, but that job 
is made much easier when using quality instruments: 'With acoustic 
things, as long as you've got a really good instrument, mic 
placement is not quite so fussy. It's only when the instrument isn't 
so good that you've got to fiddle about. I'm lucky enough to be 
able to afford good guitars which means I only have to plonk a 
mic a metre in front and play them. They always sound beautiful . 

it's the instrument that counts. I use Neumann U67s mostly; 
the choice of microphone does bear some relationship to the sound 
that comes out. Getting that glockenspiel sound was very difficult ... 
as you move around it while it is playing, you can hear different 
harmonics. I eventually ended up with the instrument sitting in the 
middle of the floor with the mic about two metres above it pointing 
straight down. It also depends on how you play it. Occasionally, 
1 limit very heavily and just touch the keys. That's why there is so 
much hiss there ... ' 

Tubular Bells posed a considerable problem at the mixdown stage 
because it was post eq -ed: 'Things were really difficult because we 
recorded everything flat making it almost impossible to mix it 
(due to the detailed submixes). It took Tom Newman and I months 
... but with Hergest Ridge and Onunadawn, we hardly post eq -ed 
anything; we simply did it all as it was being recorded. Not doing 
that meant 1 might have to do a whole overdub again simply 
because the eq wasn't right ... I think we mixed Onunadawn in a 
week and it was so much more complex than anything else 
technically. And I did loads of submixes.' 

The Ferrari, sitting a trifle uncomfortably in the rustic garage, 
suggests that Mike Oldfield likes and enjoys more than the simple 
pleasures of Irish Wolfhounds, St Bernards and model airplanes (as 
well as a parrot and a macaw named Screech and Squawk respectively). 
Similarly, he feels that his music benefits from recording technology: 
'There's a lot more equipment that I would like ... for instance, a 
computer mix would be lovely.' This would represent an addition 
to the recording facility already constructed at his Gloucestershire 
home -more on this later. Automation would seem especially 
applicable to his sort of music: 'On my mixes, I do a lot of fiddling 
little bits- bringing things up and down here and there and all over 
the place. Being able to do it, like, once and having it immediately 
repeated to you ... useful. Then there are the things you want to 
fade out while putting other things back up. It's easy to pull down 
a fader that you shouldn't or leave something up with hiss on it.' 

Mike Oldfield's studio reflects the way he works. It's not 

extravagantly equipped by current standards although it offers 
24 -track operation through a 30/24 custom -built desk. Apart from 
four channel Westlake monitors in line with the quad desk channel 
panning and the exclusive use of dbx noise reduction, it boasts 
little other than an EMT 240 echo foil, good quality compressor 
limiters, digital harmoniser, and wide range eq facilities. Little 
touches are provided in respect of the one man operational 
aspect like facilities for foot operated drop ins. 'When I worked on 
Ommadawu, there was that remote box sitting on the tape 
recorder which I used. I had to hold the record button down with 
one toe and press the play with the other at the right point. I rather 
enjoyed it actLally ... ' Guitars don't pose any problems when 
lining up because Oldficld plays them all in the control room, a 
bright, airy place with a large circular window looking out on green 
fields. To enhance this effect, the walls are painted white. Other 
instruments, such as keN,boards et al, are played in the recording 
studio below; '_ining up is done either by a matchstick jammed in 
the keys of the organ or by plonking carried out by ex- Rockfield 
engineer, Paul Lindsay. Once again, the studio is large and full of 4O . 
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If you're on air, 
our production 
mixer won't let 
you down. 
The S6/2 is unique. 

The unit has been designed for the 
production of tape collages for radio, TV, 
film and broadcast recording studios. 

It's features include remote start, auto fade. 
R.I.A.A. equalisers. An on air light and 
peak reading V.U. metres to mention just a 
few. 

See and hear the S6 /2 at our demo studio. 
Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road, 
Hornsey, London N8. 

Or for more information call Andrew 
Stirling 340 3291. Iln and FiinA llll 
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light from many windows. It has been designed to an ecclesiastical 
theme, even down to the pent, dark timbered roof. The sunlight 
streams in through a high circular window similar to that in the 
control room, itself overlooking the studio floor through a large, 
double glazed, plate glass window. 

Such an amount of daylight is unusual in a recording studio but, 
then again, so is its owner: 'There seems to be an image of 
recording studios as dark places illuminated by dingy red lights, 
populated by people wearing dark glasses ... they are usually 
horrific places. Here, I have sought to create an environment which, 
apart from anything else, is a nice room to sit in. I'm glad you said 
it looks like a chapel 'cause that was really what it was meant to be. 
In fact, I've got a very nice pipe organ due to go in about Christmas 
time.' 

During his time with Kevin Ayers, Mike Oldfield worked in 
many studios but generally found it a disenchanting experience. 
For a start, he found them 'sealed in' and acoustically dead -now 
he works in a very live environment; laying one instrument at 
a time makes leakage problems non existent. Also his nearest 
neighbour is over a quarter of a mile away. Other studios could be 
detrimentally awe inspiring: 'There is a bit of studio fright when 
you know that you are recording -especially when you've got a 
producer upstairs and a little red light glaring at you. It makes you 
slightly nervous. You get frightened that you're going to make a 
'nana of yourself -I probably did and still do.' However, there were 
other developing factors to his style that stem directly from 
working in a band: 'It used to be frustrating working with a producer 
and the rest of the band; I was only the bass player in the group 
and my opinion wasn't worth anything although I knew what 
was needed. This had everything to do with going it alone ... 
seeing the wasted potential of things that could have been really 
nice, ending up as gash tape on the editing room floor.' 

Owning a personalised studio makes economic sense because the 
recording process is inevitably longer if everything has to be put 
down one at a time. Working in a band makes for a quicker 
recording job with the added impetus for a quick turnround since 
time means money; something which record companies are very 
conscious of. For Ommadawn, Oldfield worked from January to 
September last year fairly solidly: 'I'd take a week off now and then 
although this was unintentional; this happened when I just 
couldn't get any further. For instance, I got half way through and 
couldn't think of what to do next -everything I tried didn't sound 
right so I left it for a few days. I used to work from nine in the 
morning to one at night ... when I am actually working, I work all 
the time. However, mostly I fiddle with model airplanes although I 
play something everyday ... The first take is never good enough. 
With an acoustic guitar, it usually requires about three or four. 
Keyboards are the worst because I'm not a very good keyboard 
player. It takes ages and ages when one has to keep dropping in- 
especially with piano.' Although, by his own confession, he isn't 
another Liberace, he perseveres and does it all himself because the 
'one man band' aspect is part of Oldfield image. In spite of this, 
he does make some concessions to instruments such as the uillean 
pipes (small bagpipes). 

He has some feeling for the public who has to suffer the effect of 
lousy record pressings, especially when he goes out of his way to 
ensure that his masters are of merchantable quality: 'What can I 

do? All I can do is to shout at somebody from the record 
company ... I have no control over the situation. Ideally, I wish I 
could press my own records.' He went to the cutting room for the 
first two records and trusted Phil Newell with the third. The situation 
of poor quality pressings is made harder to understand by the 
fact that the test pressings were of good quality. Phil Newell, of 
Virgin, handles the SQ quad mixdowns in which Oldfield has little 
interest. In the latter's opinion, it is impossible to place instruments 
solidly enough around the listening rectangle to make the benefits 
worthwhile; the best that can be achieved is a small increase in 
depth away from the basic stereo plane. Ask Oldfield about quad 
and the answer comes back something like: 'I've only heard SQ 
discs ... not very impressive. What's the other system? ... 
something like C, um, C4. Ah yes, CD -4 ... No, I've never heard 
QS ... ' Mike feels that quad can only be a practical proposition 
if and when discrete tapes become available. 
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THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL VIDEO 

EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE 

VIDEO 76 EXHIBITION 
Come and SEE displays and demonstrations of the most modern video 

equipment and accessories available today, from leading 
manufacturers including: 

BELL & HOWELL, HITACHI DENSHI, NATIONAL 
PANASONIC, PHILIPS PYE RANK AUDIO VISUAL, 
SANYO MARUBENI, SONY. 

Come and TALK to the technical specialists about hardware, software, 
lighting, accessories and applications. 

Open to Trade and Press Ticket Holders only, 10am to 8pm on Wednesday, 

Thursday and Friday, November 10 -12. Open to Trade and Public, 10am 

to 6pm on Saturday, November 13 

To get your VIDEO 76 EXHIBITION trade visitors ticket circle ref. 560 

VIDEO76 CONFERENCE 
To be held concurrently with the exhibition in the afternoons. Programmes 
cover: 

Wednesday 10th 
ORGANISATION 
Lighting 
Cameras 
Video mixing and effects 
Portapaks 
Editing on helical formats 

Thursday 11th 
REPRODUCTION 
Timebase correction 
Video image processing 
Video links 
Video duplication 
Video displays and monitors 

Friday 12th 
APPLICATIONS 
Surveillance 
Video Publishing 
Viewdata 
Teletext 
Video art 

Sessions start at 2.30pm each day. Admission by ticket only. Price £5.00 
for the three sessions or £2.00 per session. 

To get your VIDEO 76 CONFERENCE ticket application form circle ref. 559 

VI I)IEO 76 
AT THE HEATHROW HOTEL LONDON AIRPORT 

The mixer which 
carries on 

When others are 
carme out.... 

The Trident Fleximix System isn't just another portable 
mixer which has to be discarded as your requirements 
grow. Fleximix is a carefully thought out expandable 
mixer which will meet your needs now and in the future. 
Any time you decide you need more channels you 
simply slot -in additional modules; if you run out of 
slots, just add another mainframe. Modules may be 
placed in any sequence you like. No factory rework is 
required and no rewiring necessary. 

Fleximix is designed for high quality Public Address, 
Bands, Budget Studios and Theatre applications and 
many of it's features are normally only to be found on 
expensive studio consoles. 

For as little as £2,075 (excluding VAT) you can start 
with a 10 input 2 group output format and subsequently 
build it up to a system with 10 mixed outputs, any 
number of input channels and 24 track monitoring. 
Additional mainframes may be either rigidly or flexibly 
coupled to the original system. Flight cases are available 
to accommodate any format. 

If you're looking for a new mixer you've just found it ! 

Write for details to: 

TRIDENT AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS LTD., 
Sales Office: 4-10 North Road, 
London N7 )HN. 
Tel. Ol -607 00%7 
Telex. Trit,pc 264773 TR 

Factory Add mes: 
Shepperam .c1 adios, 
s4uneshridge Road, 
Shepperion, S1idd 8. 
I cl. (hcrlsey 10,3:8) 6024 
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Sawmills Studic 

Obie Clayton, talented musician, session man and writer, describes the advantages of going up country rather than Oxford Street, London. 

THE drop -in was tricky: a one -beat gap in an otherwise 
complete track -sheet into which the producer had decided that 

a live shotgun report was to be slotted. This naturally called for a 
cool hand on the record button not to mention a hefty pair of 
shoulders to handle the kickback. But the team was practised and 
experienced. Marksman Jerry Boys, who also doubles as chief 
engineer at Sawmills Studio, Cornwall (scene of the incident), 
needed only one run through. He aimed the shotgun past the 
Neumann standing on the quay, and out across the shimmering 
green waters of Boeimin Pill. Take two finally did it. The packet of 
25 shells had hardly been used. 

The episode was typical of the adaptability of a studio set in 
splendid isolation. You can do that sort of thing when the only 
complaints come from a pair of swans, a cormorant, and the 
anxious gaze of a distant holiday fisherman. 

Some weeks before, in the same pioneering spirit, experiments had 
been carried out with the natural echo facilities of the hills which 
cradle the studio. My H/H combo was aimed out of the studio door 
and a microphone placed on the control room roof to capture the 
eerie natural delay as the bottleneck guitar riff that I was playing 
bounced back across the creek. Try that in Oxford Street. 

It took me nearly four years of aimless wandering in and out 
of the music business to find a place with the eccentricity of 
Sawmills Studio: a studio with the ability to accommodate almost 
any musical delinquency you care to dream up and handle it with 
care and an exacting level of professional competence. 

The great initial difference that I discovered between this studio 
and those I had worked in during my time in London was the lack 
of a time -based system: the clock did not rule. For people on a 
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limited recording budget the necessity of having to work under the 
three hour session system can be frustrating and often unsatisfactory; 
there are enough pressures in this business without building them 
in. If you are working under the pre -packed system, with super -slick 
session men reading pre- arranged dots, then it is easy to pack 
everything into the available time. But this is not the only way to 
work and some would say that its results are less than perfect in 
terms of vitality, energy, and that mystical quality `feel'. 

Yet it is inconceivable for most bands or solo artists not in the 
superstar league to use the studio as an instrument, to use what it 
has to offer creatively and not mechanically. At £40 an hour it is 

impossible for most people to take detours, to develop ad libs or 
experiment on the spot, let alone go into the studio with the very 
basics of a song and use the time and the resources to build the 
finished product bit by bit, in a spontaneous and informal way. 

I always favoured this open- minded approach to recording, 
even when I was making records with a producer who believed in 
pre- scoring everything. He liked the security that writing everything 
down beforehand gives; and I underwent hours of `scheduling', 
during which we would discuss where we were going to have a 
tambourine or a tubular bell chime, or when my voice would be 
dry or in full bathroom reverberation. The theory was that this 
saved time (and, of course, money) in the studio; but it actually 
wasted much more than it saved, for the time could have been 
used creatively -with more benefit to the record. You can talk 
about things as much as you like; but it's not the same as doing 
them. And this is particularly true of the studio, which generates 
its own creative stimuli. Once you are there your imagination 
invariably begins to work harder, if it is allowed to. If things are 
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worked out minutely beforehand, no one feels like wasting all those 
preconceptions. Besides, there is usually no time to waste. 

Under normal circumstances the decision to pre -pack a session 
or not is probably the producer's; but as often as not this is an 
economic decision. The studios have their price, and the producer 
has his budget. The artist is caught between the two, and the 
result is often compromise. An incompetent producer, however, only 
makes things worse; on this score, I have often wondered whether 
a studio is only as good as the producers that use it; or can it 
deliver the goods on its own account and override ineptitude? 

In my case, I was as dissatisfied with my producer as I was with 
the studio environments that I was working in. There is nothing 
worse than someone who fancies that he is a `producer' just because 
he has scored some money to make a record, though his technical 
knowledge extends no farther than the fact that he knows that a 
fader pushed upwards makes things louder, and his musical 
experience is confined to singing in the bath. 

There is, of course, no absolute need for a producer to be a 
boffin; but I have come to think that he needs to have a certain 
minimum of inside information regarding the anatomy and 
functions of the studio. For one thing, it helps the relationship 
between him and the engineer if they don't know each other; if 
the producer can talk to the engineer in the language of the desk, 
and not as a complete civilian, then so much the better. 

A rudimentary grasp of musical theory, and a little practice too, 
are handy things for a producer to have. They stop him telling the 
bass player to play a root F sharp when the rest of the band are 
in F, as has happened to me. An ear that is alive to basic harmonic 
structure, for example, can be invaluable during overdubbing when 
vocal parts or multitracked guitars are either experiencing a difficult 
birth or else threaten to get out of hand. A wider awareness of 
the studio's possibilities and a surer touch overall generally 
goes with a degree of musical and technical know -how, since the 
producer is in control of his medium, and not at the mercy of it. 

These personal attitudes to the three -way relationship between the 
musician, producer and engineer help to clarify the way I operate. 
Much of my work owes far more to intuitive progression from a 
basic idea rather than the stylised approach to a fixed format. 
Obviously, the inherent improvisation within my working style 
demands much in the way of adaptability from those around me- 
this is what I get from Sawmills Studio. 

I think that it's the unmistakable sense of freedom about the 
place -freedom from every preconception there might possibly 
be about a fully equipped 16 -track (soon to be 24) studio. 
Non -conformity is of the very essence. The recording process is 
open -ended: you go on until you have had enough. I can spend 
my time writing and making demos; or I can work out vocal 
parts; record a number of alternative guitar solos; even take a 
few hours to search out just the sound I want from the ARP 
synthesiser. This is not wanton self -indulgence: it's using the studio 
as a creative source, and not just as a dictation machine. 

For me, it is a logical extension of the way I write, which I do 
rather less by actually sitting at the piano than by working with my 
Revox. I make up to half a dozen demos of any one song, changing 
and developing as I listen to and compare each recording. Things 
that I could not have foreseen as being part of the song's structure 
at the piano become apparent when I start dubbing on a bass, 
guitar fills, or drum patterns. It also gives me some idea of how it 
will work when I hand over the song to the band. 

This sort of flexibility, allowing a song to develop organically, 
as it were, is just what Sawmills offers. This and its perfect setting, 
make you completely unaware of time. Consequently you feel less 
restricted by economic limitations. You feel less harassed by your 
budget since the basic unit of time at Sawmills is the day or, more 
often, the week. And it's a real day: all 24 hours of it if you want. 

My own band is also the house rhythm section: Alan Eden, drums; 
John Atkinson, bass; and Ian Wilson, guitar. Tony Cox, the 
studio owner, produces me, and Jerry Boys (intrepid and 
ever -patient) drives the desk. The team is a sympathetic and capable 
foil to any tendency I might have toward needless self -indulgence, 
while, at the same time, they allow me to work out my ideas as I 
would in the privacy of my own Revox. 

Sawmills Studio is, perhaps, the only genuine `country' studio: 
it is not the West End transplanted snugly amidst fields and 
cows. It makes no concessions: you have to make an effort to get 
there in the first place -a brisk walk up the railway line, or a 
bracing trip by boat, if the tide's in your favour. There's an 
absence of surface luxury: not a Swedish armchair to be seen. But 
the studio is white and cool; the control room commands a view of 
tumbling trees and rocks. Well, the view has its disadvantages: I 
have been known to miss an important cue during mixing because I 

was watching the squirrels frolic among the hazel trees on the other 
side of the creek. 

This might sound rather like a commercial but Sawmills is so 
radically different to any London studio and, importantly, to any 
of the other `country' studios, that I have become violently partisan 
about it after nearly two years spent working there. The limitations 
imposed on making a record by the London -based commercial 
studios are, I believe, genuinely crippling to many people. I don't 
mean just the avant -garde, or the `progressives' who make a living 
from being experimental. Even those, like myself, who are 
involved in the mainstream of pop can only benefit from studios, 
like Sawmills, which can afford to make themselves musician -based 
and flexible while maintaining highstandards of professionalexcellence. 

Of course it would not do for every London studio to move to 
the extremities of the kingdom and 'go Sawmills'. But a studio like 
this fills a genuine need. A few weeks ago, in the Melody Maker, 
Richard Williams wrote of an attempt by Robert Wyatt, Phil 
Manzanera and Brian Eno to build their own studio. Of this he 
commented: 

'Amidst the conformity of the rock world, which places so 
many unwanted restrictions upon its brighter practitioners, it 
seemed to me that here was an opportunity to break, in a small 
but significant way, with accepted patterns, and make the mould 
fit the contents, rather than the habitual reverse.' 

This is exactly the principle behind Sawmills Studio. It is a 
musician's studio, not a business man's. 

The band and I are each given our head from time to time, on 
the theory that anything is worth trying: the number of sounds 
that have been coaxed out of the studio's 1905 Bechstein is an 
object lesson in taking time out to make the most of available 
resources. And then there was the wah -wah tom -toms; the eight 
part vocal chorus, all done with high -speed voices. Oh, and once 
we used a live shot gun . . . 

Of course you may not like fresh air, utter seclusion, squirrels, 
real ale, boat rides, and a chance to be yourself for once in a studio. 

Please yourself. 
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A revolution in the 
recording industry 

The 'tam 80S 8 -track 
master recorder. £1790 

Fully modular 
electronics using 

plug -in PCB's 
throughout. Separate 

sync and replay 
amps give identical 

levels. Switchable VU's 
with slow decay. 

Individual oscillator for each 

channel. Dolby A switching facility. 
Comprehensive faiclities include sync on all 

channels, servo 
controlled 
capstan, modular 
electronics, 
variable speed 
(optional), relay - 
solenoid operation. 

Compact console 
presentation 
for easy portability. 
£1790 + VAT. Full console optional 

Compatible 8- output Mixer available £1260 + VAT. 

¡tcirí-i 
extra. 

Industrial Tape Applications, 5 Pratt Street, London NW1 OAE. Tel: 01 -485 6162/7833. Telex: 21879. 
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BROADCAST 
B.B.C. 
London Weekend 
London Broadcasting 
Piccadilly Radio 
Guyana Broadcasting 
Radio Orwell 
Government Communications 
Radio Edinburgh 
Swansea Sound 
Rediffusion 
Radio Luxemburg 
Radio Fleet 
Seychelles Broadcast 
Thames T.V. 
State of Bahrain 

ENTERTAINMENT 
Decca (France) 
EMI 
Queen 
Kinks 
The Who 
David Essex 
London Palladium 
Sarm 
Indigo 
C.B.S. 

Virgin Records 
YES music 
Olympic 
AIR 
United Artists 
De Lane Lea 
Screen Gems Columbia 
Orange 
Trident 
Rolling Stones 
Tin Pan Alley 
Alvin Stardust 
Island 
Morgan 
Eamon Andrews 
Gooseberry 
Molenaire 
Warner 

Chappell 
Precision Tapes 
R.C.A. 

INDUSTRIAL 
Hawker Sidley 
Metropolitan Police 
Rank Xerox 
Birds Eye 
Ministry of Defence 
Lloyds Bank 
Catholic Trust 
Wiggins Teape 
National City Trust 
State of Israel 
British Rail 
Pye T.V.T. 
S.T.C. 

Alice 0 

UNIVERSITIES 
London 
Wales 
Nottingham 
Cardiff 
Kent 
Southampton 
Glasgow 
Bath 
Edinburgh 
Durham 
Lancaster 
Leeds 
Bristol 
Swansea 
Exeter 
Biirmingham 
York 
Reading 
East Anglia 

We satisfied their 
Revox requirements. 
We can satisfy yours! 

LONDON'S MAIN 
REVOX DISTRIBUTOR. 

5 Pratt Street, 
London NW1 OAE 
Tel: 01 -485 6162 
Telex: 21879 
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Survey: studio mastering 
machines 

Future surveys will comprise 
Equalisers (November), 
Broadcast and Sound 
Re -in forcement Mixers 
(December) and Multitrack 
Recording Consoles (January). 
Manufacturers and agents are 
invited to submit product 
details for publication to reach 
the magazine office (address p3) 
at least six weeks before 
publication date. 

ABE 
ABE Apparatebau und Elektronik, Becker 
GmbH & Co, Kommanditgesellschaft, D -7750 
Konstanz, Otto -Raggenbassstrasse 5, Switzer- 
land. 
Phone: 075 -31- 21536. 

8/16 track 
Construction: console. 
Tape width: 25/50 mm. 
Tracks: 8/16 half track. 
Transport control: logic interlock. 
Equalisation: NAB or CCIR switchable. 
Spool type and size: up to 26.7 cm. 
Tape position indicator: digital timer 
Noise: ref 510 nWb /m unweighted betterthan 54 dB 
at 38 cm /s, and 52 dB at 19 cm /s to DIN 45405. 

Tape speed and wow and flutter: to DIN 45 507 

38 cm /s 0.05 19 cm /s 0.08 %. 

Input level at impedance: t 0 dBm at 6000 
Output level at impedance: J nominal. 
Spooling time: 120s for 750m. 

24 track 
Construction: console. 
Tape width : 50 mm. 
Tracks: 24. 
Transport control : logic interlock. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR switchable. 
Spool type and size: NAB. 
Tape position indicator: digital timer. 
Noise: ref 510 nWb /m unweighted better than 52 dB 
at 38 cm /s, and 50 dB at 19 cm /s to DIN 45405. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: as for 8/16 track. 
Input level at impedance: l 0 dBm at 6000 
Output level at impedance: J nominal. 
Spooling time: 120s for 750m. 

AMCRON 
Amcron International, 1718 West Mishawaka 
Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514, USA. 
Phone: (219) 294 5571. 
UK: Macinnes Laboratories Ltd, Macinnes House, 
Carlton Park Industrial Estate, Saxmundham, 
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Suffolk IP17 2NL. 
Phone: 0728 2262/2615. 

800 series 
Construction: modular; built to specification by 
purchaser. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Track format: mono. stereo and four track. 
Transport: logic controlled, fully interlocked. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR. 
Speed: 9.5, 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: fixed. 
Signal interface: unbalanced. Mic amps available. 
Wow and flutter: 0.05% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
rms measurement. 
Spooling time: 60s for 740m. 
Reel type: to 26.7 cm. 
Optional extras: remote control. 
Specialfeatures: can be builtto virtually any speci- 
fication. Also, cheaper transport available. 
Price: for example,2 channel stereo machines costs 
£1395. 

AMPEX 
Ampex Corporation, Audio -Video Systems 
Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, Ca 
94063, USA. 
Phone: (213) 240 5000. 
UK : Ampex (GB) Ltd, 72 Berkeley Avenue, Reading 
RG1 6HZ. 
Phone: 0734 -55341. 

M M1200 
Construction: console mounting. 
Tape width: 25 and 50 mm. 
Track format: 8/16 and 24 track. 
Transport: logic controlled, full interlock. 
Speed: 19/38/76 cm /s. 
Head block: detachable with fixed alignment. 
Noise : 8/16 track 64 dB, 24 track 59 dB using 456 
tape 30 to 18k Hz referenced to 520 nWb /m at any 
speed. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.08% peak weighted at any speed 
to DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: digital mins and sec. 
Spooling time: 120s for 740m. 
Reel type: any to 35.6 cm. 
Optional extras: PURC, video playback head, 
search to cue device, vari- speed, synchronising 
apparatus for video interlock. 
Distortion: less than 1% at 370 nWb /m using 456 

tape. 
Dimensions (whd): 74 x 115 x 69 cm. 240 kg. 

ATR 100 
(see review p58) 

BRENELL 
Brenell Engineering Co Ltd, Pembroke House, 
Campsbourne Road, Hornsey, London N8. 
Phone: 01 -340 3291. 

600 series 
Construction : tape transport only. 
Tape width: 50 mm. 
Speed: 38 cm /s. Other speeds to order. 
Reel type: any to 35.6 cm. 
Wow and flutter: better than 0.06% peak weighted 

Brenell Mini 8 

to DIN 45507. 
Tape timer: mechanical counter reading minutes 
and 1/100 minute in all modes. Electronic digital 
display available. 
Tape tension: electronic servo back tension 
system. 
Spooling time: 120s for 730m. 
Capstan drive: synchronous hysteresis motor. 
Weight: 33 kg. 

Type 19 

Construction: tape transport only. 
Tape width: usually 6.25 to 25 mm. 
Tracks: one, two, four, eight. 
Track width : full or half track. 
Transport control: full interlock. 
Spool type and size: NAB, cine and European to 
29 cm. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical counter. 
Head type: Bogen 6.25 mm. Branch & Appleby 
12.5/5.25 mm. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter:38 cm /s 0.05 %, 

19 cm /s 0.08 %, 9.5 cm /s 0.12 %, 4.75 cm /s 0.2 %. All 
values rms. 
Spooling time: 100s for 730m. 
Other features: pause /play control. 
Optional extras: Non standard speeds -two or 
four options. 
Dimensions (whd): 48.3 x 35.6 x 16 cm. 16 kg. 

Mini 8 

The machine offers eighttracks on 25 mm tape. Con- 
structed to a portable format. No specific price is 

quoted by the manufacturers, Brenell and Allen & 

Heath, claim that a package comprising a 16/8 desk 
and a mini 8 tape machine will cost around £4000. 

Mk 7S 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: stereo, two track or stereo quarter 
track. 
Equalisation: NAB /DIN switchable. 
Speed: 19/38 cm /s switchable. 48 
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Introducing the TEAC. 
Tascam Series 
For people with more talent than money 

80 -8 
8 channel 1/2 inch recorder with 15ips, sel sync and 

optional DBX facility. 

3 NEW MIXERS 
Model 2.6 in 2 out for stereo and limited 4 channel 

application. Model 3, 8 in 4 out and the Model 5 with com- 
prehensive 8 in 4 out format and re- mixing facilities. 

A -3340S Industrial (The quiet one) 
This version of the 3340S is by far the most popular 

and is supplied as standard issue to practically all budget and 
medium sized studios. 

A -2340H 
New high speed version of the established 2340. 

Identical to the ubiquitous A -3340 but with 7 inch reel capacity. 
33/4 and 71/2 version also available. 

Price £384 + VAT 

n-A 5 Pratt Street, 
London NW1 OAE 
Tel 01 -485 61 62 
Telex: 21879 

JOIN =IIIrNNIN 

Please send details Z 80 -8 ' Model2 El 
Model3 
Model5 

A -3340S El 
A -2340H 

Name 

Address 
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SURVEY: STUDIO 
MASTERING MACHINES 

Head block: fixed. 
Noise: 60 dB ref 0 vu at 38 cm /s stereo track. 
Signal interface: unbalanced multipurpose. 
Wow and flutter: 0.05°ó weighted at 38 cm /s to 
rms. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical position. 
Spooling time: 100s for 740m. 
Reel type: all types to 26.7 cm. 
Dimensions (whd): 46 x 44 x 23 cm. 18 kg. 

FERROGRAPH 
Ferrograph Co Ltd, Durban Road, Bognor Regis, 
West Sussex P022 9RL. 
Phone: 02433 25811/86120. 

Studio 8 

Construction: console, rack, trolley and transport- 
able mounted. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Track format: two track and stereo. 
Transport: logic controlled, servo controlled 
capstan. 
Equalisation : NAB /CCIR by plug in cards. 
Speed : 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: interchangeable between two track 
and stereo. 
Noise: 62 dB ref 514 nWb /m at 38 cm /s stereo track 
using CCIR eq. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.06% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: digital mins and sec. 
Spooling time: 120s for 740m. 
Reel type: all types to 26.7 cm. 
Special features: auto stop at time counter zero. 
Internal amplifiers for loudspeaker output. 

ITAM 
ITAM, 5 Pratt Street, London NW1 OAE. 
Phone: 01 -485 6162/7833. 

805 
Construction: portable or console. 
Tape width: 12.5 mm. 
Track format: 8 tracks. 
Transport: controlled by solenoid relay logic. 
Tape speed : 38 cm /s. 
Noise: 65 dB ref 900 nWb /m using Grandmaster 
tape. 
Distortion : less than 1 at Dolby level. 
Signal interface: 0 dBm nominal. 
Wow and flutter: 0.06 °L. 

Spooling time: 100s for 740m. 

KLARK -TEKNIK 
Klark -Teknik Research Ltd, MOS Industrial 
Site, Summerfield, Kidderminster DY11 7RE. 
Phone : 0562- 64027. 
SM2 
Construction : console mounting. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Track format: mono, stereo two track. 
Transport: digitally controlled, phase locked cap- 
stan. 
Equalisation : NAB /DIN switchable. 
Speed: 19/38/76 cm /s switchable between choice 
of two. 
Head block: interchangeable. 
Noise: 60 dB ref 320 nWb /m at 38cm/s stereo track 
between 20 to 20k Hz. 
Signal interface: unbalanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.05° weighted at all speeds to 
DIN 45507. 
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Tape position indicator: digital mins and sec. 
Spooling time: 90s for 740m. 
Reel type: all types to 29.5 cm /s. 
Price: mono £2150, stereo £2250, two track £2350. 

LEEVERS- RICH/BIAS 
Leevers -Rich Equipment Ltd (incorporating 
Bias Electronics), 319 Trinity Road, London 
SW18 3SL. 
Phone: 01 -874 9054. 

E200 
Construction : console and rack mounting. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: mono, stereo and two track. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR. 
Speed : 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: detachable. 
Noise: 60 dB ref 320 nWb /m at 38 cm /s stereo track. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.06,",,. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical mins and sec. 
Spooling time: 90s for 740m. 
Reel type: all types to 29 cm. 
Optional extras: remote unit, internal power 
amplifiers. 
Dimensions (whd): 48.3 x 36 x 28 cm. 
Weight: 120 kg. 
Price: available on request. 

Proline 1000 
Construction: console. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Track format: mono, stereo and two track. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR. 
Speed: 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Noise: -58 dB ref 320 nWb /m at 38 cm /s stereo 
track. 20 to 20k Hz unweighted. 
Distortion : 1 ° thd ref 320 nWb /m at 38 cm /s. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.05% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical mins and 
sec. 
Spooling time: 100s for 740m. 
Reel type: all sizes to 29 cm. 
Price: available on request. 

Klark-Teknik SM2 

MCI 
MCI, 4007 N E 6th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida 33334, USA. 
Phone : (305) 566 2853. 
UK : MCI (Professional Studio Equipment) Ltd, 
MCI House, 54 -56 Stanhope Street, London NW1. 
Phone: 01- 388 7867. 

JH110 series 
Construction: console mounting. 
Tape width : 6.25/12.5 mm. 
Track format: mono, 2 and 4 track. 
Transport: full logic control. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR. 
Speed : 19/38/76 cm s switchable. 
Head block: removable. 
Noise: 64 dB ref 250 nWb /m at 
38 cm /s 2 track 

30 to 18k Hz. 
66 dB ref 250 nWb/m at 76 cm s 2 track 
63 dB ref 250 nWb /m at 19 cm /s 2track 
Distortion: 1.5;'óthd ref 500 nWb /m at 38 cm /s using 
3M 206 tape. 
Signal interface: balanced to +24 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter : 0.02 % weighted at 76 cm /s. 0.04% 
weighted at 38 cm /s. 
Tape position indicator: digital mins and sec. 
Reel type: NAB. 
Optional extras: auto -locator, remote control, tape 
velocity indicator. 
Special features: touch toggle tape nudge for 
editing. The 110 series is available for tape to disc 
mastering when fitted with a tape delay loop and 
pre -view head. 
Dimensions (whd): 64.2 x 88.9 x 66.1 cm. 86.4 kg. 
Price: $4293. 

JH- 114 -24 track 
Construction: console mounting. 
Tape width: 25 and 50 mm. 
Track format: 8/16/24 track. 
Transport: full logic control. 
Equalisation : NAB. 
Distortion : 1.5% thd ref 350 nWB /m at 38 cm /s 
using 206 tape. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.05° weighted at 38 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: digital mins and sec. 
Spooling time: 85s for 740m. 
Reel type: NAB and cine spools to 35.6 cm. 
Optional extras: as for JH -110 series. 
Special features: touch and nudge toggle for 
editing. 
Remote control: included. 
Dimensions (whd): 95.8 x 127 x 68.6 cm. 260 kg. 
Price: $29000. 

3M 
3M Mincom Division, 3M Centre, Saint Paul, 
Minnesota 55101, USA. 
UK : 3M Mincom Products, Witley Works, Witley 
Gardens, Southall, Middlesex. 
Phone: 01 -574 5929/6045. 

M79 series 
Construction : console. 
Tape width : 6.25/12.5/25/50 mm. 
Track format: mono, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 track. 
Transport: logic controlled, differential loop cap- 
stan. 
Equalisation : NAB /CCIR. 
Speed: 19/38/76 cm /s switchable between two 
speeds. 
Head block: detachable for interchange between 
25 and 50 mm formats. 
Noise: 64 dB ref mol at 38 cm /s 
2/4/8/16 track using 206 tape. 
60 dB ref mol at 38 cm /s, 24 track 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
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i 

The 
timeless 
Revox A77 

Please send me literature 

I Name 

Address 

I 

I 

I -C, 
1 ". E`MI -'J 

on the Revox range of Hi -Fi products. 

Sole U.K. Distributor: F. W. O. Bauch Limited, 

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts.WD6 4RZ. 
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SURVEY: STUDIO 
MASTERING MACHINES 

Wow and flutter: 0.04% weighted at 38/76 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: digital mins and sec. 
Spooling time:90s for 770m. 
Reel type: NAB and cine to 26.7 cm. Extension kit 
to 35.6 cm available. 
Optional extras: Sonaplan XT14 autolocator, tape 
timer, remote control. 
Dimensions (whd): 75.6 x 154 x 65 cm. 137 kg. 
Price: on application. 

N AGRA 
Kudelski SA, CA 1033 Cheseaux, Lausanne 
Switzerland. 
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, 
Churchfleld Road, Chalfont St Peter, Buckingham- 
shire SL9 9EW. 
Phone: 01 -49 (Gerrards Cross) 88447. 

IV -S and IV -SL 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Tracks: two or two + pilot (IV -SL). 
Track width: half- track. 
Equalisation: NAB /IEC /Nagramaster (38 cm /s 
only). 
Spool type and size: to 12.7 cm. 
Noise: with 206 tape, better than 69 dB with IEC eq 
to ASA 'A' weighting. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 38 cm /s 0.05 %, 
19 cm /s 0.07 %, 9.5 cm /s 0.15 %, 4.75 cm /s 0.25 %. 
Measured to DIN 45507. 
Input level at impedance: most dynamic and 
phantom condenser mics. 
Output level at impedance: standard 0 dBm level. 

Other features: Dolby connection, modulation 
meter 10 ms. 
Optional extras: 26.7 cm spool adaptors, pilot 
(IV -SL). 
Dimensions (whd) : 33 x 24 x 11.5 cm. 5.3 kg. 

4.2L, 4.2ILSP, IV -SJ and IV -SJS 
THESE MACHINES include the same transport as 
the models IV -S and IV -SL and thus offer a similar 
standard of mechanical performance. 

The first two machines are intended for use as 
mono report machines, the 4.2L being a pilottone 
version which provides a sync signal for sound on 
vision cameras. Both models feature a wide range of 
input filters; a suitable combination can improve the 
intelligibility of the human voice in noisy surround- 
ings. Switchable automatic level control is standard. 

The IV -SJ and IV -SJS are intended for noise and 
vibration recording for analysis at a later date. Both 
conform to the appropriate IEC recommendations 
for sound level meters through use of the integral 
modulation meter when used with an instrumenta- 
tion condenser mic. Both versions are two track 
the SJ machine features an fm (cue) track of band- 
width 3.5 kHz for dc and low frequency vibration 
measurements or a voice track. In addition, the SJ 
model is fitted with switchable input filters appro- 
priate to the relevant ASA weighting networks. 

SN series 
Construction: miniature portable. 
Tape width : 3.81 mm. 
Tracks: one. 
Track width : SNNZ full track, SNS2 half track. 
Equalisation: 50 + 3180 ps. 
Spool type and size: 68 mm special. 
Noise: better than 60 dB to 'A' weighting. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 0.1% peak 
weighted to DIN 45507. 
Input level at impedance: 3 pA input from 200i2. 

dbx eliminates tape noise when 
connected to any reel -to -reel recorder. 
You can make original recordings with 
no audible hiss or background noise, 
which even the most expensive studio 
recorders cannot achieve using 

dbg conventional noise reduction systems. 
dbx 157 is 

simultaneous 
eliminates at e noise tape noise elimi- 

nation system 
which permits 
monitoring off tape while recording. 
It is fully compatible with all dbx 
professional studio systems and costs 
£414 from professional audio 
dealers. Switchable (record or play) 
150 series noise elimination systems 
start as low as £130 per channel. 

For complete product information 
contact: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 
27 -31 Bryanston Street, London, 
England W1H 7AB, 01- 935 -0141. 
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!input overload point: 100 pA. 
Spooling time: hand crank. 
Other features: automatic level control. 

OTARI 
Otani Electric Co Ltd, 4 -29 -18 Minami Ogikubo, 
Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167, Japan. 
(Phone : (03) 333 -9631. 
USA: Otani Corporation, 981 Industrial Road, San 
Carlos, Ca 94070. 
Phone: (415) 593 1648. 
UK: C. E. Hammond & Co Ltd, 105/109 Oyster Lane, 
Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA. 
Phone: 41131. 

IM X7308 
Construction: rack mounted or console. 
Tape width : 25 mm. 
Track format: 8 track. 
Transport: motion sensing, constant tension. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR /IEC /AES (76 cm /s only) 
Speed : 19/38/76 switchable between any two. 
Head block: three head. 
Noise: 65 dB below peak record measured to 'A' 
weighting. 
Distortion: less than 1 % at NAB reference level. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.06% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
ANSI S 4.3. 
Spooling time: 90s for 760m. 
Reel type: to 26.7 cm NAB. 
Optional extras : remote control un it, portable case. 
Dimensions (whd): 67 x 162 x 68 cm. 136 kg. 
(Price: $8150. 

MX -5050 Mini -Pro 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: half and quarter track. 
Transport: digital transport control. 
Equalisation: NAB standard. 

Otani MX -7398 

Speed : 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: available with four head arrays. 
Noise: 65 dB ref 200 nWb /m at 38 cm /s two track 
using 456 tape. 
Distortion: 1 %thd ref 200 nWb /m at 38 cm /s using 
456 tape. 
Signal interface: unbalanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.05% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
NAB. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical position. 
Reel type: to 26.7 cm NAB. 52 0- 
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magnetophon 15A 

Our tradition 
of excellence 

your decision for today 
M15A 

Today's ever increasing quantity and 
complexity of Control Room equipment 
makes the concept of solid engineering 
and trouble -free performance more 
important than ever before. AEG - 
TELEFUNKEN, the developer of the 
world's first professional tape recorder, 
has been the leader for well over 35 years 
- longer than any other manufacturer in 
the field. Their engineers apply this 
experience and the excellent rapport they 
enjoy with their many demanding clients 
worldwide to make sure that today's 
magnetophon always reflects an 
optimum balance between objective 
quality, serviceability, human engineering 
and price. 

Today we present the latest result of 
AEG -TELEFUNKEN's efforts: The new 
magnetophon 15A - based on the 
M 15 deck, proven in years of service 
throughout the world. The M15A - the 
master recorder for today and for 
tomorrow. - new and more compact electronic 
assembly built into the deck itself features 
all- electronic timed switching, which 
permits electronic editing without 
modulation overlap on RECORD 
activation or the »hole» usually 
experienced after STOP. 

ZWA 5470 E 

- electronic digital timer as standard 
equipment; a highly sophisticated »auto - 
locator' provides heretofore unheard of 
operating ease and time economy. - improved performance -to -price ratio 
makes AEG -TELEFUNKEN quality more 
affordable than ever before. - our virtual zero- defect experience is 
unmatched in the master recorder field. 
In the highly unlikely case of a service 
need, you will find knowledgeable 
engineers and field service people, fully 
equipped with spare parts, as close as 
your telephone, no matter where you are 
located. 

We'll be happy to send you our 16 -page 
full -color English /German detailed 
brochure if you will mail the coupon 
below to the appropriate address. 

Coupon 
Please send me the brochure on 
»magnetophon 15A» 

Name 

Address 

Telephone 

Hayden Laboratories Ltd. 
Churchfield Road 
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW 

Gotham Audio Corporation 
741 Washington St. 
New York, N.Y. 10 014 

AEG -TELEFUNKEN 
A532 
P.O.Box 2154 
D -7750 Konstanz 

CKEN 
KEN 

professional tape recorders 
by AEG -TELEFUNKEN 
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SURVEY: STUDIO 
MASTERING MACHINES 

M X- 5050 -8 
Construction: portable, rack or console mounting. 
Tape width: 12.5 mm. 
Track format: 8 track. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR. 
Speed: 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: three head. 
Noise: 58 dB ref mol at 38 cm /s 8 track NAB 
weighted. 
Distortion: 1 the ref 200 nWb /m at 38 cm /s using 
3M 206 tape. 
Signal interface: unbalanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.06", weighted at 38 cm /s to 
NAB. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical position. 
Reel type: to 26.7 cm NAB. 
Optional extras: balanced input and output lines. 
Price:$4000 for basic machine in wooden cabinet. 

REVOX 
Willi Studer, CH -8105 Regensdorf, Zurich, 
Switzerland. 
US : Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, 
NY11791. 
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham- 
wood, Herts. 
Phone: 01 -953 0091. 

A700 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: 2 track. 
Transport: digitally controlled, full interlock. 
Equalisation: NAB. CCIR on request. 
Speed: 9.5/19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: detachable, hard permalloy. 
Noise: -65 dB ref 514 nWb /m at 
38 cm /s, 2 track 
-66 dB ref 514 nWb /m at 19 cm /s 
2 track. 
-63 dB ref 514 nWb/m at 9.5 cm /s 

2 track 
Signal interface: unbalanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: O.06;ó weighted at 38 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: digital mins and sec. 
Reel type: to 26.6 cm NAB and cine. 
Dimensions (whd): 48.3 x 46.3 x 17.5 cm. 24 kg. 
Price: £904. 

NAB eq. 

A77 HS 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: 2 track. 
Transport: mechanical interlock. 
Equalisation: NAB recording. Playback NAB, DIN 
switchable. 

Speed : 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: fixed heads, hard permalloy. 
Noise: -66 dB ref 514 nWb /m at 19 cm /s 2 track. 
Signal interface: unbalanced -75 dBm variable to 
-! 13 dBm. 
Wow and flutter: 0.08°% weighted at 19 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical position. 
Reel type: NAB cine to 26.6 cm. 
Optional extras: remote control. 
Dimensions (whd): 41.5 x 35.6 x 18 cm. 15 kg. 
Price: from £450. 

SCHLUMBERGER 
Compteurs Schlumberger, Departement Audio - 
Professionnel, 296 Avenue Napoleon Bona- 
parte, 92503 Rueil- Malmaison, France. 
Phone : 977 9223. 
Construction : console. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Tape format: mono, two track and stereo. 
Tape speed : 9.5/19/38 cm /s with vari- speed. 
Spooling time: 150s for 1000m. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Equalisation: all the usual standards. 
Noise: 61 dB ref 510 nWb /m at38 cm /s using CCIR 
eq. 
Wow and flutter: 0.04% to DIN 45507 at 38 cm /s. 
Distortion : 0.5 using AgfaPER525 tape at 38 cm/s 
ref 320 nWb/m. 
Tape timer: min and sec in digital format. 
Dimensions (whd): 65 x 61 x 106 cm. 91 kg. 

SCULLY/METROTECH 
Scully /Metrotech, 475 Ellis Street, Mountain 
View, California 94040. USA. 
Phone: 415- 968 8389 
UK: Lee Engineering Ltd, Napier House, Bridge 
Street, Walton on Thames, Surrey. 
Phone: 01- 98(Walton on Thames) 43124. 

270 
Construction: rack mount reproducer only. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Tracks: mono or stereo. 
Track width: full, half, quarter or stereo. 
Equalisation: front panel switch. 
Spool type and size: all hubs to 35 cm. 
Tape position indicator: accuracy to 99.77 over 
30 mins. 
Noise: (no baseline) stereo half track at 38/19 cm /s 
60 dB. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 38 cm/s 0.08 %, 

19 cm /s 0.1 9.5 cm /s 0.2 %. All rms. 
Input level at impedance: 
Output level at impedance: -I- 13 dBm. 
Spooling time: 105s for 1464 m. 

Dimensions (whd): 43 x 63 x 23 cm. 45.5 kg. 

STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 
FOR BROADCASTING AND DISC MONITORING WHEN REPLAY 
SIGNALS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY ARE REQUIRED AT LINE 

LEVEL 

'RIAA with 2% components. Reviewed Studio Sound 
*Large output transformers 
with excellent L.F. performance. March 1976 TO IBA SPECIFICATIONS 

SURREY ELECTRONICS 
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG 

STD 04866 5997 
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Schlumberger F412 

100 series 
Construction: console. 
Tape width : 25/50 mm. 
Tracks: 8/12 on 25 mm, 16 on 50 mm. 
Transport control: full digital control. 
Equalisation: NAB /CCIR. 
Spool type and size: NAB to 28.25 cm. 
Tape position indicator: accuracy to 99.9 %. 
Noise: ref + 10 dBm 206 tape 16 track 63 dB 
unweighted. 
Wow and flutter: unweighted to ASA Z57.1 0.06"ó 
0.5 to 200 Hz. 
Input level at impedance: 1 0 dBm operating 
Output level at impedance: f level. 
Spooling time: 75s for 732m. 
Other features: single speed 38 cm /s (76 on 
request). 

280 -B 
Construction: console. 
Tape width : 6.25/12.5/25 mm. 
Tracks: 1/2/4/8. 
Track width : full, half or stereo. 
Transport control: full control interlock motion 
sensing. 
Equalisation: plug in NAB /IEC. 
Spool type and size: to 29.2 cm. 
Tape position indicator: 0.2% accuracy. 
Head type: interchangeable head block assembly. 
Noise: ref 500 nW /m NAB eq 206 tape NAB weight- 
ed -half track 38 cm /s 68 dB, 19 cm /s 68 dB. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: ANSI 4.3 1972 
38 cm /s 0.08"í, 19 cm /s 01.",;,, 9.5 cm /s 0.2%. 
Input level at impedance: l 0 dBm operating 
Output level at impedance: J level. 
Spooling time: 60s for 732m. 
Optional extras: remote control. 
Dimensions (whd): 128 x 64 x 73 cm. 64 kg. 

500 series 
Construction : console or panel mount. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Tracks: mono or stereo. 
Track width: full, half and quarter. 
Transport control : logic interlock. 
Equalisation : NAB /CCIR plug in. 
Spool type and size: NAB to 26.7 cm. 
Tape position indicator: counter optional extra. 
Noise: ref 500 nW /m 38 cm /s 206 tape NAB eq half 
track 60 dB. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: to ANSI 54.3 
1972 38 cm /s 0.09%, 19 cm /s 0.12 %, 9.5 cm /s 0.2 %, 
4.75 cm /s 0.3 %. 
Input level at impedance: 140 mV into 10052 (min). 
Output level at impedance: to + 24 dBm 6005?. 

Spooling time: 90s for 732m. 
Optional extras: mic preamps, remote control. 
Dimensions (whd): 49 x 40 x 23 cm. 17.2 kg. 
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Professionals have 
been listening 
throughThnnoy 
Loudspeakers for 
nearly haifa century. 
Isn't ittimeyou 
joined them? 

1r 1l. 1 ii1 11H11 

By tie late 192os Tarney lad designed their fast 
laucspcaker system. 1: .vas ijead of i_s time 1 ke 
al the others that foHo..-e1 it. So much so that 
ire a fox years Tannoy indbec me a virtual 
synonym for natu_s_ :sound. reroductim. 
Tocir.. many professional broadcasting 
and rmording stud_m ie Tannoy as a 
quality reference. AIL-skims near their 
playnacks th_oughTainuyLcudspeakers 
and so_ne of _he finesre©nings you bur 
are monitored for qualiay_1-scug- Tannoy 
Sysmaks. But this ex eptibr_al perform- 
ance is not reservec It orufessionak 
alone. 'You can cwn a Tamr.y Loud 
speaza System yourself. 

You have fire new enc:os-.ireo to choose 
frorr_,landscumely sr'kdbç cne if Britain's 
leadr_g industrial dsigrsrs in ash, teak or 
Dilec valnut finish and h c.vn,blue or sand 
panel grilles. The sneakers Ere based or. the -# 
ivalcncentric prin gt:eardf at.re the unique 
Tan -tay integrated lexislealsersystem and cross - 
overr_et-.vork. 

Tie quality of your h: -fi akirr_ately depends or the 
spec_tcrs. It must nazesm.e tado as the professionals do. 
Write: to us for the r_arse of your near.st Tannoy dealer. 

Tanury Products Liiiie1 Canterbury Grove Wit Norwood 
London SE27 oPW Telefioneol -670 1131 

Phencigrara Sn dio London 
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SURVEY: STUDIO 
MASTERING MACHINES 

STELLAVOX 
Stellavox, Georges Quellet, Engineer EPZ, 2968 

Hauterive /Ne, Switze.land. 
UK: AV Dist ibutors (London) Ltd, 26 Park Road, 
Baker Street, London NW1 4SH. 
Phone: 01 -935 8161. 

SP 7 

Construction: portable. 
Tape width :6.25 mm. 
Tracks: mono or stereo. 
Track width: full or half track. 
Transport Control: interlocked to capstan. 
Equalisation : 35 is DIN. 
Spool type and size: 12.7 cm. 
Head type: i iterchangeable inc pilottone. 
Noise: ref 500 nW /m 'A' weighted mono 70 dB, 
stereo 65 dB. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 38 cm /s 0.1%, 
19 cm /s 0.12 %, 9.5 cm /s 0.25 %. 
Input level at impedance: mics 0.2 to 75 mV mixer 
1.55V at 820k. 
Output level at impedance: various, nominal 
0 dBm. 
Spooling speed: 406 cm /s. 
Other features: film sync (pilottone) facility. 
Optional extras: many inc large spool adaptors. 

Stellamaster 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Tracks: stereo. 
Track width: 2.6 mm. 
Equalisation: 35 us DIN. 
Spool type and size: to 12.7 cm. 
Head type: Bogen. 
Noise: ref 800 nW /m 'A' weighted 70 dB. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 38 cm /s 0.05%. 
Other features: 25 Hz -23 kHz +2 dB. 
Optional extras: as for SP7. 

STUDER 
Studer Franz AG, CH -5430 Wettingen, Swit- 
zerland. 
USA: Willi Studer America Inc. Buffalo, 3916 

Broadway, NY 14227. 
Phone: 716 -681 5450. 
UK: F. W. O. Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Bore - 
ham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. 
Phone: 01 -953 0091. 

A67 
Construction : portable and console. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Track format: mono, stereo and two track. 
Transport: digitally controlled, full interlock. 
Equalisation : NAB/CCIR. 
Speed : 9.5/19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: detachable. 
Noise: 62 dB ref 370 nWb /m at 38 cm /s stereo track 
using NAB eq. 
Distortion : 1 the ref 185 nWb /m at 38 cm /s using 
3M 207 tape. NAB eq. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.06% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape potision indicator: mechanical mins and 
sec for 19 cm /s. 
Spooling time: 120s for 700m. 

Reel type: all types up to 26.7 cm. 
Optional extras: different mounting arrangements, 
vu complement and sync. 
Special features: transport developed from Revox 
A700. 
Price: from about £1400, $2500. 

B62 
Construction: portable, free standing. 
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Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Tracks: full track mono, half track stereo. 
Track width : 2 and 0.75 mm guard band available. 
Transport control: full interlock. 
Equalisation : NAB or CCIR. 
Spool type a.id size: to 26.7 cm NAB. 
'rape position indicator: digital, 0.5% accuracy. 
Noise: ref 510 nWb /m unweighted. 38 cm/s stereo 
61 dB, half track 56 dB. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 38 cm /s 0.05 %, 
19 cm /s 0.08 %. 

Input level at impedance: l nominal 0 dBm 
Output level at impedance: f at 60012. 
Input overload point: +22 dBm. 
Spooling time: 120s for 730m. 
Optional extras: vus, piloitone, mounting options. 
Dimensions (whd): 48.2 x 35.6 x 22 cm. 28 kg. 

A80/ R 
Construction : console. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Tracks: full, half and stereo. 
Track width: 2 and 2.75 mm. 
Transport control: logic i iterlock. 
Equalisation: plug in CCIR or NAB. 
Spool type and size : up to 26.7 cm NAB. 
Tape position indicator: digital, 0.2% accuracy. 
Noise: ref 320 nWb /m stereo 38 /cm s CCIR61 dB 
two track 56 dB. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 38 cm /s 0.04% 
19 cm /s 0.06 %. 
Input level at impedance: l 0 dBm at 600e 
Output level at impedance: f nominal. 
Input overload point: +22 dBm. 
,Spooling time: 120s for 1000m. 
Optional extras: chassis and vu available. 

A80 /VU 24 track 
Construction : console. 
Tape width : 50 mm. 
Tracks: 24. 
Transport control : logic interlock. 
Equalisation : CCIR or NAB 
Spool type and size: up to 26.7 cm NAB. 
Tape position indicator: 0.2% accuracy. 
Noise: ref +6 dB above 200 nWb /m NAB at 38 and 
19 cm /s. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 38 cm /s 0.04 %, 

19 cm /s 0.06 %. 
Input level at impedance: 
Output level at impedance: 
Input overload point: 
Spooling time: 

}as for A80 /R. 

TEAC 
Teac Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph 
Road, Montebello, Calif. 90640, USA. 
Phone : (213) 726 0303. 
UK : Acoustic Research International, High Street, 
Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU5 5QJ. 
Phone: 0582 603151. 

80 -8 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 12.5 mm. 
Track format: 8 track. 
Transport: logic interlock. 
Equalisation: NAB. 
Speed : 38 cm /s. 
Head block: fixed. 
Noise: 60 dB ref mol at 38 cm /s unweighted. 
Distortion: 1% thd ref 0 vu. 
Signal interface: unbalanced -10 dBm. 
Wow and flutter: 0.04% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
NAB rms. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical position. 
Reel type: NAB to 26.6 cm. 
Special features: performance figures referenced 
to Ampex 456. 
Dimensions (whd): 44.5 x 53.4 x 30.5 cm. 34.6 kg. 
Price : £1960. 

A3340 
Construction: portaLle. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: 4 track. 
Equalisation: NAB. 
Speed: 19/38 cm /s s vitchable. 
Head block: heads fixed, hyperbolic ground. 
Noise: 64 dB at 38 cm /s weighted to ASA curve. 
Signal interface: unbalanced -70 dBm variable to 
0 dBm. 
Wow and flutter: 0.04% at 38 cm /s rms. 
Tape position idicator: mechanical position. 
Reel type : NAB 26.6 cm. Other sizes can be used. 
Optional extras: remote con rol. 
Special features: full sync. 
Dimensions (whd): 58.5 x 46 x 23 cm. 27.5 kg. 

Price: £646. 

90 -16 
Construction: console mounting. 
Tape width : 25 mm. 
Track format : 16 track. 
Transport: logic controlled. 
Equalisation : NAB. 
Speed: 38 cm /s. 
Head block: fixed three head. 
Noise: 60 dB ref mol at 38 cm /s quarter track using 
Ampex 456. 

Signal interface: unbalanced -10 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.03% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
NAB. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical mins and 
SET. 
Spoolirg time: 120s for 738m. 
Reel type: NAB type to 26.7 cm 
Optional extras: dbx noise reduction inteface. 
Specialfeatures: combined record /playback head; 
third head serves simply as monitor. 
Dimensions (whd): 63.2 x 120 x 72 cm. 

A -7300 2T 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Track format: stereo or mono. 
Transport: full logic transport control. 
Equalisation: NAB. 
Speed : 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: fixed. 
Noise: 60 dB ref mol at 38 cm /s stereo track. 
Signal interface: unbalanced -20 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.04", weighted at 38 cm /s to 
NAB. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical position. 
Spooling time: 150s for 550m. 
Reel type: NAB to 26.7 cm. 
Optional extras: remote unit. 
Special features: vari- speed. 
Dimensions (whd): 54.8 x 44 x 25 cm. 28 kg. 
Price: £785. 

TELEFUNKEN 
AEG -Telefunken, 775 Konstanz, Buchlestrasse 
1 -5, West Germany. 
Phone: 07531 -861. 
UK : Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Church - 
field Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. 
Phone: 02813- 88447. 
Telex: 849 469. 

M15A 
Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: 2 track or stereo. 
Transport: full logic control. 
Equalisaton: NAB /CCIR. 
Speed : 19/38 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: fixed, ferrite. 
Noise : -64 dB ref 400 nWb /m at 38 cm /s 2 track A 
weighted. 
-64 dB ref 400 nWb/m at 19 cm /s 2 track A weighted. 
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INTRODUCING A NEW 
TAPE DECK FROM A 

COMPANY THAT NEEDS 
NO INTRODUCTION. 

Besides the standard 1 inch 8 track you 
see here, there's a - inch 8 track and a 2 inch 
16 and a 24 track. 

Their features include full solenoid 
transport functions. Fullsync facilities. Full 
modular electronics. Silent drop -ins. Instant 
start cue. N.A.B. and C.C.I.R. equalisation. 

See and hear it at our demo studio. 
Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road, 
Hornsey, London N8. 

Where you can also take the opportunity 
to look over the Allen & Heath Mod II mixer. 
It's offered with the tape deck in a uniquely 
priced package deal. 

Or for more information call Andrew Stirling 340 3291. hrinII 
PROBLEM SOLVERS 

The new BGW range offers standards of performance, reliability and safety without precedence. Whether used in the most 
critical studio work, the highest powered PA system, or simply driving domestic stereo, it guarantees the cleanest and 
most accurate sounds attainable. BGW's state -of- the -art professional line of audio amplifiers is the result of fundamental 

rethinking of the traditional design parameters, solving the inherent problems of conventional models. 
Instability Problem - BGW s safely drive continuously into loads as low 
as 2 ohms. Highly reactive loads, such as electrostatic loudspeakers are no 
longer a factor. Distortion Problem - voltage and current limiting circuits 
often causing annoying distortion in conventional designs have been 
eliminated. Safety Problem - to protect the amplifier and loudspeakers 
a 'fail -safe' SCR crowbar circuit is incorporated, which discharges all 
energy stored in the massive power supplies and turns the unit off via 
magnetic circuit breakers, without relying on fuses or relays. Thermal 
Problem - exceptional thermal stability is ensured by mounting all signal 
carrying transistors on to massive totally enclosed heat sinks. Add- 
itionally, except for the 250B, all models have a forced air cooling system 
employing a thermostatically controlled dual speed fan. Service Problem - each channel's circuitry is on a separate 'plug -in' module enabling quick 
replacement. Reliability Problem - only industrial grade precision com- 
ponents are used, for example, all resistors are low -noise types, all harness 
wiring is Teflon insulated, all circuit boards ere flame retardant epoxy 
glass and all signal transistors are in hermetically sealed metal cases. 
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Durability Problem - All units feature welded steel chassis for maximum 
strength and rigidity. Other features include 19" rack -notched heavy 
guage front panels. A rear panel switch converts the two channel amp- 
lifier to a higher power bridge connected single channel amplifier. 
Also from BGW is the model 202 preamplifier. Outstanding features 
include: * An advanced phono preamplifier design using two discrete 
component operational amplifiers per channel. The high and low freq- 
uency signals are separately equalised to the RIAA playback curve, 
achieving exceptional accuracy in the phono stage (within ± 0.25 dB 
from the RIAA curve).* A new active tone control system with ultra 
low distortion and precision calibrated step switches. *Active high and 
low pass filter systems with 18 dB per octave slope. *Special line amp- 
lifier output stage capable of driving 50 ohm lines. *High /low gain 
switch for optimal signal to noise ratio. * Fully stabilised dual rail power 
supplies. *Plug -in moving coil pre -preamplifier. * Independently 
switched pre and power amp power supplies. *Tape monitor and tape 
dubbing facilities. *Matrix input selection. 

ecu 
SYSTEMS 

Electronics MIRABEL HOUSE 117/121 WANDSWORTH BRIDGE ROAD LONDON SW6. TELEPHONE 01 -736 0887 TELEX: 25570 
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Now relax, playfully invite your muse, and transform these tracks, 
adding body, stereo perspective, flanging, and a host of other time -base ef- 
fects. Since Lexicon introduced digital delay over six years ago, most studios 
have come to depend on it at least for doubling and slap. Now, the stereo 
102 -S with the new VCO module* produces many other effects, including 
more natural double tracking, flanging, vibrato, time delay panning, extreme 
pitch modulation, and signal transformation for special effects. Of course, 
you can also use the two channels for completely independent processing. 

The Lexicon Delta -T has earned an enviable reputation for its 90 
dB dynamic range, impeccable audio quality, high reliability, and functional 
modularity. All this is retained in the new 102 -S, while two channel operation, 
finer delay steps (3 ms), and the VCO have been added. And the 102 -S is 

economical. Its totally modular construction allows you to start with a bare 
bones mono system and expand later as needs and budget grow. We'll help 
you define the configuration you need to get started. Call or write Lexicon 
for further information. 

Write on your letterhead forAN -3, Studio 
Applications of Time Delay. 
F.W.O. Bauch, Ltd. 49 Theobald St., Boreham Wood/ Herts 
WDG 4R2, Telephone 01- 953 0091. Waltham 

*The new VCO module also fits any 102 -B or C Massachusetts 02154 USA 
mainframe to enhance its time -base signal processing capability. 

ikon 

SURVEY : STUDIO 
MASTERING MACHINES 

Distortion: 1% the ref 400 nWb /m. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. 
Wow and flutter: 0.04% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Tape position indicator: digital, mins and sec. 
Spooling time: 150s for 1000m. 
Reel type: NAB cine to 26.6 cm. 
Optional extras: autolocator, varispeed, remote 
control. 
Dimensions (whd) : 80 x 72 x 59.5 cm. 28 kg. 

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS 
Telex Communications Inc, 9600 Aldrich Ave- 
nue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420, USA. 
Phone : 612- 884 4061. 
UK: Avcom Systems Ltd, Newton Works, Stanlake 
Mews, London W12. 

Construction: portable. 
Tape width: 6.25 mm. 
Track format: 2 and 4 track. 
Transport: logic interlock. 
Equalisation: NAB. 
Speed : 9.5 cm /s switchable. 
Head block: fixed, hyperbolic heads. 
Noise: -60 dB at 38 cm /s 2 track NAB weighted. 
Signal interface: balanced 0 dBm variable. Also 
mic level input. 
Wow and flutter: 0.17% weighted at 38 cm /s to 
DIN 45507. 
Spooling time: 80s for 365m. 
Reel type: cine to 20 cm EIA. 
Optional extras: remote control. 
Special features: available without electronics. 
Price: on application. 

UHER 
Uher Werke Munchen, 8 Munchen 71, Postfach 
71 10 20, West Germany 
UK: Uher (GB) Ltd, 24 Market Place, Falloden 
Way, London NW11 
Phone: 01 -455 1771 

4000 series 
Construction : portable. 
Tape width : 6.25 mm. 
Tracks: mono (4000), stereo (4200 and 4400). 
Track width: half track (4000, 4200) quarter track 
(4400). 
Transport control: piano key. 
Spool type and size: cine to 13 cm. 
Tape position indicator: mechanical counter. 
Noise: weighted to 'A' curve two track 19 cm /s 
64 dB, 9.5 cm /s 63 dB, 4.75 cm /s 61 dB. Quarter track 
about 2 dB lower. 
Tape speed and wow and flutter: 19 cm /s 0.15 %, 
9.5 cm /s 0.18 %, 4.75 cm /s 0.25 %. All rms. 
Input level at impedance: 0.12 mV, 2000 source. 
Output level at impedance: 1V at 15 k52, 

Input overload point: 40 mV. 
Otherfeatures: remote control, internal loudspeak- 
ers, automatic level control. 
Optional extras: mics, Ni -Cd packs, chargers etc. 
Dimensions (whd): 28.5 x 9.5 x 22.7 cm. 3.8 kg. 

1200 Report Synchro 
This machine offers a similar performance to the 
4000 series but with the addition of a pilot track and 
relevant electronics. The 1200 is intended for use 
with the W352 Synchroniser which provides a suit- 
able interface for film sound sync. Both units are 
powered by their own internal rechargeable batteries. 
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PROLINE PROFESSIONAL 

The new Proline Professional 1000 is the product of 

many years development and experience in the pro- 

duction of professional recording equipment from the 

United Kingdom's leading manufacturer. Excellent 

performance, ruggedly reliable, economically priced 

and backed by an efficient spares and after sales service. 

For a demonstration or further information contact: 

LEEVERS RICH 
EQUIPMENT LTD. 

incorporating Bias Electronics 

319 TRINITY ROAD, 
LONDON SWI8 3SL 

Tel: 01 -874 9054 

Cable: LEEMAG London SW 18 Telex: 423455 

PROBLEM: 
STEREO PHASING 
IN CARTRIDGE! 
ANSWER: 

ITC RP0006 CARTRIDGE MACHINE 

The biggest single problem facing broadcasters 
today is undoubtedly mono - stereo phase com- 
patability. 

The answer is the new RP0006 cartridge 
machine from ITC. It offers the same reliability and 
simplicity of operation associated with all ITC 
cartridge machines, plus the most significant 
operational advance for years - a motor- driven 
azimuth adjust - operated by a two -way 'up- 
down' switch. 

In this way every individual cartridge can be 
easily recorded to its optimum alignment. You 
simply adjust the two -way switch until the 8Khz 
cue signal, indicated on the front panel of the 
machine, is at maximum for each cartridge. It's as 
simple as that and you get performance corn- 
parable to the best reel to reel tape machine. 

Prove to yourself what other broadcasters 
already know. If you use cartridge machines or 
other studio or broadcasting equipment, talk to us 
first. Most others did, that is why the B.B.C., 17 of 
the 19 commercial stations and most of the major 
studios already use our equipment. 

The RP0006 is also available with +18dBM 
output. For further information on these and other 
equipment and exchange details for +18dBM 
P.C.Bs contact:- 

C. Welsh. 

LEE ENGINEERING 
Napier House, Bridge Street, 
Walton -on- Thames, Surrey KT12 1AP 
Tel : Walton -on- Thames 43124 
Telex : 928475 Cables : LEETECH 
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çeview, 
Ampex ATR -100 professional audio 
recorder Hugh Ford 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Tape widths: 6.3 mm for full track and 2 -track 2 

channel systems, 1.9 mm track width. 12.6 mm for 
4 -track systems, 1.8 mm track width. 
Tape speeds: 9.5 cm /s, 19.05 cm /s, 38.1 cm /s, 76.2 
cm /s (any two may be selected). 
Reel size: 50 mm to 355 mm diameter. 
Reel type: NAB or EIA (cine). 
Inputs (with input /output system- bridging input 
standard): balanced floating. 
Input impedance: 50 000 ohms 15 %, 5 Hz to 
20 000 Hz. 
Input level: variable; minimum -5 dBm to produce 
1000 nWb /m recorded flux level, maximum +40 dBm. 
Input clip level, including record amplifier at mid - 
freq, 26 dB above system operating level. Input 
level: preset; -1 dBm to +20 dBm to produce 1000 
nWb /m recorded flux level. 
Outputs (with input /output system): balanced 
floating. 
Output impedance: less than 50 ohms, 5 Hz to 20 

kHz. 
Maximum output level: with 600 ohm load +28 
dBm, with 200 ohm load +25 dBm. Preset output 
level: line output level is adjustable over a range 
+12 dBm to -2 dBm. 
Metering : meters are switchable vu or peak. Vu 
ballistics conform to ASA standards. Peak ballistics 
conform to EBU standards. Zero meter reading is 
continuously adjustable over a range of +12 dBm 
to -2 dBm line level. 
Inputs (without input /output system): unbalanced. 
Input impedance 10000 ohm minimum, 5 Hz to 20 
kHz. Input level -5 dBm nominal, for system 
operating level. -5 dBm input provides 26 dB clip 
level margin at mid -freq. 
Outputs (without input /output system): unbalanced. 
Output impedance 40 ohm, 5 Hz to 20 kHz. Minimum 
load impedance 5000 ohm. Output level -5 dBm 
nominal, for system operating level. -5 dBm output 
level provides 26 dB clip level margin at mid -freq. 

Signal -to -noise ratio: overall, 19 to 76 cm /s is 
measured with respect to a record level of 1040 
nWb /m (9 dB above an operating level of370 nWb /m) 
when using Ampex 456 tape or direct equivalent. 
At 1040 nWb /m mid -freq 3rd harmonic distortion is 
less than 3 %. 
Equalisation: any two speeds of the four available 
are jumper selectable. These two speeds are then 
automatically switched with transport speed switch. 
Each speed selected provides equalisation adjust- 
able over the range of AES /NAB /IEC /CCIR 
standards. 
System distortion: including record amplifier, 
reproduce amplifier and input /output system, at any 
operating level up to 20 dB above operating level at 
mid -freq is less than .03% total harmonic distortion 
and less than .05% SMPTE intermodulation distor- 
tion. 
Overall record /reproduce distortion: system 
operating level (0 vu) =370 nWb /m (6 dB above 185 
nWb /m) 19 cm /s to 76 cm /s. Third harmonic distor- 
tion at 1 kHz less than 0.3% at recorded flux level of 
370 nWb /m (0 vu) less than 3.0% at recorded flux 
level of 1040 nWb /m ( +9 vu). SMPTE intermodula- 
tion distortion less than 1.0% at recorded flux level 
of 370 nWb /m (0 vu). 

At 9.5 cm /s, third harmonic distortion at 500 Hz 
less than 0.5% at recorded flux level of 370 nWb/m 
(0 vu) less than 3.0% at recorded flux level of 740 
nWb /m ( +6 vu). SMPTE intermodulation distortion 
less than 2% at recorded flux level of 370 nWb /m 
(0 vu). 
Crosstalk: crosstalk is measured by simultaneously 
placing the channel under test, and an adjacent 
channel in the record mode. The adjacent channel 
is fed with an operating level signal, the channel 
under test has its input shorted. The residual signal 
on the reproduced output of the channel under test 
relative to operating level is less than 45 dB, 100 Hz - 15 kHz at 38 cm /s for 2 track. 
Erase depth: using Ampex 456 tape or direct 

Overall frequency response: 
speed reference frequency within ±0.75 dB 
76 cm /s 1 kHz 200 Hz to 20 kHz 
38 cm /s 1 kHz 100 Hz to 15 kHz 
19 cm /s 500 Hz 100 Hz to 10 kHz 
9.5 cm /s 500 Hz - 
*Reference Level (0 is operating level). Operating level is 370 nWblm at 
at 700 Hz for Ampex 4061407 tape. 

tape speed and equalisation track format 

76 cm/s AES 

38 cm/s IEC/CCIR 

38 cm/s NAB 

19 cm/s NAB 

19 cm/s IEC/CCIR 

**9.5 cm/s IEC/NAB 

full track 
2 track and 4 track 
full track 
2 track and 4 track 
full track 
2 track and 4 track 
full track 
2 track and 4 track 
full track 
2 track and 4 track 
full track 

within ±2 dB level* 
35 Hz to 28 kHz 0 

20 Hz to 20 kHz 0 

30Hzto15kHz -10 dB 
30 Hz to 10 kHz -20 dB 

700 Hz for Ampex 456 tape and 260 nWb /m 

30 Hz - 18 kHz 
unweighted 

77 dB 
72 dB 
74 dB 
70 dB 
73 dB 
69 dB 
75 dB 
71 dB 
71 dB 
68 dB 
68 dB 

ANSI 'A' CCIR rec 468 
weighted weighted 

81 dB 73 dB 
76dB 67dB 
78dB 70dB 
74dB 65dB 
77dB 69dB 
73dB 63dB 
78dB 70dB 
74dB 63dB 
76dB 67dB 
71dB 62dB 
72dB 64dB 

2 track and 4 track 64 dB 66 dB 57 dB 
* *At 9.5 cm /s overall sln ratio is measured with respect to a record level of 740 nWblm (6 dB above operating 
level of 370 nWb /m). At 740 nWb/m mid -freq. 3rd harmonic distortion is less than 3%. 
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equivalent at any wavelength shorter than 190 pm 
(200 Hz at 38 cm /s) recorded 6 dB above system 
operating level. 85 dB min. 
Erase frequency: 144 kHz. 
Bias frequency: 432 kHz (both bias and erase 
frequencies are derived from master crystal oscilla- 
tor). 
Speed accuracy: using 25 pm - 37 pm base film 
thickness tape, absolute accuracy 1O.031ó. Speed 
variation from beginning to end of reel ±O.02°á max. 
Stop time: 5.0s from fast wind modes. 2.0s from 
spooling mode. 0.7s max from play mode (76 cm /s). 
Rewind time: normal fast wind modes -605 for 
730m reel. Spooling modes (for 730m reel) 457 cm/s - 2.7 min, 152 cm /s -8 min. 
Wow and flutter: 

ANSI 54.3/ ANSI /DIN NAB 
DIN 45507 peak rms 

speed peak unweighted unweighted 
weighted 

+0.1 
10.05 
±0.03% 
10.03% 

9.5 cm/s 
19 cm/s 
38 cm/s 
76 cm/s 

1O.15°ó 
+0.12 
±0.08% á 

10.08 

0.1 

0.06% 
0.04 
0.03% 

Start time : speed time to attain flutter spec 
9.5 cm /s 100 milliseconds 
19 cm /s 200 
38 cm /s 250 
76 cm /s 500 

Electronic tape timer: tape driven, reads in hours, 
minutes and seconds (option minutes, seconds and 
tenths of seconds). Absolute accuracy +0.05% (1s 
in 730m reel at 33 cm /s). 
Heads: ferrite, precision mounted. Full track 6.35 
mm. 2 -track 6.35 mm. 4 -track 12.7 mm. 
Size (WHD): basic machine (including transport, 
power supply and audio and servo electronics) 
483 mm x 305 mm x 405 mm. Cabinet (1 or 2 channel) 
533 mm x 483 mm x 813 mm. Cabinet (4 channel) 
533 mm x 584 mm x 863 mm. Input /Output system 
(1 or 2 channel) 483 mm x 89 mm x 254 mm. Com- 
plate system (including basic machine, 4 channel 
cabinet, I/O system and roll- around pedestal) 
660 mm x 1180 mm x 813 mm. 
Weight: basic machine 56 kg. Cabinet 7 kg. I/O 
System 7 kg. Pedestal 23 kg. 
Power line requirements: 90 -115, 110 -135, 180 -230, 
220 -270V ac 50/60 Hz. 
Power consumption: 0.6 kVA max. (with all 
accessories). 
Environmental operating specifications: tem- 
perature: 10 -50 °C. Humidity: 20-95% non- conden- 
sing. 
Price as reviewed: $6750 (£4490). 
Manufacturer: Ampex Corporation, Audio - 
Video Systems Division, 401 Broadway, Red- 
wood City, California 94063, USA. 
UK: Ampex(Great Britain) Ltd, Acre Road, Reading, 
Berkshire. 

THE Ampex ATR -100 series of recorders 
are professional units which have been 

designed to compete with the world's highest 
quality reel to reel machines in the 6.3 mm 
and 12.6 mm tape widths. Thus the machine 
has been made very quickly convertible from 
one tape width to the other, and also it has a 
rapidly removable headblock with a variety of 
track formats available. 

Essentially the complete machine comprises 
five separate parts: 11 Tape transport and 
heads. 2) Signal and servo electronics frame. 
3) Power supplies. 4) Motion and function 
control unit. 5) Input /output module. A 
number of physical layouts of these five parts 
are available, including rack mounting or 
fitting on a mobile trolley as in the case of the 
review machine. 

While all basic machines are ready wired for 
four channel operation and have space for the 
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Left: Pedestal - 
mounted 
ATR -100 

signal electronics for four tracks, the input/ 
output modules are an optional extra as an 
add -on feature. The function of the input/ 
output modules is to feed to and from the 
signal electronics section and to provide inter- 
facing for normal line levels and to provide 
metering, but for some applications this may 
not be required. 

The tape transport is of completely novel 
design as it does not use any form of pinch 
roller in normal operation and also has mov- 
able reel motors so that it can be adapted to 
use either 267 mm diameter or 356 mm diameter 
NAB spools in addition to the capability of 
using cine type spools. 

A heavy duty alloy casting forms the basis 
of the tape transport, with the casting flanges 
facing upwards and the lower face of the 
casting precision machined to form a reference 
face for the various sub -assemblies and dowels, 
which are fixed in the upper face to form a 
reference face for the headblock. The casting 
also forms a heatsink for the servo power 
transistors: I am not sure that this is a particu- 
larly good idea, as the whole purpose of using 
a really solid casting is to prevent movement 
of the tape path. Adding heat would seem to 
be contrary to the intention of stability. 

The reel motors, which bolt on to the main 
casting, may each be mounted in either of two 
positions giving the 267 or 356 mm spool 
option. Both spool turntables are adjustable 
in height and bolt on to the motor shafts. 
There did not appear to be any temperature 
rise problems with this arrangement which, 
with some machines, leads to tape damage. 
The turntables, together with the spool hold - 
downs, are novel: the centre spindle is extended 
and fits cine spools while the turntable has a 
`clover leaf' to fit the slots. However, it was 
found to be necessary to use the NAB spool 
clamping device with loose fitting cine spools 
which could otherwise drive the servo system 
crazy. This clamping device is quite unconven- 
tional as NAB spools are just laid on a flat 
turntable with the clamping device used to 
centre the spools as well as to hold them down 
by means of a spring -loaded cup which fits 
the centre hole in the spool. 

From each spool, the tape passes over a 

Right: Operator 
control unit 

roller guide which is fitted with fixed ceramic 
edge guides and is mounted on a `live' tension 
sensing arm. Single (captive) screw mounting 
is used so that it is very quick to change the 
guides to an alternative tape width. The 
sensing arms are, in normal operation, elec- 
tronically driven to arrive at a fixed position 
for a given tape tension. Any positional error 
is detected by a photoresistor arrangement and 
is used to correct the position by driving the 
appropriate reel servo motor. This tension 
servo had an almost unbelievable control of 
the tape tension at either reel motor without 
affecting the other reel at all. 

Adjacent to each `servo arm', the tape passes 
over a 6 cm diameter knurled roller and then 
to the headblock. The left -hand knurled roller 
is used to drive the tape timer via an optical 
pickup, while the right -hand roller is the 
capstan and is equipped with a thumbscrew 
on its top for manual movement of the tape. 
The tension balance between the reel servos is 
such that they automatically follow any tape 
movement which would, of course, result in a 
tension shift at the tension arms. Thus, very 
little force is needed to move the tape and the 
friction of the tape on the capstan is quite 
adequate to drive the tape without the use of 
any form of pinch roller. Therefore, tape 
movement is always controlled by the capstan; 
even in the fast wind modes! The capstan 
speed is referred to a reference oscillator by 
means of a tachometer disc on the capstan 
shaft which is phase locked to the reference 
oscillator in the four normal tape speeds of 
76, 38, 19 and 9.5 cm /s. 

All that remains of the tape path is the 
plug -in headblock which contains three ceramic 
edge guides, two at the bottom edge and one 
at the upper edge of the tape, such that the 
tape is very slightly bowed to give positive 
lateral location. In addition, there is a flutter 
roller which is inserted between the record and 
replay heads which are fixed in all directions 
except azimuth. This is adjusted by means of 
a tapered disc which can be rotated underneath 
the heads. All three are Ampex ferrite heads, 
and there is space for a fourth head which is 
normally occupied by a dummy head in the 
form of a large diameter rod. The headblock 

is of substantial construction and is mounted 
on to three steel reference faces in the main 
casting by means of a spring- loaded pin. This 
draws the headblock on to the reference faces 
by means of a cam. Removal of the headblock 
requires only a 90° turn of a hexagonal socket 
and a good pull, whereupon the headblock 
releases complete with its printed circuit edge 
connector. 

A tape lifter is fitted to remove the tape 
from the heads in the fast wind modes; it is 

solenoid- operated and completely silent in 
operation. Normally, a pull -off cover hides 
the heads and some other parts of the transport, 
and a head shield is arranged to meet this 
cover in order to give good head screening. 
The headshield is a press to release and press 
to withdraw type of device which is simple in 
operation, but it has two snags. Firstly, it is 

possible to thread the tape over the shield in 
lieu of the headblock, and secondly the access 
to the head for editing is very awkward unless 
the top cover is also removed. 

Tape loading was found to be very quick 
and simple and, except in the very fast wind 
mode, the tape handling was found to be 
superb with a number of different tape types. 
There are, in fact, two fast wind modes. The 
first winds with the capstan theoretically locked 
at 457 cm /s in either direction -in the review 
machine, the phase lock was intermittent. The 
other mode goes `flat out' in either direction 
at immense speed, which I consider to be far 
too fast, leading to a poor, leafy wind on 
Ampex 456 tape. It was rather better with 
3M 2511 or better still with BASF SPRSOLH, 
but still not happy ! 

The control of tape motion is by means of a 
small control unit plug- connected to the trans- 
port. This may be inserted on either the left 
or right side of the transport. A remote unit 
is also available which has most functions 
repeated but which does not include a remote 
dump edit. Other than power on /off and tape 
speed selection which are on the transport, all 
controls are on the control unit. Tape motion 
is controlled by four press- buttons which have 
full electronic interlock so that it was com- 
pletely impossible to damage the tape. Further- 
more, Ampex claims that the tape tension 
never exceeds the working tension by more 
than 50 %- ccrtainly the ter_sion control is 
excellent and I quite believe the claim. A 
number of protective features are inbuilt, such 
that accidental stoppage of the tape reverts 
the machine to standby, or loss of capstan 
phase lock in record reverts the machine to 
the replay mode. However, 1 do feel that the 
latter is a little dangerous as the machine 
continues to run in the replay mode -perhaps 
it would be safer if the machine stopped. 

Normal editing cannot be done by the con- 
ventional method of rocking the reels with the 
spool motors tensioning the tape, but this is 

replaced by turning the knurled knob on the 
capstan in either direction -a much simpler 
and more accurate procedure. In addition, the 
control unit includes a dump edit button which 
disenables the take -up motor and uses the 
right -hand tension roller as a capstan to dump 
the tape -a very clever idea. 

The other functions all relate to the record/ 
replay selection for each track. There are five 
mode selection buttons for `input', `reproduce', 
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STATE -OF- THE -ART 
DUNLAP CLARKE 

Dreadnaught 
1000 and 500 

audio power amplifiers 

Model 1000 specifications 
continuous power out- 

put per channel with 
both channels driven 
into 8 ohms across 20 
to 20,000 Hz at less 
than 0.25% T.H.D. 

continuous power out- 
put per channel with 
both channels driven 
into 4 ohms across 20 
to 20,000 Hz at 
less than 0.25% T.H.D. 

continuous power 800 -1000 watts 
across 2 ohms 

T.H.D. from 0.1 watt 0.25% maximum 
to 250 watts per 0.025% typical 
channel with both 
channels driven into 
8 ohms across 20 to 
20,000 Hz 

intermodulation dis- 0- I% maximum 
tortion at 60 and 0.025% typical 
7,000 Hz mixed 4:1 
at any power from 
0.01 watt to 250 
watts into 8 ohms 

frequency response at 
250 watts per channel 

frequency response at 
1 watt per channel 

slew rate 
signal to noise ratio 
load impedance 
input impedance 
input sensitivity 

250 watts 

500 watts 

20 to 20,000 Hz. 
±0.5 dB. -0 dB 

20 to 20,000 Hz, 
±0-05 dB 

greater than 25 V /µs 
100 dB minimum 
2 ohms or greater 
100kohms 
1.75 volts RMS for 

full output 
power line requirements 120 V AC, 60 Hz 

+240 V AC 50 Hz 
temperature rise at full less than 40 °C 

power fan on low 
(silent) speed 

dimensions, amplifier I9 "W x7 "H X 12 "D 
only 

net weight, amplifier 85 pounds 
only 

Model S00 specifications 
(identical to Model 1000 except for the 
following): 
continuous power out- 

put per channel into 
8 ohms 

continuous power out- 
put per channel into 
4 ohms 

input sensitivity 

150 watts 

300 watts 

12 volts RMS for 
full output 

temperature rise at full 60 °C maximum 
power 

net weight, amplifier 60 pounds 
only 

front panel features 
power on /off switch, lighted push- button 
professional quality meters with true VU 

characteristics 
five position meter switch indicates follow- 

ing power levels at 100% or 0 VU 
0 full power 

-3 half power 
-10 one -tenth power 
-20 one- hundredth power 

Off meter out of circuit 
individual channel level controls to balance 
unequal drive from preamp and prevent 
amplifier overload 

impolumalecticonics 
STATE -OF- THE -ART AUDIO ENGINEERS 

DEDICATED TO PERFECTION 
. ̀  Richardson Road, Hove, Sussex 
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`sync', `safe' and `ready' in vertical array. 
These operate with a selector button for each 
track in horizontal array with indicator lights 
at the intersections of the function and track 
arrays. Thus, it is very easy to see what 
function is being performed by each track. In 
addition to these basic lights, the `ready' 
position also has a red indicator to indicate 
the record condition which is selected by enter- 
ing the ready state and then simultaneously 
pressing the play and the record buttons. The 
whole system is electronically interlocked and 
completely foolproof with the exception that 
it is possible to accidentally enter the dump 
edit mode when in record -there is no way of 
recovering without stopping the tape. Unfor- 
tunately the `edit' button is symmetrically 
arranged about the tape timer display with the 
tape timer reset button, so the record dump 
edit provides potential for an easy clanger! 

The tape timer is a five -digit display which 
normally indicates hours, minutes and seconds; 
it can be arranged to indicate minutes, seconds 
and tenths of seconds by means of links in the 
electronics. The display is, of course, corrected 
for the current tape speed setting. 

In the trolley- mounted review machine both 
the power supplies and the electronics were 
mounted underneath the tape transport as 
separate plug -in units bolted to the main 
casting. Like the power transistors mounted 
on this casting, the practice of mounting heavy 
unnecessary weights on the casting is open to 
dispute as there is clearly unwanted strain 
which could cause it to distort slightly. 

The electronics department includes a novel 
feature: all the components are mounted on 
double -sided high -quality printed boards which 
plug into a mother board by means of keyed 
connectors. This makes it impossible to insert 
a board in an incorrect socket. All components 
are of high quality and are properly identified 
by screen printing on the boards. Furthermore, 
all the important pre -set adjustments are by 
means of multi -turn potentiometers -these are 
vibration proof and easy to adjust. In addition 
to one board for each fitted channel, there are 
four control boards and an extender board 
supplied for servicing. The capstan servo 
occupies one board which has only two adjust- 
ments which are simple settings for a given 
voltage at identified test points on the board. 
Likewise, the reel servo board has only two 
adjustments -one for tape tension and the 
other for balance between pay -off and take -up 
tensions. The third control board, the trans- 
port control, is without any adjustments and 
with the fourth control board, the audio 
control, the ingenuity of the audio system 
starts ! 

The audio control board contains the crystal 
oscillator to which all audio and transport 
servo functions are referenced, such that bias, 
erase, reel servo control etc are locked to sub 
divisions of the crystal so that no beating 
problems can occur. This board has five 
internal plug -in links, four of which are used 
to select the two speeds which may be chosen 
out of the four available for automatic equalisa- 
tion and bias changes when the tape transport 
speed control is switched. The selected speeds 
can be any two out of the four available, and 
if a prohibited speed is selected on the transport 
contro' a `lockout' lamp is illuminated adjacent 

to the speed control switch and the tape 
transport is inhibited. Link five on the audio 
control board is used to inhibit the record 
function, or to permit recording. 

One internal potentiometer control is fitted 
which controls the erase bussbar level, while 
four front panel potentiometers and a toggle 
switch are associated with bias setting. Briefly, 
the individual audio channel boards each have 
a bias control for individual tracks and tape 
speeds: these controls are set to match all the 
available tracks for a given tape. Overall bias 
changes can be made by operating a single bias 
control for each tape speed on the audio control 
board, while ignoring the individual track 
controls. 

The front panel of the board has ten multi - 
turn preset adjustments which are conventional 
adjustments effecting replay, sync and record 
gain: high and low speed record equalisation 
and replay equalisation at high and low 
frequencies and also individual channel bias. 
Internally there are three plug -in links, two of 
which select the tape speeds in use, and the 
third of which selects `PURC'. What is Pick 
Up and Record Capability? In most recorders, 
when one enters the record mode, there is an 
almighty click left on the tape resulting from 
the physical gap between the erase and record 
heads which leaves an unrecorded gap on the 
tape. With PURC this problem is overcome 
by delaying the activation of the erase head by 
an appropriate time in relation to the tape 
speed and performing other tricks which 
eliminate the almighty clicks -so you have the 
option of precise silent drop -ins or hitting the 
ceiling when the record button is pressed. 

The final part of the ATR -100 to be described 
is the input /output unit for each channel. As 
has already been said, this unit converts the 
input and output levels and impedances of the 
basic recorder to normal line levels as well as 
providing metering. In the latter respect, the 
unit is unusual as the meter can be internally 
switched between the vu characteristic and the 
EBU peak characteristic but retains the vu 
scaling. Input and output levels can either be 
manually varied over a large range, or can be 
switched to be at pre -determined levels. In 
addition, there is a headphones jack (which is 
not in the most convenient of positions, as the 
leads trail over the tape transport) and XLR 
type input and output connectors with an 
optional switch -selected 600 ohm output 
impedance. 

This is an unusually lengthy description of 
a tape machine, but clearly the ATR -100 is 
unusual and justifies what constitutes a brief 
outline of its facilities. Unfortunately, the 
manufacturer's publicity material is full of 
`specmanship' and literally requires a pocket 
calculator to make comparisons with other 
manufacturers' products, for, among other 
things, it quotes reference levels of 1040, 1000, 
740, 370, 260 and 185 nWb /m -has Ampex 
forgotten that the decibel exists? 

Replay performance 
The frequency response in the replay mode 

was checked by using both calibration tapes 
and by means of a flux loop at tape speeds of 
76 cm /s and 38 cm /s. The resulting figures 
indicated such a flat response that the errors 
found can only be considered as being approxi- 
mate. For instance, the replay response at 
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Introducing the Hill 24 into 8 + 8, as del vered to 
Studio Sound Services, Holland. 

3 MAIDSTONE ROAD, MARDEN, TONBRIDGE, 
KENT. Tel. Maidstone (0622) 831545. 
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Klark TeknikLtd 
Summerfield Kidderminster 
Worcestershire DY1 7 RE 
Tel Kidderminster 64027 
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76 cm /s was flat to within 0.6 dB from 200 Hz 
to 20 kHz with a maximum error of -I.4 dB at 
80 Hz. Similarly at 38 cm /s the replay response 
was flat to within --0.8 dB from 63 }íz to 20 
kHz with errors of only about -1 dB at 31.5 Hz 
and 40 Hz. 

As is only to he expected, the replay response 
in the sync mode is degraded, particularly at 
38 cm /s, but even then the 38 cm's response 
was within I 1 dB from 125 Hz to 10 kHz and 
the 76 cm /s response within ±1 dB from 125 
Hz to 20 kHz. This excellent sync performance 
must partially result from the use of a separate 
replay winding on the record head. 

Modern tapes such as the Ampex -JSG are 
capable of recording at such high flux levels 
that they cannot be replayed on some recorders 
without overloading the replay amplifiers. The 
signal handling capabilities of the replay chain 
are therefore important with a view to even 
higher output tapes. Using a flux loop to drive 
the head at I kHz it was found that the ATR - 
100 replay chain could handle a level 26 dB 
above 320 nWb /m in either the replay or the 
sync modes -this certainly gives plenty of 
margin for new tape types. 

Initial attempts to measure the replay chain 
noise in relation to a reference level of 320 
nWb /m were confused by inconsistent results, 
and these were eventually traced to a number 
of high frequency tones in the machine output 
which are above the audible spectrum. 
Fig. 1 shows the frequency and amplitude of 
these tones, the predominant one of which is 
at 28.8 kHz and which was found to have an 
amplitude 60.6 dB below reference level on one 
channel and 55.3 dB below reference level on 
the other channel. The above data relates to 
38 cm /s NAB equalisation, and, as it transpired 
that the tones originate from reel servo break- 

through into the replay head, the output level 
is appropriately related to the replay equalisa- 
tion. 

It is likely that these high frequency outputs 
will not be of any significance in almost all 
applications, but there are conceivable condi- 
tions in YY hich practical troubles could occur. 
Furthermore, the level of the 28.8 kHz is such 
that, at 38 cm /s with NAB equalisation, the 
tone reflects an apparent 3 dB deterioration in 
the `A' weighted machine noise due to the 
characteristics of the weighting filter not 
providing a rapid roll off above 20 kHz. I had 
considerable co- operation from Ampex in this 
country and in California in assessing the 
significance of the defect, and it would appear 
that the review machine was below production 
standards on one channel; the -60.6 dB level 
is said to be typical of production machines. 
The designer of the electronics system stated 
that he would prefer to see the level lowered 
and that this was likely to be the subject of 
future development work. 

The following figures relate the machine 
noise (without breakthrough) to the replayed 
output of a full track recording at 320 nWb /m 
and demonstrate that the machine is an out- 
standingly good performer so far as audible 
replay noise is concerned (see below). 

A comparison with the bias noise from a 
few samples of popular tape types demonstrates 
the enormous margin which the machine has 
on tape noise (see below). 

Record/replay performance 
The overall frequency response is effected by 

a number of design points within the record 
and replay amplifiers. To start with there is 

`secondary gap' correction which aims to 
correct for the effects of the head pole piece 
resonance at very low frequencies -often these 
effects do not show when replaying calibration 
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condition 

REPRODUCE 
Unweighted 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
'A' weighted rms 
CCIR weighted rms 
CCIR weighted quasi -peak 

SYNC 
Unweighted 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
'A' weighted rms 
CCIR weighted rms 
CCIR weighted quasi -peak 

38 cm/s 
channel 
-69.5 dB 
-76.5 dB(A) 
-71.2 dB 
-67.8 dB 

-61.3 dB 
-71.7 dB(A) 
-67.6 dB 
-63.8 dB 

reference level 
NAB 

channel 2 

-69.3 dB 
-77.0 dB(A) 
-71.2 dB 
-67.8 dB 

-64.0 dB 
-72.2 dB(A) 
-67.8 dB 
-63.0 dB 

to noise ratio 
76 cm/s AES 

channell channel2 
-69.8 dB -69.4 dB 
-81.0 dB(A) -80.8 dB(A) 
-77.3 dB -77.0 dB 
-72.3 dB -72.0 dB 

-62.0 dB 
-75.3 dB(A) 
-74.5 dB 
-68.5 dB 

-63.8 dB 
-76.5 dB(A) 
-74.0 dB 
-68.1 dB 

38 cm /s machine 
IJ.iweighted 20 Hz to 20 kHz 69 dB 
'A' weighted rms 76 dB(A) 
CCIR weighted rms 71 dB 
CCIR weighted quasi -peak 68 dB 

Ampex 456 
60 dB 
63 dB(A) 
58 dB 
53 dB 

BASF SPR5OLH 
55 dB 
60 dB(A) 
55 dB 
50 dB 

3M 250 

55 dB 
61 dB(A) 
57 dB 
53 dB 

FIG.1 
ATR -100 
HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE 
IN REPLAY NOISE 

320 nWb /m 
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Blooding Room Only for SR 

Shure's SR auditorium -size professional sound reinforcement componentry 
is probably the only equipment that's been field -proved in Opryland, Las 
Vegas and Moscow. The SR "s modular flexibility has proved its adaptability 
in outdoor rock festivals, theatres, and on the road with many of the world's 
popular entertainers. Best of all, the SR's rugged durability and enormous 
power potential make it the expandable sound investment of a lifetime. SR 
components can be used as a system, or inserted as individual links within 
a system of quality componentry in virtually unlimited combinations. 

Shure Electronics Limited 
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU 
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59681 Fi 
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AMPEX ATR -100 

tapes which have recordings of discrete 
frequencies, but they become apparent, par- 
ticularly at high speeds, in the overall frequency 
response. Examination of fig. 2, which shows 
the overall response at 76 cm /s, demonstrates 
that the low frequency performance is not only 
exceptionally smooth, but also that, for 76 cm /s 
operation, the lower frequency limit is unusually 
good. 

The three high frequency plots in fig. 2 show 
the effect of inbuilt switched shelving facilities 
in the record amplifier, the centre plot being 
the 'normal' position for 456 tape. The other 
positions are suitable for old type tapes or new 
super tapes -this is of course in addition to a 
high frequency equalisation potentiometer 
which has a very wide range; furthermore, the 
3180 µs bass boost can be switched in or out 
of circuit ! The sane comments apply at 38 
cm /s, but only a straightforward frequency plot 
is included as in fig. 3. 

Regarding harmonic distortion, fig. 4 shows 
the second and third harmonic content when 
recording at 320 nWb /m at 38 cm /s. The 
second harmonic distortion is seen to be 
extremely low, and certainly the third harmonic 
is also at a low level, but it is just above the 
manufacturer's specification. The maximum 
output level for 3 % third harmonic distortion 
at 1 kHz at both 76 cm /s and 38 cm /s was 
found to be 10 dB above 320 nWb /m, which is 
in line with the specification for 456 tape, but 
the record amplifier could manage a further 17 
decibels of drive at 1 kHz. This is a truly 
amazing headroom -27 dB above 320 nWb /m. 

SMPTE intermodulation distortion using 50 
Hz and 7 kHz tones in the amplitude ratio 4:1 
at an rms level of 320 nWb /m gave sidebands 
predominantly 100 Hz from the 7 kHz at a 
level 42 dB at either 76 or 38 cm /s, which is 
clearly a very high performance standard. 
Furthermore, a swept difference tone inter - 
modulation test produced fig. 5 (which was 
made with the new B & K 1902 distortion 
control unit at 76 cm /s tape speed) and also 
shows a high performance standard. 

The crosstalk between the two channels 
obtained when recording both channels but 
only applying the signal to one is shown in 
fig. 6, which shows the expected rise in crosstalk 
at very low frequencies but with crosstalk less 
than 50 dB above about 200 Hz to 20 kHz -no 
complaints here. Similarly, the depth of erasure 
was very good, with a 200 Hz signal at 38 cm /s 
being erased in excess of 88 dB with 456 tape. 

Testing with squarewaves plays havoc with 
some recorders if they use inductors in the 
equalisation, so this was tried with the results 
shown in fig. 7, which shows a complete 
absence of ringing. 

Wow, flutter and speed 
Wow and flutter as measured to the weighted 

quasi -peak standards was absolutely consistent 
throughout a reel at 0.014 % at 76 cm /s or 
0.024 % at 38 cm /s -a very high standard of 
performance. Furthermore, as is shown in 
fig. 8 which is a narrow band analysis of a 
10 050 Hz recorded tone, there is little indica- 
tion of fixed sidebands around the tone and 
only general noise. In addition, the noise is in 
a narrow band about the tone. In fact, this 
performance is quite markedly bettered at 76 
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cm /s where the `rubbish' is about 10 dB lower. 
The tape speed consistency was within 0.01 

from one end of a reel to another and, while it 
is noted that the absolute speed accuracy is 
quoted as +0.03 %, this was not checked. 

Input output unit 
The input /output unit is essentially an inter- 

face unit which will normally be fitted when 
the ATR -100 is used for studio work. Not only 
does it provide impedance and level conversion 
for the inputs and outputs, but also it includes 
a level meter which can operate either as a vu 
or peak programme meter. 

In addition the input and output levels can 
be switched between a `Fixed' level or a variable 
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level, which is controlled by potentiometers on 
the input /output unit. A headphone monitor 
jack is provided. The final facility includes 
two light indicators which show the proper 
operation of the erase and bias current. 

As supplied, the pre -set input sensitivity was 
+4 dBm for recording the reference level of 
320 nWb /m, which matched the output level, 
but in the `manual' modes there was an avail- 
able gain variation from zero to +10 dB on 
both the input and the output. There are, 
however, a very wide variety of linkable options 
in both the input and the output such that they 
can be direct or transformer coupled, floating 
or unbalanced etc. The detail of these options 
is too lengthy to describe here, but it is fair to 
say that every likely combination of impedance 
and level is available; anyone want more than 
+30 dBm at output clipping? 

A further important feature of the input/ 
output unit is that the level metering can be 
switched between a vu and a peak type meter. 
It was found that the 0 vu point corresponded 
to 6 dB on the peak function. 

In the vu meter mode the meters were found 
to be genuine vu meters to the ASA standard, 
while, in the `peak' mode, the meters read peak 
and became a fast rise time instrument reading 
3 dB on a 5 ms tone burst and having a slow 
return time of 3.5s. 

The meter sensitivity in relation to tape 
fluxivity is of course fully adjustable, but it is 
perhaps surprising that the `headroom' between 
0 vu and zero in the peak mode is fixed; in 
particular I am surprised that only 6 dB differ- 
ence has been allowed. 

Other matters 
Completely click -free operation when drop- 

ping into record together with a link -selected 
PURC were strong features of the machine. It 
was however found that a small click could be 
put on to tape if it were in contact with the 
heads when the machine was switched on; 
Ampex are aware of this defect and a cure is 
imminent. 

In spite of extremely hot weather at the time 
of reviewing the machine it always ran remark- 
ably cool and the cooling fan in the main case 
was effectively silent in operation. Further- 
more, the machine was very quiet, the only 
noise being a slight squeaking from one of the 
reel motors. 

The phase jitter between tracks at 10 kHz 
and 38 cm /s is shown in fig. 9, which shows 
that the jitter is normally about 10° and 
cyclic in nature which suggests that this already 
good performance might be bettered with 
alternative tape or rotating parts. 

Summary 
Because of the extreme flexibility of this 

machine this already lengthy review has only 
dealt with two of the four available tape speeds, 
and even then there are many novel and 
interesting features of this machine which 
either have not been mentioned or have not 
had due justice done. From a mechanical point 
of view the ATR -100 is not only a completely 
novel design, but its handling of tape is superb 
-just for fun we ran some C90 cassette tape at 
38 cm /s and in fast rewind and we couldn't 
damage the tape! In spite of these comments 
the full speed rewind is in my opinion exces- 
sively fast, and a good quality backed tape is 
desirable if this feature is to be used. 

FIG.6 
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With the one or two minor exceptions which 
have been mentioned the operation of the 
machine is simple and very flexible and, 
furthermore, completely foolproof. The only 
area of criticism is the accessibility of the heads 
for editing, which could well be improved. 

In the electronics department I have never 
come across such a versatile machine and the 
capabilities of the electronics are far ahead of 
any current tapes. Without any doubt the 
ATR -100 is a step ahead in recorder design 
techniques and, all things considered, Ampex 
should be congratulated in producing such a 
`bug free' machine in the early production 
stages. 

Input output amplifier 
module 

FIG. 8 
ATR -100 
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DT 440 
Dynamic Hi -Fi Stereophone 
Specification 

Type 

Frequency response 

Electrical impedance 

Power requirements 

Maximum undistorted continuous 
sound pressure level (DIN 45582) 
at given harmonic distortion 

Distortion level at 1.000 Hz 

Sensitivity at 1.000 Hz 

DT 440 dynamic transducer 

20 - 20.000 Hz 

2 x 600 ohms + 10% 

1 mW per system for a 

sound level of 100 dB SPL 
(2 PA) at 1 kHz equal to 
775 mV at 600 ohms 

116 dB SPL per system 
equal to 42 mW or 5 V 
at 600 ohms 

1% 

63,24 PA/ V V A equal to 
102 dB/V = 2,5 Pa /V 
at 600 ohms 

BE/ER CyNAsA IC 
1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex PH 16 3DP. Telephone 51003 

The catalogue no 
professional can allot fó be without 

If you're setting up a 
mini recording studio, 

building a P.A. system, 
or even just looking for 

a microphone or a reel of 
tape, this catalogue is 

an absolute mustl It 
contains the most 

comprehensive range of 
Microphones, Mixers, 

' Multi -Channel Tape 
Recorders, Amplifiers, 

P.A. Speakers, Echo 
Units, Equalisers, 

Noise Reducers, etc., 
from leading manufacturers 

such as AKG, Amcron, Allen & 
Heath, Bose, Teac, JBL, HH, 

Quad, Revox, Tannoy, etc. 
OUR PROFESSIONAL TRADE PRICES 

ARE THE LOWEST IN THE UK 

Send large SAE for your free copy now to: 
Dept. SS, REW Professional Audio, 

10 -12 High Street, Colliers Wood, 
LondonSW19. 

West End Showrooms: 
146 Charing Cross Road, 

London WC2. Tel: 01 -240 3064!5. 
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The 
i 20 -12A 
Graphic Equalizer 

Exclusive to RE w 
rf + +4110+4r 

El iani ISM MN 

REW are proud to present the Soundcraftsmen Graphic Equalizer -undoubtedly 
the finrst unit of its kind for both Hi -Fi and professional use. Each of the stereo 
channels is divided into 10 frequency bands, from 20 Hz to 20,480 Hz. Boost 
and cut of 12 dB is provided on each band and a gain control adjusts the output 
to match any amplifier. The unit has a champagne gold anodised front panel, 
enclosed in an attractive wood -grained cabinet. The Soundcraftsmen can be 
used as a sophisticated tone control enabling you to highlight individual instru- 
ments. Alternatively it can be used to produce a near -perfect flat frequency 
response in any domestic conditions by compensating for either poor room 
acoustics or various deficiencies in Loudspeakers. Also perfect for equalizing 
tape recordings. Send for full literature. 
Full range of Equalizers by other leading manufacturers also in stock including 
Altec, JVC, BSR, MXR, Technics, 

1 

REW Centrepoint, 20-21 St Giles High Street, London WC2. 
Tel.: 01 -240 3066/7. 
146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel.: 01 -240 3064/5. 
Mail orders to: REW House, 10 -12 High Street, 
Colliers Wood, London SW19. Tel.: 01- 5409684/516. 
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QUAD - Quarter of a century 
of amplifier development 

The Acoustical 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 
have been designing and 
producing amplifiers 
since 1936 but it was not 

until 1951 that the 
Q.U.A.D. 1 was introduced, 

the forerunner of the Quad series 
of Amplifiers which have earned an 

unrivalled reputation for originality of design, 
excellence of performance and reliability in the 

ensuing twenty -five years. 
The introduction of the Quad 405 current dumping 
amplifier represents yet another contribution to the 
science of sound reproduction. 
Current dumping successfully overcomes many of the 
problems associated with high power amplifiers. 
crossover, thermal tracking and matching of 
components, added to which the complete absence of 
adjustments or alignment requirements, ensures that 
performance will be consistenty maintained. 
For further details on current dumping and other Quad 
products write to Dept. SS 

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB 
Telephone: (0480) 52561 

Design Count 
Award 1976 

QUAD 
for the closest approach to the original sound 

for twenty -five years. 
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark 
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Ferrograph 
Studio 8 

Hugh Ford 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 
Tape width: 6.3 mm. 
Spool types: NAB, European or Cine up to 270 mm 
dia. 
Tape speeds: 381 and 190.5 mm /s or 190.5 and 
95.25 mm /s controlled by adjustable capstan servo. 
Speed stability -, 0.1 %. 

Wow and flutter (DIN 45507): 
381 mm /s not greater than 0.06"gó (pk. weighted) 
190.5 mm /s 0.08"" 
95.25 mm /s 0.1;,; 
Start time: not greater than 200 ms to full speed. 
(Record and line outputs inhibited until tape is up 
to speed.) 
Rewind speed: pre -set, constant. Maximum: 6.1 

m /s. Stop time from spooling less than 3s. 
Tape tension: run: 0.7N (nominal). Adjustable 
approx 0.5 to 1.0N. Spool: 1.ON (nominal). Adjust- 
able down to approx 0.5N. 
Tape timer (referred to nominal tape speed): 
accuracy (run or spool): +0.1 % +1 digit. Maximum 
reading: ; 199 min 59s. Switched auto -stop at zero. 
Head blocks: interchangeable. Full track; stereo 
2.75 mm track. Two track 2 mm width. 
Mic inputs: to suit 50/200 ohm balanced or 5k ohm 
unbalanced sources, selected by links. Level ranges 
(referred to source impedance): -78 to -33 dBm 
(high gain setting).-52 to-7 dBm (low gain setting). 
Noise, unweighted, 20 kHz bandwidth: -120 dBm. 
Line inputs: earth -free, balanced. Bridging imped- 
ance 10k ohm (sources not greater than 600 ohm). 
Level range -20 to +24 dBm, falling to +18 dBm 
max at 30 Hz. 
Line outputs: earth -free, balanced. Normal setting: 
nominal output impedance 75 ohm (not less than 

600 ohm load). Maximum level +24 dBm, falling to 
+18 dBm at 30 Hz. On 600 ohm setting (selected by 
link) levels are 6 dB lower. Line output amplifier 
protected against any incoming signals up to +24 
dBm. 
Monitor facilities: power to external speaker: 10W 
(8 ohm, 0.3 °á distortion) either channel. Total power, 
both channels driven, 15W above 100 Hz. Power to 
internal speaker(s) limited to 2.5W each. All ratings 
are nominal values, rms, continuous sinewave. 
Phones jacks for stereo and mono. 
Bias frequency: 120 kHz 2 %. Level sufficient for 
modern low -print tapes. 
Erasure (120 kHz): at least 75 dB from 3 °;; distortion 
levels at 1 kHz. 
Frequency response: graphical data shows overall 
settability. Worst case (extremes of temperature) 

t 2 dB 30 Hz to 18 kHz at 381 mm /s 
k2dB30Hzto15 kHz at190.5mm /s 
+2 dB 30 Hz to 12 kHz at 95.25 mm /s 
Amplifier distortion (excluding monitor amplifier): 
less than 0.1 at 1% tape distortion levels. Less 
than 0.3" 3',, tape distortion levels. 
Equalisation : plug -in units for NAB and IEC. 
Signalj noise ratio: dependent on tape, record 
level andequalisation. Performance exceeds current 
requirements of DIN 45511 and NAB standards. 
Example: using Agfa PER 525 and CCIR equalisa- 
tion, flux level 514 nWb /m, weighted to DIN 45405: 
381 mm /s 62 dB, 190.5 mm /s 59 dB. 
Stereo separation: overall (record -play); better 
than 40 dB (100 Hz -12.5 kHz). 
Working position: any, between horizontal and 
vertical. 
Ambient range: 5 °C to 35 °C. 
Power input: 110- 130V/220 -240V, 50 Hz or 110 -130V/ 
220 -240V, 60 Hz (2 models). Consumption approx 
320 VA. 
Dimensions: portable case: 482 mm wide x 559 mm 
deep x 280 mm high. Overall, including 270 mm 
spools: 540 mm wide x 590 mm deep. 
Weight: approx 37 kg. 
Price: portable version £1764 ($3180). As reviewed 
£2040 ($3680). 
Manufacturer: Wilmot Breeden Electronics Ltd, 
Durban Road, South Bersted, Bognor Regis, 
West Sussex. 
US Distributor: Elpa Marketing Industries Inc, 
New Hyde Park, NY 11040. 

THE Ferrograph Studio S is a 6.35 mm 
recorder which is available in a very large 

number of different configurations including 
the choice of twin track, stereo or full track 
headblocks, vu meters or ppms, internal 
monitor amplifiers, microphone inputs etc. 

As such it is a two -speed machine with the 
option of a high or low speed version, the high 
speed version working at 38 cm /s and 19 cm /s 
and the low speed version working at 19 cm /s 
and 9.5 cm /s. Either NAB or IEC equalisation 
is available, but the changeover is very simple 
achieved by substituting new plug -in modules 
on the amplifier printed circuit boards. 

The Studio 8 is available in five different 
mechanical layouts all of which use the sanie 
electronics and tape transport. The review 
machine was a trolley- mounted version which 
is probably most appropriate to studio use, 
but portable, rack mount, console and pent- 
house versions are available as standard 
configurations. 

This versatility is achieved by manufacturing 
the machine as two separate parts, the signal 
system and the tape transport and control 
system. These are connected together by plug - 
in leads; in the trolley version, the signal 
electronics section is connected to convenient 
receptacles on the trolley by jumper leads. In 
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addition, in the trolley version, the signal 
electronics section and the tape transport 
section are a single mechanical unit which is 

hinged on the trolley such that the complete 
recorder can be tipped up for maintenance. 

However, the choice of hinging point is far 
from ideal as the unit is very much unbalanced 
when not in the horizontal plane and, in spite 
of the facility for locking it in the inverted 
position, this can be an inconvenience. 

Access to the signal electronics section for 
maintenance is reasonable, as the majority of 
components are mounted on plug -in fibreglass 
printed boards which are screen printed with 
component identifications. However, in spite 
of the availability of a good maintenance 
manual and the supply of various tools and 
other 'goodies' with the machine, no card 
extender is supplied. The same remarks apply 
to the electronics control for the tape transport, 
but in this department there are a number of 
fixed boards and some components are very 
well buried -but they are at least clearly 
identified. 

The tape transport is based on a substantial 
alloy casting, the upper surface of which is 

machined to form the reference face for the 
headblock and other components. The head- 
block is secured by three screws which clamp 
the block on to pillars which, in turn, clamp 
on to the casting. Thus, it is relatively easy to 
remove the headblock which has a mating 
connector for all but the replay head connec- 
tions which use two miniature coaxial 
connectors. 

Tape tension control is rather ingenious as 
no tension sensing arms or other tension 
sensing devices are used. What happens is that 
the tape speed is known and the rotational 
speed of each reel motor is detected from an 
optical detector, and from this information the 
transport control 'computes' the current 
diameter of the tape on the spools. With this 
information, the electronics decides upon the 
required reel motor torque. 

Speed sensing of the two reel motors and 
the capstan motor, in addition to the optical 
tape presence detector, is achieved by using 
optical tachometers which derive their light 
from a single lamp fitted with light guides to 
the required positions. Should this lamp fail, 
a spare lamp is automatically switched into 
operation and a warning shown on the tape 
transport. 

From the pay -off spool the tape passes over 
a retractable damped and spring -loaded arm 
equipped with a tape guide. From this, it 
passes round the tape timer roller which is 
fitted with an optical pickup driven from the 
previously mentioned light source. There is, 
next, a light spring -loaded tape 'pusher', the 
optical tape presence detector, a fixed edge 
guide and the headblock. From the headblock 
there is the capstan, a fixed post guide, a 
damped arm and then the take -up spool. The 
capstan is of fairly small diameter and is 
engaged with a large diameter pinch wheel of 
interesting design. As is common, the pinch 
wheel is mounted on a solenoid -operated arm, 
but, unlike conventional arrangements, the arm 
is engaged to a fixed position and the pinch 
pressure is controlled at the pinch wheel 
bearings. 

Reverting to the headblock, this is a particu- 
larly solidly made component with positive 
head mounting and a head azimuth adjustment 
which was found to be both stable and easy to 
adjust accurately. The tape enters the head- 
block at the ferrite erase head from where it 
passes a tape lifter pin, the record head, a 
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flutter roller, a second tape lifter pin and then 
the replay head and finally a fixed edge guide. 
This layout provides positive control of the 
tape near the record and replay heads and 
gives a clean tape path which is good for lacing 
the tape and editing when the access to the 
replay head is excellent. 

Tape motion is controlled by the conven- 
tional arrangement of full electronically inter- 
locked fast forward and rewind functions 
together with the usual replay control and 
record control which is only operative if it is 
depressed simultaneously with the replay 
control. As an additional feature each channel 
has a record ready button, so that the record 
function can be inhibited on either or both 
channels -furthermore, an additional button 
allows dropping out of record 'on the fly'. 

In practice the interlocking is such that the 
tape is always well controlled and any combina- 
tion of instructions will be followed without 
any tape snatching -even pulling out the power 
plug gives a controlled stop by means of the 
mechanical parking brakes which are normally 
inoperative. However, once or twice during 
the evaluation of the machine, it was persuaded 
to go into a fast wind record mode -a decidedly 
dangerous habit. 

Very sensibly the manufacturer has provided 
Revox type spool clamps, but a distinctive 
feature is that these have shims fitted so that 
the turntable height is correct for both NAB 
and cine type spools. Unfortunately, as the 
turntables are mounted directly on to the reel 
motors, they became very hot in operation 
(25 °C above ambient) and it is felt that this 
can well lead to tape storage problems. The 
spooling speed is variable by means of a 
screwdriver- operated potentiometer on the tape 
transport top plate (which also includes a tape 
tension switch for large /small reels). Slowest 
spooling speed is ideal for archiving tapes, but 
the highest speed gave a poor wind with shiny - 
backed tapes such as the EMI 815 supplied 
with the machine. Both EMI type 832 and 
3M 250, which are matt -backed tapes, spooled 
very well and I would recommend the use of 
back -coated tapes if the highest spooling speeds 
are to be used. 

In addition to the already mentioned tape 
motion controls, there is an edit button which 
activates the reel motors without the capstan, 
thus the tape can be easily rocked in the 
conventional manner for editing, with tensions 
applied to the spools as in the replay mode. 

Other than the power on /off switch and the 
speed selector switch the remaining transport 
controls are associated with the tape timer. 

The timer is in the form of a series of seven 
segment displays which indicate minutes and 
seconds up to 199 minutes 59 seconds, with 
the display automatically corrected for the 
selected tape speed. In addition to the function 
of being a tape timer, there is a 'stop at zero' 
switch which in all modes stops the tape 
transport when the tape timer indicates zero 
(or thereabouts). This feature, in addition to 
being able to pre -set the tape timer to either 
positive or negative times, provides the valuable 
feature of automatically winding the tape to a 
given point -a sort of basic auto -locator. 

Directing attention to the signal system, the 
review machine was a line input /output 
machine without microphone amplifiers but 
with two monitor amplifiers. The centre of 
the signal control panel is occupied by two 
meters which can be optionally either vu 
meters or ppms, the review machine having 
vu meters. In either case individual meters can 
be switched to read input, output or bias, the 
output position reading the signal after the 
two potentiometric output level controls which 
control both the power amplifier output and 
the two headphone monitor jacks on the 
control panel. In addition there is a dual 
concentric control for headphone monitor 
level, the actual jack connectors consisting of 
a tip ring and sleeve 6.35 mm socket for stereo 
monitoring and a normal two -pole socket for 
monophonic monitoring. 

On the input end there are two pairs of level 
controls, one pair being normal potentiometers 
and the second pair being recessed pre -set level 
potentiometers. In addition to these manual 
controls there are ready /safe pushbuttons for 
each track, and a number of screwdriver - 
operated pre -set controls which are hidden 
under a removable strip. These controls pro- 
vide for record and replay high frequency 
equalisation for each speed and each track, 
and also bias setting for each track and speed. 

Further pre -set controls on the printed 
boards within the electronics provide for meter 
adjustment and gain setting, and also within 
the transport electronics there are pre -set 
controls for tension adjustment and power 
supply voltage adjustment. 

Generally the number of available adjust- 
ments are the minimum which one would 
expect of a professional machine, and the 
methods of alignment are clearly set out in the 
operating instructions. In this connection it 
is pleasing to note that all required test points 
are clearly identified and are accessible from 
the front of the machine so far as the signal 
electronics are concerned. 

While 'button thumping' to try to defeat 
interlocks could produce unwanted effects 
without disastrous loop throwing or tape 
snatching, normal operation of the machine 
was delightful and the current status was 
always clearly indicated on a series of lamps 
associated with the transport controls. 

Replay performance 
As is my normal practice, the initial investiga- 

tion was directed at the replay frequency 
response as measured at the line outputs, 
which in common with the line inputs, are 
XLR type connectors at the rear of the machine 
and which are accompanied by the XLR type 
power connector and a multi -way remote 
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In a 
class 

itself. 
The Phase Linear 400 Power 
Amplifier has only one serious 
competitor when it comes to 
advanced design, superior perfor- 
mance, made -one -at -a -time 
craftsmanship, proven reliability, 
elegant appearance .. and 
incomparable value. And that's 
the Phase Linear 700B. Hear 
them both at your dealer soon. 

400 £439 ex.VAT 
THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE 

201 watts per channel, min. RMS at 8 ohms 
from 20 Hz -20 kHz with no more than .25aó 
total harmonic distortion. 
Please send me literature on Phase Linear products 

Name 

Address 

SS3 
Distributed by: C.E. Hammond & Co. Ltd, 
111 Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA 
Telephone: Byfleet 41131 Telex: 262525 
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control connector. The latter provides for all 
the normal tape transport functions to be 
remote controlled by ttl logic levels and also 
for a remote tape counter and vari- speed. 

To return from this diversion, the replay 
frequency response was checked using BASF 
calibration tapes to the IEC standards of 35 is 
at 38 cm /s and 70 µs at 19 cm /s with the rather 
amazing results that at 38 cm /s the upper track 
was within 10.6 dB from 63 Hz to 18 kHz and 
the lower track within 10.4 dB from 31.5 Hz 
to 18 kHz -however, as full track test tapes 
were used the actual practical response would 
show some bass boost due to fringing effects. 
At 19 cm /s the story is not so good, for as is 
only to be expected, there was some apparent 
loss at 31.5 Hz and also an apparent -2 dB at 
the higher frequencies. While these results are 
within normal calibration tape tolerances, 
further investigation was warranted. 

Subsequent investigations using a flux loop 
suggested that the calibration tapes used at 
19 cm /s were on the low side at 19 cm /s, and 
I am quite prepared to agree that the recorder 
was in fact set to the correct standard, but 
readers be warned -the odd decibel at short 
wavelengths is very difficult to agree. 

Signal handling capabilities of the replay 
chain were found to be excellent, with the 

tape speed 

38 cm /s 

19 cm /s 

condition 

20 Hz to 20 kHz rms 
'A' weighted 
CCIR weighted rms 
CCIR weighted quasi -peak 
20 Hz to 20 kHz rms 
'A' weighted 
CCIR weighted rms 
CCIR weighted quasi -peak 

reference level to machine noise 
UPPER TRACK LOWER TRACK 

-58.0 dB 
-73.2 dB 
-69.8 dB 
-64.8 dB 
-56.1 dB 
-69.6 dB 
-67.9 dB 
-62.7 dB 

-62.4 dB 
-73.5 dB 
-70.1 dB 
-65.2 dB 
-61.3 dB 
-70.6 dB 
-68.5 dB 
-63.8 dB 

replay amplifier capable of handling fluxivities 
of 20 dB above 320 nWb /m before clipping 
occurred -this performance will cope with any 
tapes likely in the foreseeable future. Also, 
regarding noise, the replay amplifiers offered a 
respectable performance so far as weighted 
noise was concerned, but the unweighted 
figures were affected by two discrete frequen- 
cies in the output; these were the 50 Hz hum 
and an approximately 30 Hz tone. The former 
was on the upper track 56 dB below 320 nWb /m 
depending on the precise position of the replay 
headshield, with the 30 Hz component 4 dB 
lower -no other discrete frequencies were 
apparent in the output. It is felt that the 50 Hz 
hum level and also the sensitivity to external 
50 Hz fields is rather marginal, and that some 
improvement is desirable. 
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The following reference level (320 nWb /m at 
1 kHz) to noise ratios confirm this comment: 

Generally these performance figures give a 
IO dB margin on the noise (bias noise) from 
the currently best available tapes, so there is 
no cause for complaint in this direction. 

Record /replay performance 
Because the machine had been aligned by 

the manufacturer for EMI 81.5 tape the evalua- 
tion of the record /replay performance was 
directed at this type- however, this did little 
for the potential of the machine as far better 
tapes are available including the EMI 830 
series of tapes. 

The overall frequency response at 38 cm /s 
and 19 cm /s as received is shown in figs. 1 and 2 
respectively from which it is to be seen that, 
while the overall response is very flat, there is 
a difference between tracks at low frequencies. 
Probably this difference is of little practical 
significance, and it is notable that the low 
frequency `secondary gap' effects are unusually 
well controlled. 

A further undesirable effect to be noted from 
the overall frequency response data is that the 
uniformity of reproduction at high frequencies 
is rather poor. As is shown in fig. 3 the use 
of alternative tape types produces far better 
uniformity than that exhibited by either the 
sample of EMI 815 or 832. 

Using the original sample of Emitape 815, 
the maximum output level for 3% third 
harmonic distortion was found to be +5.5 dB 
above 320 nWb /m at a tape speed of 38 cm /s 
or +4.5 dB at 19 cm /s. These figures are well 
and truly tape limited and using modern high 
output tapes +10 dB was readily achieved, the 
actual record amplifier saturation point being 
16 dB above the drive required to record a 
reference level of 320 nWb /m on 815. 

This represents a fairly substantial margin 
for new tape types and there was no shortage 
of available bias adjustment, but it is felt that 
there could be some further latitude in the 
available range of record equalisation which is 
shown in fig. 4. Undoubtedly the existing range 
will cope with all current tape types, but the 
trend for higher sensitivity at short wavelengths 
may mean that future tapes will be too sensitive. 

The relation between second and third 
harmonic distortion when recording at 320 
nWb /m at 38 cm /s with 815 is shown in fig. 5, 
which illustrates a sensible performance, as 
does the swept CCIF intermodulation distor- 
tion with Ampex 356 tape at 320 nWb /m shown 
in fig. 6 -this plot with the B & K 1902 analyser 
is of course considerably degraded with low 
output tapes. ,SMPTE type intermodulation 
distortion was rather difficult to determine 
with 815 due to the poor uniformity, but a 
figure about 1 % at 320 nWb /m appeared to 
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Top disco's 
stake their reputation 

on Stanton 

Discotheques represent one of the most gruelling professional 
situations for a pick -up that can be imagined. Not only must the 
cartridge achieve a particularly high level of sound excellence, it must 
do so in the 'live' environment of back cueing, slip cueing, heavy 
tracking forces, vibration and potential mishandling .... where a 
damaged stylus means much more than lost music ; it means lost 
business. 

For just these types of situations Stanton have designed and 
engineered a new cartridge ... 680 EL. It's optimum balance of 
vertical stylus force, compliance and stylus shank strength makes it a 
star performer for any physically demanding situation, whether it be 
disco or radio broadcast. 

United Kingdom 

However, if your budget is tight, then choose the 500 AL a beautiful 
but tough performer that has become deservedly known as the 
'workhorse' of the broadcast industry where it is prescribed equipment 
in thousands of radio stations around the world. 

Stanton produce a complete range of professional cartridges 
including the 681 Triple E which is acclaimed world wide for it's 
sound excellence and is used by major recording companies for the 
critical disc to tape transfer and as a primary calibration standard. 

Join the professionals. Write or phone for more details and prices 
today of the complete Stanton range. 

Wllnlax, l rd L,,,mptu! 1 -New \4aldun. Surrey KT3 4DE- -Tel. 01 -949 2545 

Please send me details of Stanton cartridges 
Belgium-Luxembourg , 

Denmark 
France - D. H 
Holland - 

., h, tir. 

Italy 

Norway 
Spain 
Sweden - 
Switzerland 

1 .. 

I 11 : Rn 
r T. . 

1- 0131 1 

for professiunal use. 

Nanre 

Address 

Wllmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, 
Surrey KT3 4DE. Tel. 01 -949 2545. ssio 
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FERROGRAPH STUDIO 8 
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J 

be the order of the day. 
As is shown in fig. 7 the crosstalk between 

channels with a twin track headblock when 
recording both tracks (one without signal) is to 
a very high standard with well controlled low 
frequency behaviour, and the erasing capability 
was also very good with 84 dB erasure of a 1 

kHz tone being measured at 38 cm /s using 815. 
On the final aspect of the record /replay 

performance, fig. 8 shows the result of record- 
ing and replaying a I kHz squarewave at 1 kHz 
at 38 cm /s. It is noted that in this figure the 
overshoot of the edges is pronounced, but the 
ringing is minimal -I leave it to others to 
decide if such an effect is audible, but would 
remark that there is a school of thought that 
recorders should be optimised for phase 
response. 

Wow, flutter and speed 
The measurement of wow and flutter to the 

weighted quasi -peak standards gave consistent 
results at the beginning, middle and end of a 
NAB spool of tape, and very good results at 
that. At 38 cm /s the wow and flutter was found 
to be 0.014% increasing to 0.022% at 19 cm /s 
-this performance ranks among the best 
available recorders. 

The extent of scrape flutter is shown in fig. 9, 
which represents a narrow band spectrum 
analysis of a 10 050 Hz recorded tone. While 
the result is better than many machines, it is 

as usual a clear indication of the normal 
shortcoming of all recorders. 74 

FIG. 8 1 kHz 38 cm /s 
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AUDIO MODULES 
BUILD YOUR OWN 

Mixers , Consoles,or add on to old equipt. 

easy to use 

10 different MODELS 

Mic(Low- Z,Hi -Z), Mag. Phono, NAB Tape, 

Active Equalizer, Line Amp, Power Amp . 

From $16.50 to $43.50 Pro -NET(domestic) 
check your nearest distributor for local prices. 

Send for NEW Catalog over 280 items for Audio 

SESCOM foreign distributors: 
Australia: 
Canada: 

England: 
Greece: 

Holland: 

Italy: 
Norway: 

SES 

Klarion Enterprises Pty. Ltd., So. Melboure 
Chas. L. Thompson, Ltd., No. Vancouver BC 
John R. Tilton Ltd., Scarbough Ont. 
Future Film Developments, London 
Laboacustica Hellas: Athens 
lemke Roots Import, Amsterdam 
Laboacustia Sri, Roma 
Roger Arnholf Studio a.s..Oslo 

SESCOM, INC. 

'QUALITY ENGINEERED SOUND PROUDUCTS. 
P.O. Box 590, Gardena, CA 90247 USA 
(213) 770 3510,TWX 910 346 7023 

The ultimate 
in functional 

simplicity 

New 5 ", 53/4" and 7" spools from Plasro 

Quick load slots 
Calibrations 
Exposed hub 
Drive holes 
Fully rounded edges 
To BS 1568, Part 1 1970 

Plasro Plastics Ltd. 38 Wates Way, Mitcham, 
Surrey. CR4 4HR. Telephone: 01 -640 0145/9 

N: 
SALES and 
SERVICE 

FOR SALE 

TRAD Telephone: Cardington 404 

Specialists in Service and 
Repair of T.R.D. recorders. 
All parts, motors, etc., 
available. Collection and 
delivery: London and 
Home Counties. 

Studer A80 VU Mkll 4 track 
Studer A80 16 track with 8 track head block 
Studer A80 8 track 
Ampex MM 1 100 16 track with 8 track head block 

Sculley 16 track 
Sculley 4 track 
3M M56 16 track 

3M M79 16 track 

MCI JH 10 24 track 
3M 8 track M23 

TRD 600 stereo 

MCI JHI 10 stereo 

Helios 20 -I6 -16 

Soundcraft 12 -4 (new) 

Triad IB 8 -16 -16 

Neve 24-8 desk 

Neve 16 -4 desk 

Chadacre 10 -4 desk 

Lockwood type cabs with reds and gold 

All AKG mics in stock 

Zonal tape e", I", 2" 

JBL 4502 Monitors 

JBL 4310 Monitors 

Tannoy Lancaster speakers 
H & H TPA 50 amplifier 

New Uher 4200 IC 

New Uher 4000 IC 

0 WANTED -ALL STUDIO EQUIPMENT e 

DOG HOUSE 
COPLE, BEDFORDSHIRE 

Telephone: Cardington 404 o 
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JVu 
The best pick -up arm 
in the world 

Chancing your arm! 
Looking about that's what some folk are 

still doing. 
Fit your deck with an SME the original 

precision pick -up arm. Now with improved 
lift, the most sensible, most precisely en- 
gineered arm ever built. 

SME arms are different, you can see it, 
feel it, ... hear it. Change now and have 
the good will of your cartridge. 

For complete specifications and inde- 
pendent reports write to : 

Dept 1037, SME Limited 
Steyning, Sussex, England,BN4 3GY 
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FERROGRAPH STUDIO 8 

Tape speed variations within a NAB reel of 
tape were minimal and less than 0.01 with 
the actual speed being absolutely constant from 
day to day and with temperature. Minor speed 
adjustments are made by two controls on the 
transport, but at 19 cm /s the available variation 
was only +0.34 %- 0.15 %; however, a variable 
speed can be obtained by using the remote 
connector. 

Checking the tape timer showed that this 
also was very accurate, with a measured error 
of only 1 part in 10' over 20 minutes at 19 cm /s. 

Inputs and outputs 
The line inputs and the line outputs are both 

transformer coupled floating connections at the 
XLR connectors at the rear of the console. 
Input sensitivity is variable over a very wide 
range, the maximum sensitivity being -35 dBm 
input for recording 320 nWb /m and the 
minimum usable sensitivity being controlled 
by the performance of the input transformers 
which are realistically limited to a maximum 
of +18 dBm at 30 Hz. The input impedance 
varied according to the control panel gain 
setting, but was always above 12 000 ohms, 
which is generally satisfactory. 

On the output end, the output impedance is 
low at 60 ohms with a capability of producing 
+21 dBm from a recorded level of 320 nWb /m 
-more than satisfactory. 

The only remaining signal connections are 
the headphone and the loudspeaker monitor 
outputs, which both derive their signals from 
the monitor power amplifiers. Working into 
headphones, there was 10V rms available from 
an impedance of 270 ohms, which should be 
suitable for any common headphones. A brief 
resume of the monitor amplifier performance 
is as follows: the power available into 8 ohms 
was 11.5W 1 kHz rms sinewave with one 
channel driven or 10.4W with both channels 
with the available power increasing as the load 
impedance decreased -therefore no problems 
with awkward 8 ohm speakers. Harmonic 
distortion at 1W into 8 ohms was exceedingly 
low and CCIF intermodulation distortion was 
always less than 0.9 % in the audio band, with 
its peak at 5.3 kHz. Amplifier noise was well 
below tape noise, so all round the amplifiers 
are more than adequate as monitor amplifiers. 

Other matters 
As shown in fig. 10, the phase jitter between 

FIG. 10 ± 36° Fsd 5s /div, 10 kHz 38 curls 

tracks was unusually low, with a peak to peak 
deviation of only 14° or so with a 10 kHz 
recording at 38 cm /s. 

The two vu meters were found to be genuine 
instruments to the ASA (Bell) specification 
with a more than adequate range of adjustment 
of the zero vu point. 

Summary 
The Ferrograph Studio R is by many stand- 

ards a very cheap studio machine, but its 
performance and general facilities are by no 
means in the 'cheap' bracket. Performance 
figures quoted by Ferrograph do not do justice 
to this recorder, which is capable of making 
full use of the latest low noise and high output 
tapes. 

Probably the main shortcoming of this 
machine is that because it is also available in a 

portable version it has been made small, with 
the result that many parts are none too easy to 
reach for maintenance. However, it is a solidly 
built machine which is the product of substan- 
tial research, and it should therefore be reliable. 

A great advantage of this machine is the fact 
that it is available in so many configurations, 
so that the cost for a particular application can 
be kept to a minimum. 

It had been intended to publish a review of 
the Telefunken M15A along with those of the 
Ampex and the Ferrograph ; however, lack of 
magazine space prevented this. It will now 
appear in the next possible issue. 

FIG.9 
STUDIO 8 
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Classified Advertisements 
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 14p per word, minimum £2.80. Box Nos. 35p 
extra. Semi- display rates on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in November 1976 
issue must reach these offices by 19th September 1976 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, 
Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. 
Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall 
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box 
No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job advertisement which indicates or 
can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting 
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of 
a private householder or(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted 
from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be made at the time the advertise- 
ment is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply. 

STUDIO FACILITIES 

Roger Squiie Studio, 
DJ IMPROVEMENT COURSES RADIO COURSES 

JINGLES SERVICE RADIO AUDITION TAPES 
55 Charlbert St, London, NW8 6J N. Tel. 01 -722 8111. 

*4 Track recording studio. High quality demos, 
easy atmosphere. Reduced rates for week- 
ends. Tannoy, Ampex, TRD i ", AKG, Echo 
room, Binson, Teac Tape Delay, Comp /Lims, 
Pianos, acoustic and electric, Fender Pre- 
cision, 12str., and drum kit. Maris Piper 
Studios, Luton. Tel. Don Larking, weekdays 
605875, weekends 39519. Studio nos. 26693, 
37195. K 

WOLLENSAK 277OAV 
CASSETTE FAST -COPIER 

SCS Appointed Main Dealers 
Demonstrations Personal Service Maintenance 

Cassette Fast -Copying -Short or Long Runs 
Full Information on Request 

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICE (SS') 
PO Box 2, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 8EG 

Tel: 02813 84409 

*J & B Recordings. Tape to disc. 12in. L.P. 
£4.00.7in. 45 r.p.m. £1.80. E.P. £2.00. Pressings 
-stereo /mono. Tape copying. 14 Willows 
Avenue, Morden, Surrey. 01 -648 9952. X 
*Fanfare Records. Tape - disc pressings, 
demo's, masters, any quantity. Studio /mobile 
Neumann disc cutter. S.A.E. brochure. 1 

Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 
0483 61684. X 

STUDIO EQUIPMENT SERVICES 
Supply Uher, Tascam, Teac, Revox 
We maintain a good before and after sales 
service and modify machines. 
We have a thriving s/h market. 

01 -200 1229 

*Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest 
full -time tape /disc cassette transfer service. 
Direct transfers, pressings for private and for 
the trade. Fund- raising advisory service for 
Societies, Choirs, Bands, Ferrograph, Grundig, 
Philips, Revox equipment promptly serviced. 
18 Blenheim Road, London W.4. Tel. 995 1661. 

M 

*Your Tapes to Disc, Mono or Stereo cutting. 
Vinylite pressings, Sleeves /Labels. Top pro- 
fessional quality. S.A.E. for photo leaflet. 
Deroy Records, "Eastwood ", Cove, Dun - 
bartonshire, Scotland. X 
*Custom Pressings. High quality pressings and 
demo's manufactured from your tapes in our 
own record pressing plant and disc- cutting 
studio, speedy delivery and very competitive 
prices. For further details contact Anglia 
Pressings, 112 Beach Road, Scratby, Great 
Yarmouth. X 

SERVICES 

*R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and 
Philips VCR service, 21 Southway, Ilkley, 
West Yorkshire. Tel. 094 -33 2026. X 

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD 
Specialists in Recording for 

Education, Commerce, Industry. 
A/V Programmes /Pulsing for Training and Sales. 

Cassette and Open -reel Duplicating 

32 PAGES WALK, LONDON SEI 
Telephone: 01 -231 0961/2 

*E.A.P. Sound -Mobile multitrack rec- 
ording /diffusion, professionally trained per- 
sonnel. Specialists in electronic music.,Dolby -A, 
Studer, Quad, Calrec, AKG. 01 -262 7154. K 

High speed cassette copying and 
Mastering Service. 

We specialise in small quantities as well 
as long runs. 

MORARD SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
THORNTON HEATH, SURREY 

TELEPHONE 01- 689 7424. 

FOR SALE -TRADE 

RAC MIXERS 
Custom -built mixers for groups, P.A., hospital broad- 
casting, recording, discos, etc. 
RAC plug -in audio modules for building your own 
mixers. 
RAC power amplifiers for P.A. etc. 
Dealers for a wide range of quality audio equipment. 
APRS manufacturing members. 

RUGBY AUTOMATION CONSULTANTS 
19 Freemantle Road, Bilton, Rugby, 

Warwickshire CV22 7HZ 
Tel. 0788-810877 (Rugby) 

Call, write or phone us 

CASSETTE FAST COPYING 
MONO /STEREO 

One off or on -going work. 
From Lip ( +VAT) per copy. Details from: 

GOSPEL CASSETTES (SS) 
67 Ashfield Drive, Halifax, 
West Yorkshire HX3 5PQ. 

Tel: Halifax (0422) 59403 

*500 empty NAB spools -10 " metal. Little 
used. 75p each, plus vat. Discount for quantity. 
Studio G, 145 Wardour Street, London WI. 
01 -734 5572. K 

UHER 4000 REPORTIC 
Known from N.A.S.A. to the Beeb. i -track mono 
portable, AC or dry cell operation. E200 plus V.A.T. 
Uher 4200 -4400. Stereo version of above 6240 plus 
V.A.T. 
All accessories and a fast service available on Uher 
products. 

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. 
AUDIO VISUAL SALES AND SERVICE. 

255a St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. WD25B61. 
Telephone: Watford (92) 32006 

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS 
FOR SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT 
We are suppliers to many well -known companies, 
studios and broadcasting authorities and were estab- 
lished in 1941. Early deliveries. Competitive prices. 
Large or small quantities. Let us quote. 

E. A. SOWTER LTD. 
Transformer Manufacturers and Designers 

7 Dedham Place, Fore Street, Ipswich 1P4 IJP 
Telephone 0473 52794 

*Marantz 1120 amplifier £90, Sony TC630 
recorder £150, Sony MX12 mixer £45, Tele- 
ton SAQ307d amplifier (new) £30, electro- 
voice gun mic. complete £45, AKG K50 phones 
(used) £4, plus VAT 12/ %. Carriage extra. 
J. J. Francis (W.G.) Ltd., Manwood House, 
Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORS. 
Tel. Matching 476. K 

UHER 
For the best price to performance ratio in hi -fi 
cassette recorders. 
UHER CG 320.2 motors, 2x5 watts, internal Amps 
and Speakers, AC mains or 12v DC operation, DNL, 
memory counter, switched ALC, automatic switching 
for chrome tapes. E165 plus V.A.T. 
UHER CR 210. The smallest hi -fi cassette recorder 
in the world. Mains or dry cell operation, self con- 
tained stereo amps, 4 -track heads, continuous playback, 
Built -in mics. Leather carrying case. £275 plus V.A.T, 
UHER CG 360. A hi -fi cassette recorder in a class of 
its own. Computer controls, Dolby IC circuitry, 3 
motors, 3 playback modes (auto reversed), remote 
control of all functions, 4 -track head, plus, plus, plus. 

£350 plus V.A.T. 

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LIMITED 
AUDIO VISUAL SALES AND SERVICE 

255a St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. WD25BO. 
Telephone: Watford (92) 32006 
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FOR SALE - (cont.) 

UHER SG 560 ROYAL 
A 4 -speed Recorder. Sound on Sound, Sound with 
Sound, Reverb, Echo, plug -in. Heads, Dia Pilot, 
A -B Monitor, 2 x 10 watt, Amps, Internal Speakers. 

L290 plus V.A.T. 

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD., (Audio Visual Sales 
and Service), 255a St. Albans Road, Watford, 
Herts. WD2 5BQ. Telephone: Watford (92) 32006 

SPECTRU M 
SHIFTER 

Shifts the audio spectrum upwards or downwards by 
any amount between 0.1 and 1000 Hertz for weird 
effects on music or speech. Unlike any other form of 
signal processing, the shift of all audio frequencies by 
the same number of Hertz destroys the normal 
harmonic relationships. 

SURREY ELECTRONICS 
The Forge, Lucks Green, 

Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG 
S.T.D. 04866 5997 

SOWTER TYPE 3678 
MULTITAP MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER 
Primary windings for 600 ohm, 200 ohm and 60 ohm 
with Secondary loadings from 2K ohm to 10K ohm. 
Frequency response plus /minus 1dB 20 Hz to 2.5 kHz. 
Contained in well finished Mumetal box. 33mm dia- 
meter by 22mm high, with colour coded end leads, low 
distortion. DELIVERY (small quantities) EX STOCK. 
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICE. FULL DETAILS ON 

REQUEST 
E. A. SOWTER LTD, Dedham Place, Ipswich, 
IP4 IJP Telephone 0473 52794 

*Save over £100. For a limited period only. 
Studio quality Neal 103 Dolby cassette record- 
er. Wollensak transport. £216 post free. 
Cathedral Sound, telephone Halsall (0704) 
840328. K 

TRAD 
s 

CARDINGTON 404; 
All Studio Equipment bought and sold. 

See our advertisement on page 73. 

Dog House, Cople, Bedfordshire to NNS NN 
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1 Creative Equalisation cannot be accurately yet \ arbitrarily adjusted with a few pre -determined \ 
1 

switch positions. There are just too many variables 
1 to consider - area resonance, environmental \ factors, phasing effects, feed back and many others \ 

1 

with differing characteristics. 
1 If you need 3dB of equalisation at 6,510 Hz for \ example, maybe (just maybe) you can switch in \ 

1 
2 or 4 dB at 5000 Hz since they're preset on your 1 
present equaliser. 
THE PROBLEM IS -YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED 
BECAUSE WHAT YOU HEAR IS JUST NOT 
RIGHT. 
The solution ? Full range equalisation giving you 
the right amount at the right frequency for the 
precise sound you require. This is the capability 
of Qu Zan Laboratories new parametric equaliser. 
The parametric equaliser lets you vary parameters 
by ear -accurately and effectively. It combines the 
spectral response of a 1 octave graphic equaliser 
with the rapid access and economy of a "3 knob" 
system. You can continuously vary the frequency 
from 45Hz to 18 kHz via 4 range controls, boost 
or cut any amount at any frequency centre up to 
14dB; and variation of any one control does not 
affect performance of any other; so you needn't 
worry about cross compensation. 
If you want more than just "good enough" perfor- 
mance start playing it by ear.,Our new parametric 
equaliser gives you exactly what you are listening 
for. Costs only L35. Power supply (will operate 
4 units) LIS. QU ZAN LABORATORIES, 
32 Royal Avenue, Chelsea, London S.W.3. 

1 

I 
1 

1 

1 

1 \ 
1 

1 

*Cathedral Sound manufacture a very useful 
compressor for less than £25, and a range of 
input and mixer modules from £12.50. A 
stamp will bring details by return. Cathedral 
Sound, Fourways, Morris Lane, Halsall, 
Lancs. L39 8SX. Telephone Halsall (0704) 
840328. X 
*Revox and Teac Sales and Service. Most 
models from stock. Immediate delivery. The 
Music Lab. 01 -346 4469. K 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 
*SIMMON 
* FOR * *UHER! 
*UHER 4000S. ex- Ministry. R E75 * * UHER 4000S, excellent. R ... £95 * * UHER 4000L, with case. R ... £145 * * UHER 4000 IC stereo. S ... E225* * UHER 4200 IC stereo. S ... ... £275 * * UHER CR 124 cassette stereo. S ... £125 * * PHILIPS EL 3503 console. R E275 * 
* MICROPHONES * 
* ELECTROVOICE 649B Lavalier. R. C16* 
*F ELECTROVOICE 642 Cardiline gun * * mic. .. ... ... ... ... f95* 
** RCA BK6B Lavalier. R ... ... E15 
* BEYER Ml 19 stick mic. R ... ... E121 * 
*STC 4033 cardioid R ... ... EI 
* STC 4105A cardioid Hand mic. R ... £24** * BELL -HOWELL short gun mic. and * * wind gag. NEW ... ... ... E29* 
*R = Reconditioned to makers specs. * 

* * S = New but slightly marked. 

* Simmon for everything Uher -including * 
*careful servicing by a Uher- trained* 
*engineer. *If. 

* VAT and CARRIAGE EXTRA. * 
* Open Sat. half day Thurs. * 

* PAUL SIMMON LTD 
* 2 Market Street, Halifax, W. Yorks.* 
* 'Id: 0422 52240 and 57442. * 
* * * * * * * * *F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 

SALE 
CONTENTS OF 16 TRACK STUDIO 
including: Tape recorders, Mixing con- 
soles, Microphones, Reverberation de- 
vices, Dolbys, Compressor / Limiters, 
Delay units, Grand piano, Microphone 

stands, etc. 

Viewing by appointment with Malcolm 
Jackson,TheStudios, Rickmansworth, 

Herts, England 
Tel. Rickmansworth 09237 -72351 

Telex 262284 Ambsdr G 

*Revox A700s from £774 plus 8% VAT 
Revox A77s from £365 plus 8% VAT. A corn 
prehensive selection of spares and accessories 
are also available at import prices. Delivery 
about 3 days from receipt of order /funds via 
direct import facility. We also offer a prompt, 
competent hospital and conversion service 
here in Reading. Telephone Reading (0734) 
690177 or Wokingham (0734) 781970. M 

3M M79 16 TRACK 
In excellent condition, only 2 years 
use, lots of spares. Reason for 
sale, purchase of 24 track machine. 

£8,500 o.n.o. 
Contact 

Sawmills Studio, Golant, 
Fowey, Cornwall. 

Telephone Fowey 3337 or Par 3048 

*Disc- cutting styli for all types of mono and 
stereo disc- cutting heads. Heater windings 
fitted, relapping and specials. County Record- 
ing Service, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, 
Berks. Tel. Bracknell 54935. X 

UHER SG630 LOGIC 
A tape recorder with new technological concepts. 
4 motor, drive system, Omega Loop for tape speed 
stabilization, motionless tape tension sensors, 101in. 
Reel size, 3 speeds. 1 -}in. plug -in heads, plus, plus, plus. 

L444.40 plus V.A.T. 
PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD., 

AUDIO VISUAL SALES AND SERVICE 
255a St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. WD2 5B0. 

Telephone: Watford (92) 32006 

TAPE FOR SALE 
Scotch, Ampex and EMI tape l and 2" used once only. 
" -LI per reel. 2 " -L2 per reel. (Note; 2" Empty 

reel L12), plus 8% V.A.T. Carriage extra. 

J. J. Francis (W.G.) Ltd., Manwood House, 
Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORS. 

Tel: Matching 476. 

FOR SALE -PRIVATE 

BROADCAST CARTRIDGE 
MACHINES 

for sale or long /short term hire. Audjopak 
cartridges also available. 

Tel. Herongate (027787) 531 
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE 
(Continued) 

WEST 
WORCESTERSHIRE 

Unique sympathetically converted Oast House 
with fine views and potential, forming highly desir- 
able residence with further extensive accommoda- 
tion suitable Pottery /Craft Centre /Recording 
Studios. Second floor includes living area 60ft x 
40ft, Circular fitted Kit /Bk Room, Circular luxury 
Bathroom, 4 Circular Bedrooms. Similar area on 
remaining two floors. Double carport, stable and 
grounds} -acre. Main water and 3 -phase electricity. 
Price Freehold £38,000. Three or four acres of 
adjacent land also available. 
Apply 

C. T. & G. H. SMITH 
Belle Vue Terrace, Malvern 

Tel. 3122/3 

*2 Lockwood Gemini loudspeakers complete 
with two Tannoy 12' dual concentric units to 
each enclosure, cross over network and power- 
ed by Quad 50E amplifiers. Finish is . white 
formica. Perfect condition £700 o.n.o. Tel. 
Disley 2442. K 
*Soundcraft Mixer 16 -4, 18 months old £850. 
Two x Tannoy 15" H.P.O. studio monitors in 
Mansfield cabinets, £200. G. Clark, 66, Green 
Street, Eastbourne. K 
*BTR2 with spare deck, record /playback 
amps and power packs. Also Lurs -Rich full 
track console. Edinburgh. Tel. 0314451260. K 

ALLEN & HEATH 24 CHANNEL MIXER 
Low -high input. 
3 Band Equalisation. 
8 Sub Groups out to stereo. 
PFL all functions incl echo plus auxiliary modules. 
All facilities terminate to a jack field. 
6 built -in noise gates. 
Input /Output /FL, all on VU Facility. 

FOR LEASE, HIRE OR SALE 
Contact (10.30 am -6.00 pm) 

MR P. S. WALMSLEY (01 -499 0671) 

WANTED 
*TEAC 3340 (S) urgently required. Top 
prices paid. The Music Lab, 01 -346 4469. K 
*All Revox tape recorders urgently required. 
Top prices paid. The Music Lab. 01- 346 4469. 

K * Nagra III or IV wanted, also accessories 
required. Tel. 021 -705 4521. K 
*Wanted AKG BX20 in good condition at a 
reasonable price. Phone 668 -3457. K 
*Grampian or B.B.C. type cutterheadsrequired 
Any condition acceptable. Box No. 738 c/o 
STUDIO SOUND. L 
*All Nagra equipment urgently required for 
cash, J. J. Francis (W.G.) Ltd., Manwood 
House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 
ORS. Tel. Matching 476. X 
*Wanted urgently: Ampex 300 electronics for 
spares. Also wanted, Ampex 8 track MM1000 
or similar machine. Tel. Epsom 24870. K 

*Grampian disc cutter type SR2, no amplifiers, 
spare styli and blanks £55. Wanted 8 track 
Brenell recorder and TEAC 3340. Telephone 
Profile Recording Studios, Wheathampstead 
3334. L 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

TE 
KLARK -TEKNIK, the only audio company to win a 1976 T.D.C. Technological 
Innovator Award, are expanding their production of the successful SM2 Master 
Recorder and their Professional Graphic Equalisers. The following positions 
are available. 

PRODUCTION MANAGER 
with experience in the systems and the organisation of production. 

ELECTRONIC TEST ENGINEERS 
capable of understanding the latest audio equipment. Ability to draw and work 
from circuits will be an asset. 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER 
for work on further projects in the DIGITAL /AUDIO FIELD. Thorough 
knowledge of the latest digital techniques is essential. 

DRAUGHTSMEN 
with knowledge of mechanical and electronic diagrams and terminology. 

Salary will be generous in relation to experience. This is a young, enthusiastic 
company with a reputation for very high quality audio products. 

Please apply to:- PHILIP CLARKE, 

QfÌ" 

HLARH- TEHIIIH RESEARCH LTD 
Summerfield Kidderminster 
Worcestershire DY117RE 
Tel Kidderminster 64027 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
(Continued) LJLI 

ASSISTANT ENGINEER 
required for N.W.I recording studio. Must have El 
minimum five 'O' levels including maths and 

IIA physcics. Please write to:- 
Studio Manager, 

LI Utopia Recording Studios, 
Spencer Court, D 
7 Chalcot Road, 

London NWI 8LH. 

*Experienced technical manager required to 
plan, install and run new medium sized cas- 
sette duplicating plant. Partnership considered. 
Write in confidence giving details of recent 
experience: Box 743, c/o Studio Sound. K 

IT HELPS TO MENTION 
STUDIO SOUND 

WHEN REPLYING TO 
ADVERTISEMENTS 

n nllluullllllllulllllnlllllllIIII11nuIIlIllI I I IIIIIII i111111111111111111111IIIIII111111IIIIIIIIIIII1111IIIIIli 

A FAST EXPANDING RECORDING 
STUDIO ABROAD IS LOOKING FOR 

A SENIOR RECORDING ENGINEER 
The applicant must have at least 2 -3 years experience in 

recording pop music and large orchestras, using 16 and 24- = 
E. track recording techniques. Salary will be negotiable based 

on interviews held in London. Please send curriculum vitae = 
by mail to: 

CHRISTINE PARKER E 
7 LYNWOOD HEIGHTS, 

CHORLEYWOOD, HERTS. E 
E Tel: Rickmansworth 79815/6. 
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OPPORTUNITIES 
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RAINDIRK LIMITED 
1 \ 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 Manufacturers of high quality Audio Mixing 
Consoles require overseas Sales and Service 

Agents. 

RAINDIRK LIMITED 
33 BRIDGE STREET, 

DOWN HAM MARKET, 
NORFOLK. 

Tel: (03663) 2165/3617 

n 
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REVOX A77 
EDITING CONVERSION 

Developed for Professional Editing 
Easy Access to the Heads 

Switchable end of tape lamp 

Converted Machines Supplied 
Existing Machines Converted 

Kits Available 

K.L. SOUND 
23 REDAN PLACE, LONDON W2 4SA 

01 -229 0102 

ri AlWr iAM i_iAEI INN 

OPPORTUNITIES (Cont.) 
*Experienced Recording Engineer sought for 
partnership in establishing a commercial 
studio in the North. Reply to Box no. 744, c/o 
Studio Sound. K 

THE BRITISH COUNCIL 
invites applications for 

AUDIO- VISUAL TECHNICIAN 
(IRAN) 

The College of Nautical Studies, University 
of Baluchistan, Chah Bahar. 
To maintain a language laboratory, a visual 
aids and reprographics room and assist 
lecturing staff with materials production. 
Relevant experience essential. Appropriate 
qualifications desirable. The post requires 
resourcefulness, tact and willingness to live 
in an isolated community. 
For January 1977. Initial attachment in 
Southampton January to August 1977. 
From September 1977 in Chah Bahar. 
Salary in Southampton f3573 -£4185 p.a., in 
Chah Bahar £5002 -£5859 p.a. Benefits; free 
furnished accommodation; overseas and 
children's allowances; return fare for tech- 
nician and family; baggage allowance; 
medical scheme; passage paid home leave 
after one year in Chah Bahar. Two years 
eight months contract. 
Return fares are paid. Local contracts are 
guaranteed by the British Council. 
Please write, briefly stating qualifications 
and length of appropriate experience: 
quoting reference number 76 HU 114 and 
title of post for further details and an appli- 
cation form to the British Council 
(Appointments), 65 Davies Street, 
London WIY 2AA. 
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Ward -Beck at the XXI Olympiad 

The XXI Olympiad, a dedication to 
excellence within the framework cf 
competition. A challenge for the ath- 
letes. A challenge for the supporting 
communications equipment. 

Ward-Bk is a-oud to have been 
chosen by C radian Broadcasting 
Corporation to supply WBS 75046 
Mob le Audio Consoles to brcadcast 
the 976 Ol,tnpic Games to the world. 

WBS 
Tc.nc rro.u: Technology Today. 

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, :Sca- borcugh, Cntario, Canada M1H 2X4 
Telephone 0416) 43.3-555). -telex 05 -231 9 
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Limiter ' in' I 

S AMP 
TRADEMARK 

SO 1 Compressor- Limiter 
COMPRESSOR and PEAK LEVEL LIMITER 

CONSTANT OUTPUT LEVEL - ALL 
RATIOS (I0dB Compression) 

NOISE < -84dB DISTORTION <0.I QTHD 

SIMPLE OPERATION 

SUPERB DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 

i 

I Limiter ' out' 

Output threshold is pre -set to suit the following equipment 
(variable from -10 to - I6dBm on 10:1 compressor slope). It 
is only necessary to increase the input pot. to obtain necessary 
compression limiting required. For 10dB compression (and 
over with peak limiter `in') the output level remains constant 
as slopes are changed. A LED column (not shown) indicates 
compression and peak limiting. 

Ratios available in the compressor are 1.5:1, 2:1, 3:1, 5:1, and 
10:1. The peak limit section has a slope greater than 30:1 -in 
the `out' mode its threshold moves to just below clip level at 

-}- 24dBm. 

, audio & desi n recording 9 
St.Michaels,Shinfield Road, Reading, Berks, U.K. Tel. Reading (0734) 84487 

GAIN 
REDUCTION 

OU E ( IN 

STEREO 
COUPLING' 

r 
5' \ 
AUTO E 

II 

ATTACK 1 

. OUTPUT 

ikPU- 

/ 

t 

SYSTE M 

sol 

Representation in - Australia - Belgium - Brazil - Canada - Denmark - France - Finland - Germany - Greece - Hollanc - Italy - japan 

New Zealand - Norway - Portugal - South Africa - Sweden - Switzerland - U.S.A. 
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